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PREFACE.

r 1 1HE papers of which the following pages contain the

substance were written at the request of my friend

the editor of the Wesleyan-Methodist Magazine, and were

pubHshed in that journal during the years 1885 and

1886. They appear in the present form at the unanimous

request of the Wesleyan Book Committee. In compliance

with the earnest request also of the same Committee,

whose urgency under the circumstances had force to

overcome a great degree of reluctance on my part, I

have added two chapters, one almost entirely, the other

entirely, new, the latter of these being a " supplementary

chapter" on "Methodist Secessions and Methodist Union."

I had supposed myself to have done more than thirty

years ago with most of the subjects with which, especially

in the last two chapters, I have been led to deal in this

volume ; but I have felt it to be a duty to respond to the

call of my brethren and do what is in my power to define

and defend the position of Wesleyan-Methodism, not only

in relation to the other great Churches of the country, but
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also in relation to other Methodist bodies in England. I

may add that the earlier chapters have all been carefully

revised, and that considerable additions have been made,

chiefly in the way of notes, but also partly in the

text.

During the last twenty years several series of lectm'es have

been delivered in which, from the point of view respec-

tively of all the great British Christian denominations, the

Churches of the country, including Wesleyan-Methodism,

have been subjected to criticism, always fair in spirit and

intent, if not always well informed. In the present

volume, last of all, an analogous critical and comparative

survey of the Churches has been undertaken from the

point of view of Wesleyan-Methodism, the basis of all the

criticism and of the whole comparison being sought in the

fellowship of the primitive Church and in the motives

and principles of Church organization and discipline so

far as these may be probably inferred from the Scriptures

of the New Testament and from the other Christian writ-

ings of the first century of the Church's history. I have

endeavoured in my writing to imitate the Christian courtesy

as well as the frankness of those critics of other Churches

to whose works I have referred. No one will deny that

the time had come for a Wesleyan representative to explain

and defend the position and principles of his own Church.

If I have offended against justice or charity, I shall be
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liable to judgment. I can hardly hope that I have

escaped all fault of prejudice any more than all error

of statement. But I am conscious that I have at least

striven to be fair, and taken pains that I might be

accurate.

JAMES H. RIGG.

Westminster, Februanj 10th, 1887.
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THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH.





CHAPTER I.

THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH.

"TF we are to gain a comparative view of the various leading

-- forms and organizations of Christian activity, or, in other

words, of the different Churches which undertake to repre-

sent and to diffuse the kingdom of Christ, it is necessary, in

the first instance, to understand from what living root of

organization Christianity began to live and grow and spread.

A clear understanding as to this point will serve, at least, to

show us what are the absolutely essential attributes of Church

life, i.e., of Christian life in organized fellowship. It may

also serve to indicate what was the initial bias given to the

development of the Church, and in what manner it began to

unfold. Hence may possibly be suggested some laws or

conditions of development which may be of permanent appli-

cation and authority, and also some view as to what points

of organization or development may be non-essential and

subordinate.

The appeal of Anglican High Churchmen is chiefly to the

example and authority of the Church of the first four cen-

turies. If the appeal were made to the really primitive

Church at Jerusalem, they would be cast at every point ; if

to the apostolic Churches among the Gentiles, their dis-

comfiture might be somewhat less complete, but would be
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signal still. The appeal of their " contradictory opposites,"

the " Brethren," in their different sects, is specifically to the

primitive Church in its earliest form, which, however, when

its meaning is truly understood, lends no sanction to their

peculiar principles ; while if the appeal were carried to the

apostolic Churches as their organization is disclosed in the

Acts and the Epistles, the views of the " Brethren " would

be found in direct antagonism with apostolic principles and

precedents. Theyrresbyterians, again, make their appeal to

apostolic precedents and instructions as contained in the

Acts and Epistles, and they find much to support their

theory. But they fail to observe that their claim to stereo-

type the Church according to their form, and to fix its limit

and liberty of adaptation and development according to their

theory, is contrary to the precedents of the primitive Church

and to the spirit which governed its development; and,

moreover, that their economy fixes as the necessary and

universal law of the Church some points of usage which, so

far as they obtained in the apostolic age, were occasional

and accidental.

The Congregationalists, once more, contend that their form,

or at the least their principles, of Church government and

discipline, and theirs only, are in accordance with primitive

usage and apostolic teaching, and should be maintained as the

model for all ages and stages of the Church's advancement

:

whereas the apostolic history and letters prove that the Con-

gregational form represents, not an ideal model, but parti-

cular instances arising out of circumstances ; that its limits

and its special features represent, not perfection of form and

full development, but defect of opportunity, and arrest of

influence and extension arising from such defect^ and that its
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fundamental principles of negation, erected as they are

into dogmas of limitation, are in contradiction to the spirit

and vital tendency of Church development in the apostolic

age.

Such being some of the leading questions that are raised

when we seek to gain a comparative view of the various forms

and theories of Church organization and government which

divide the allegiance of Christians—leaving Eomanism out

of account—it is evident that we cannot fairly start upon

our way without, in the first instance, entering upon the

inquiry as to the earliest form, and the bias and laws of

the earliest development, of the primitive and apostolic

Church, both at first in Jerusalem and afterwards among

the Gentiles. Whether the views we have already, in

outline and by anticipation, stated will be established

by the investigation on which we are entering, our

readers will judge. If they should be, larger conclusions

will follow.

The form of the Church at Jerusalem in its earliest phase

of existence is very clearly set before us in the early chapters

of the Acts of the Apostles. The penitents having professed

their faith in Christ, and having been baptized into the

Triune Name, were admitted into a " fellowship " founded

on the " Apostles' teaching," sealed and renewed continually

by the " breaking of bread," and manifested in a loving

and generous care for the poor (Acts ii. 37—47 ; iv. 32—35
;

V. 42). They had—as yet they could have—no collective

assemblies for worship in sanctuaries of their own. So far as

public worship was concerned, they were of necessity, at this

earliest period, restricted to the use of the Temple services

—
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the " prayers " spoken of in Acts ii. 42. In attendance on these

Temple prayers they were assiduous, following the example

of the Apostles (Acts iii. 1; v. 42). But the special character

of this primitive believing multitude was that of a very

numerous, but more or less private, " Society." They " brake

bread from house to house, eating their meat with gladness

and singleness of heart." Their own proper fellowship-

meetings were at once social and sacred. They met not

collectively, but distributively ; they could not meet collec-

tively ; they were counted by thousands, and they had no

synagogues of their own. They met to take the evening

meal at each other's houses, but each meal was made sacra-

mental ; they ate " with gladness," and they " brake bread
"

eucharistically with religious solemnity. These evening

gatherings were also the ordinary opportunities for hearing

the " Apostles' teaching," which, it cannot be doubted, was

often taught by those who, although original disciples, were

not Apostles, but belonged to the company of the " hundred

and twenty" (Acts i. 15). The central and more select

meetings of the Apostles and the elder disciples, of whom

some of the most worthy and distinguished were afterwards

to become in an official sense " elders," we may presume to

have been held in the sacred upper room, where the tongues

of fire appeared, crowning that blessed original company.

Thus they continued in the " Apostles' teaching and in the

fellowship, in the breaking of bread and in the [public]

prayers" at the Temple. Thus they ceased not "daily with

one accord " to worship " in the Temple," and also to " break

bread from house to house." Thus '' daily in the Temple, and

in every house, they ceased not to teach and preach Jesus

Christ." After a time the Apostles, in part through the fame
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of their miracles, were able to make the Temple courts

places for habitual preaching, not merely to such of the

" disciples"' or " brethren " as gathered there, but to the

unconverted people, as Peter had preached on the Day of

Pentecost.

To this first phase and shape of organization in the

Christian Church some of the "Brethren" have been ac-

customed to appeal. But even they have not attempted

literally to conform to this pattern anywhere for any length

of time. They have not held all their strict fellowship-

meetings from house to house, nor made the evening meal,

being the principal meal of the day, and being partaken of

from house to house, a necessary part of their devotional

fellowship, combining with it the eucharistic " breaking of

bread." Of late years, indeed, I believe there has been

less pretence than formerly that the fellowship of the

" Brethren " has been strictly modelled, or that any

Christian fellowship can be modelled, upon the type of

the Jerusalem Church in its earliest period. It needs no

formal argument to convince one who really thinks about

the matter that the primitive Church at that period was, in

relation to the more mature type that was to be developed

—to the grown " man in Christ Jesus," to apply St. Paul's

metaphor in its just sense (Eph. iv. 13)—as the new-born

infant to the adult. From the sacred history itself we

gain some knowledge of the stages by which, before the

destruction of the Temple and the Jewish commonwealth, it

was developed within Judaea. Further still, and what is of

essential importance, we learn how the apostolic Churches

outside of Palestine, Grentile, or partly Jew and partly

Gentile, were developed with greater independence and a
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larger reach of movement and of liberty, out of sight, as

they were, of the Temple at Jerusalem, and many of them

out of sight also of the synagogue, with its special organiza-

tion, its rules and prescriptions.

Although, however, the earliest fellowship at Jerusalem

affords no model of organic perfection in a Church, but

rather of organic imperfection, it does furnish a living

instance, and therefore a test, of what is essential to the

vital play, the fresh and true experience, of the regenerate

soul. In the sub-Pentecostal Church at Jerusalem we see

the experimental life of the Christian believer, in the.

genuineness and simplicity of his " first love," nakedly

shown in its individuality, as far as possible apart from

organization, or at least in combination with a minimum of

form. We see this essential life and its pure and simple

play, accordingly, more distinctly and in more bare and

absolute truth of presentation here than elsewhere. It is as

though we could look straight into the inner heart of the

Christian fellowship and see its vital elements, its beat, its

circulation, its action and reaction.

Let us ask ourselves, then, what, as shown by this

palmary example, are the essentials of Christian life and

fellowship, as distinguished from the proprieties or con-

veniences or helpful instruments and ordinances of a

matured Church organization. Here are the elements as we

find them in the history :— 1. Kepentance and faith (Acts ii.

37—41) ; then Baptism, the public and solemn confession of

the Triune Grod, and of Christ the Saviour, Son of Grod and

Son of man, this confession being made under the influence

of the Holy Spirit, and attended by special spiritual power

and blessing (Acts ii. 38, 41 ; Matt, xxviii. 19). 2. An
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actual loving, social fellowship of the converts, carried on

from house to house, carried out in large and noble bene-

ficence to all that were in poverty and distress, and sealed

continually by the Eucharist, crowning the " from house to

house " social and common meals of the brotherhood. Two

other things are also to be noted. 3. The " Apostles'

teaching" was the staple and never-exhausted subject of

instruction at all the meetings of the brethren, who were

not only brethren, but " disciples " of the risen Lord,

followers of His life and doctrine as taught by the Apostles

and original disciples. 4. The public worship of God was

strictly and sedulously observed by regular attendance at

the Temple, at the hours of prayer and sacrifice, twice dail3^

Of their own properly and specially Christian worship, as

public and collective worship, as yet there was none. But

the Jewish worship was for them illuminated with a

Christian meaning. Moreover, in the courts of the Temple

there was done what might be done to supplement the

merely ritual psalmody and prayer-service of the Temple, by

Gospel teaching. And whatever was still deficient was

made up by the instruction so zealously and uninter-

mittingly given from house to house, and by the free

spiritual fellowship of their homely, social gatherings.

The primitive fellowship, accordingly—that which shows

us simply and precisely in what Christian life and fellowship

essentially consist—was a fellowship founded on " the

Apostles' teaching," " as the truth is in Jesus ; " a fellow-

ship inspired and animated by conscious life in Christ—the

new life of the believers through repentance and faith,

attended by a happy sense of the Divine acceptance ; a

fellowship expressed and sustained by new and special
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means of spiritual sympathy and intercourse, and by

special developments of mutual care and beneficence ; a

fellowship sealed by the Sacraments which our Lord had

instituted—Baptism and the " breaking of bread
;

" a

fellowship maintained in harmony with the appointed

ordinances of public worship, as established in the Temple

services.

Here, then, we see what are the essential doctrines of

evangelical orthodoxy : rejoentance, faith, and regeneration,

which implies, as its continuation and completion, sancti-

Jication. These lie at the root of all teaching ; these

are before rites or Sacraments ; these doctrines, however

learnt, by whatsoever channel received, are the living truths

which, through the Holy Spirit, are effectual for the

salvation of men.

Here, again, we learn what are the proper and necessary

Sacraments, which, though not the primary source of

spiritual life or salvation, are yet its Divinely appointed

accompaniments—its signs and its seals : Baptism, as the

solemn rite of admission into the holy fellowship ; the

Lord's Supper, as the sacred seal of recognition by which

believers continually renew their covenant relations with

God in Christ and with each other. And here, inmost

mystery of all, is the pulsing life itself, as it manifested

itself in that " hour of prime," that dawn of the Church's

everlasting glory, the life into which believers are intro-

duced through the Christian doctrine, spiritually ajipre-

hended and received, which cannot but remain one and the

same life in all true believers from age to age, and cannot

but reproduce in those who receive it the spiritual

experience of the primitive believers.
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As to the mode and form of the fellowship, however, it is

not easy, as we look upon the picture of the primitive Church

at Jerusalem, to discriminate between that which is essential

and that which was only accidental. It is evident that

neither as to the manner of meeting together from house to

house, nor as to the occasions and mode of " breaking bread,"

any more than as to their manner of public worship, is it

possible for Christians to-day to follow the example of the

Church at Jerusalem, The provisions for public worship,

for hearing and learning the " Apostles' teaching," for the

administration of the Sacraments, for ministering to the

needy, and for close spiritual fellowship in true interchange

of sympathy, soul with soul, cannot but all widely differ to-

day from what the sacred history shows to have existed then.

They must differ according to various conditions of time,

place, and circumstance. So much as this, however, we do

seem warranted to say,— that unless a Christian Church, in

some efifective manner, makes provision for real individual

fellowship, fellowship which joins into one living brotherhood

the general society of believers, so that each believer may

have actual spiritual comradeship with some company of

others, and be linked to the whole body in vital and organic

connection, and so that all may have an opportunity of

using their spiritual faculties and gifts, that Church is

essentially defective.

At Jerusalem, the fellowship was a true and equal brother-

hood under the general direction of the Apostles. It is

impossible to read the account given in Acts iv. 23—31,

with attention and an open mind, without perceiving that

" their own company," to which Peter and John, with the

healed cripple, returned after their dismissal from before the
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Sanhedrim, were not only " all filled with the Holy Grhost,"

but all " spake the Word of God with boldness." As on the

Day of Pentecost, so afterwards, in that Church, the spirit

of testimony rested on all the believers, without regard to

office or ordination. So, when persecution broke out, and

the disciples were all " scattered abroad," they " went every-

where preaching the Word " (Acts viii. 1—4). And in strict

agreement and consecutive consistency with this statement,

we further read (xi. 19, 20) that of those that "were

scattered abroad " in this " persecution," and who travelled

from Jerusalem as far as to Antioch, " speaking the Word to

the Jews," some, who " were men of Cyprus and Cyrene," when

they came to Antioch, " spake unto the Greeks also, preach-

ing the liOrd Jesus." These men were neither apostles nor

yet prophets ; we read a few verses later of the first arri'i^al of

" prophets " at Antioch from Jerusalem ; they were merely

disciples, destitute of any official character whatever. But

they spoke freely the truth they had received, and used

"the gift that was in" them. With such facts before us,

it is unreasonable to doubt that in all meetings of the

primitive Church, where there was discourse as to the

doctrines and duties of the Gospel faith and life, there was

free scope for all to speak as they were moved to speak.

They spoke with simple freedom their experience, they used

whatever gifts they possessed, they were full of a new life,

and " the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus "—of this new life

—

" gave them utterance."

So it was in the Church at Jerusalem, and so it continued

to be in the apostolic Churches. St. Paul lays down the

very principle which sanctions such freedom of mutual

intercourse, such interchange of ideas and feelings, such
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family simplicity of communion and fellowship, when, in the

fourth chapter of his Epistle to the Ephesians, he says that

Christ's body, the Church, is to increase " by that which

every joint supplieth, according to the working in due

measure of each several part," all " speaking the truth in

love," and thus all growing up together " in all things into

Christ the Head." Nor is it possible to read the twelfth

chapter of the Epistle to the Komans (vers. 3— 13), nor those

graphic chapters of the First Epistle to the Corinthians (xi.

;

xii. ; xiv.), where the Apostle depicts the interior scenes of

disorderly Church life occasioned by a too exuberant and

various energy and excitement, in which spurious impulses

and influences combined with the spring and outflow of the

new life in Christ Jesus, without recognising the fact that a

broad freedom of Christian speech and intercourse prevailed

in the primitive period of the apostolic Churches. True,

there was abuse and excess, but the abuse was a perversion

of the use, and an evidence of its existence and its rights,

according to the ancient legal maxim, " Abusus non toUit

usum ;
" the excess was a thing to be corrected and guarded

against ; but when it arose out of a liberty identified with

the very life of the Christian faith and fellowship in its first

awakening, its remedy was not to be sought in quenching, but

only in regulating, that liberty. When we remember that if

Peter and John were the chief teachers at Jerusalem, Paul

had " planted, Apollos watered, and God gave the increase,"

at Corinth, we shall understand that the bright and beauti-

ful picture at Jerusalem and the disorderly developments at

Corinth teach us the same lesson,—that "where the Spirit

of the Lord is, there is liberty ;
" and that to " each one "

was given " the manifestation of the Spirit to profit withal,"
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whether it were " a psalm, a teaching, a revelation, a tongue,

or an interpretation ;
" that " all " were at liberty to " pro-

phesy one by one, that all might learn, and all might be

comforted," although, at the same time, it was needful to

remember what at Corinth some forgot : that all things

needed to be done decently and without confusion. The

possession of supernatural gifts by many of the primitive

believers heightened and diversified the effects of the new

life as manifested in the Church assemblies ; but at the

foundation of all these gifts, and spreading far beyond them

in range, was the experimental witness-bearing and the

mutual edification and exhortation which formed the staple

of the uttered fellowship of those first believers. The

prophets were not under miraculous inspiration, although

doubtless they were under supernatural influence, when they

spake unto men " unto edification, and exhortation, and

comfort " (1 Cor. xiv. 3). Those " prophets," as we learn

from the recently discovered Teaching of the Apostles, were

teachers, often itinerant preachers, found everywhere in the

Churches, and recognised as having a place in the Church

economy ; but they were not ordained. And not only

prophets, evangelists, gifted brethren—sometimes gifted

sisters—bare their part in witnessing " as the Spirit gave

them utterance," but brethren, as we have seen, who were

absolutely undistinguished, simple units in the primitive

fellowship, " went everywhere preaching the Word." So

free was that earliest Christian fellowship ; so spontaneous,

so simply mutual, was the frank intercommunion flowing

from heart to heart and lip to lip.

How far, then, from conformity to primitive Christianity

are those Christian communities in which no provision is
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made, no opportunity offered, for such fellowship, such

intercommunion, as that which has now been described !

Where the members of the fellowship are all merely passive,

where none teach or speak or offer vocal prayer but the

priest, pastor or Minister, there is no trace left of likeness

to the original fellowship of Christian believers as it existed

in the apostolic age. Unfortunately there are Protestant

Churches which maintain, in form and general statement at

least, the doctrines of apostolic Christianity, that have made

no attempt to realize the spiritual and mutual fellowship

of the primitive Church, but which, indeed, appear to ignore

it altogether. Such are the politico-ecclesiastical forms of

Church organization that have been established on the

Continent since the rise of Luther, whether known as

Lutheran or Eeformed " communions." Voluntary organiza-

tions, indeed, within these Churches—"Pietistic" commu-

nities—have at times afforded something like a reproduction

of the early fellowship, with its experimental savour and

its simple spontaneousness ; but these have commonly been

regarded with disfavour by the authorities ; they have

formed no part or appendage of their organization. This

failure on the part of the Continental Protestant Churches

has been one main cause of their stagnancy, of their

Kationalism, of their dead halt in the midst of their conflict

with Rome, and their sterility for centuries past. This

defect and the rigidity of State-control which has fettered

them—kindred and allied evils—have smitten Continental

Protestantism with spiritual barrenness, forcing at the same

time the highest energies of the Churches into the field of

merely intellectual comment and criticism, such as, when

orthodox, has too often assumed forms of unprofitable
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subtlety, and such as, in a large proportion of instances,

has rioted in heterodox speculation of altogether pernicious

and antichristian tendency. Having lost consciousness of

the great end of all Christian doctrine and organization,

which, as St. Paul teaches, is " love out of a pure heart and

a good conscience and faith unfeigned," they have wasted

their strength on questions which minister strife " rather

than godly edifying," and are as ill adapted to the further-

ance of true religion and godliness as the " endless genea-

logies " of which the Apostle speaks in the context of the

passage I have just quoted (1 Tim. i. 5).

In England, national liberty—a sort and degi'ee of liberty,

even in that age, with all its forms of legal violence,

altogether unknown on the Continent—saved our forms of

Christianity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from

suffering from a similar blight. The spirit of English

liberty so far prevailed against State-authority and eccle-

siastical prescription, even in the Church of which the

sovereign was the constitutional head, as to leave scope for

Puritanism. In connection with Puritanism, for the space

of a century, spiritual liberty—liberty of witness-bearing

and of homely and experimental fellowship—effectually

maintained itself, although often in ways accounted " irre-

gular," and sometimes against canons, rubrics, and Star-

chamber inquisition and oppression. When Puritanism

was cast out of the Church of England, however, the national

life in all senses was declining ; and only partially and for

a time did the Nonconformists maintain the spiritual liberty

and the living fellowship that had distinguished Puritanism

in its highest forms and its best times. When Methodism

arose, the Church life of England had fallen lower than
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among the Protestant Churches of the Continent, where

such men as Bengel and Francke, Pietists of the noblest

type, upheld the standard of primitive doctrine and ex-

perience, and where the Moravians had, in not a few

respects, reproduced, in its essential features, the life of

the primitive fellowship.

The fatal defect of which I have spoken has placed the

Protestant Churches of the Continent in some respects at a

disadvantage as compared even with the Church of Rome.

That Church had lost the primitive fellowship—had, indeed,

gradually perverted and destroyed it—but in the process

had developed, for certain purposes and in certain respects,

a sort of equivalent. The two institutions by which Eome \y

replaced the primitive fellowship were 'inonasticism and the^y ^

'Confessional. By the former it made provision for enthu-

siastic or deeply impressible spirits, longing for a religious

vocation and consecration, although not seeking the priest-

hood. By the latter it brought every heart when under

the influence of religious emotion into direct relations with

the Church and its ministry, and gave a voice to every

burdened spirit. Truly it was a terrible and blasphemous

j

perversion which enforced confession to the priest and'

pretended to invest him with the power of absolution. But p)

yet it gave the Church a hold, by the way of the conscience

and heart, on every member : on the man, above all on the

woman, and even on the tender child ; whereas Continental

Protestantism was a mere mechanism of congregational

rites, freezingly cold and impersonal, without a touch or

movement or faintest breath in them of individual emotion

or mutual fellowship, linked to a provision of dogmatic

instruction administered by the public ofl&cials. What
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wonder if, under such conditions, Romanism won back not

a little of the ground in which Protestantism had at one

time taken root ? \N'^hat wonder that Eoman superstition

^ 1 took a stronger hold of human hearts than Protestant

-^ rationalism ? But for the disparaged Pietists and for the

mystics of the better side, however obscure might be some

of their teaching, and however tinged with enthusiasm,

Continental Protestantism, before the end of the eighteenth

century, would have been nothing but the dry stubble

of dead forms, showing only that there had once been life

and growth. Whatever improvement there has been during

the course of the present century has been mainly due

in part to a powerful and profound recoil from the abysmal

darkness and horrors of the great French Revolution, and

in part to the influence of Methodism, carried over in

various ways to the Continent, since the downfall of the

first Napoleon, from England and, especially of recent years,

from America.

And if the want of a genuine fellowship, vivid, spiritual,

and truly mutual, has been the blight of Continental Pro-

testantism, the blessing of such a fellowship, as reproduced

in Wesleyan-Methodism, has been the secret of strength,

of propagandist power, of vitality, plasticity, ease of move-

ment, and facility of development, for the various Churches

of the great Wesleyan family—a family of Churches which

is now manifestly in the ascendant among the forces of

Protestantism throughout the world.

How far it may be possible for the other Protestant

Churches to introduce into their systems provisions equiva-

lent to those which have given such powerful vitality to

Methodism remains to be seen. Can the Established
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Church within her loose folds allow a liberty, and even

encourage influences and developments, which may, for all

that are touched with earnest feeling as to their souls and

eternity, aflford the opportunity of real spiritual fellowship,

living and sympathetic ? If she can and will, it will be for

her prosperity and for the lengthening of her tranquillity.

If she cannot, and if, failing to do this, she takes the only

alternative possible in this urgent age, and turns the earnest-

ness of her members into the channel of the confessional,

of the secluded sisterhood under priestly tutelage and the

priest-guided guild, such a recurrence to mediaeval forms of

discipline and devotion, such a return to abject spiritual

bondage—not free spiritual service of Grod, but degrading

subjection of mind and will to men " of like passions,"

" compassed with infirmity "—can only result in disaster to

that Church and dishonour to the Christian faith and name.

There is at this moment a conflict within the Established

Church between the two tendencies. Both are powerful.

On the result of this conflict how much depends ! Is the

confessional, is the conventual and sacramentarian tendency,

to win, or is the free evangelical movement to prevail ?

and will that evangelical movement lead to such a practical

and customary modification of Church arrangements as to

make adequate provision for Christian fellowship in true

primitive simplicity and in free variety of testimony and of

personal activity?

The like questions arise in regard to other Church organiza-

tions. The want of organized provision for free and simple

experimental fellowship within the Presbyterian Churches

of Scotland has been a vital defect in the past. Hence

the rule of " Moderatism," which, if it meant spiritual
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apathy, meant not the less Presbyterianism unimpeachable

in form and safe in all its arrangements. In connection

with any and every outburst of new life, violence had to

be done to the regular forms and approved precedents of

administration and discipline. And the influences which

brought in the new life seldom, if ever, sprang up among

the regular Presbyterian Churches themselves; they were

derived from foreign sources, or came down from remainders

of olden liberty and life, from " schismatic " survivals.

These revival movements have conquered for themselves a

certain recognised place among the Presbyterian Churches

of our times. But what provision is there in the differ-

ent branches of Presbyterianism for their continuance,

their maintenance and reproduction ? Are they not still

rather in the nature of " irregularities," than part of the

normal life of the Churches ? Are they yet regarded as

essential to the integrity and vitality of true apostolic

Presbyterianism ?

Similar questions might be asked as to the Congrega-

tionalist bodies, both Baptists and Psedobaptists. For, in

fact, even more than mere soundness of doctrinal forms, the

organized provision of free and mutual spiritual fellow-

ship is a vital condition of prosperity for every Christian

Church, and may be regarded as a working test stantis aut

cadentis Ecclesioe—of a living or declining Church.

For a short time after the period of the Commonwealth,

as I have already intimated, the Nonconformist Churches

of England maintained, in a greater or less degree, the

spiritual freedom and the living fellowship which had dis-

tinguished Puritanism in its highest forms and in its best

times. But before the middle of the eighteenth century
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English Dissent had fallen to the level of that decorous but

Materialistic age. Nor did it begin to revive till the influence

of Methodism had touched the Churches. In the early part

of the present century this revival was beginning visibly

to spread. From this time for many years the Church-

meetings partook increasingly of the nature of fellowship

meetings, and there was often much " unction " in the

Church prayer-meetings. For some years past, however, the

Congregational Churches generally have been undeniably

losing ground in this respect. The spiritual declension

among the Baptists, however, has been more than arrested

during the same period, very largely, it cannot be doubted,

through the influence of Mr. Spurgeon. Apart from this

special and personal influence, however, the question must

be asked, as to the English Nonconformity of to-day, whether

in the majority of existing Churches the savour of experi-

mental fellowship gives freshness and life to the Church-

meetings, or power and variety to the regular prayer-

meetings.

If there is substantial truth in the considerations which

have been advanced in the foregoing pages, there can be no

difficulty in understanding the growth and spread, especially in

neighbourhoods where Methodism is weak, of the " Plymouth

Brethren "—or, as they prefer to be called, the " Brethren
"

—in one or other of their varieties. For the " Brethren "

represent the principle of free fellowship and equal brother-

hood among Christian people, as opposed to the various

systems which maintain—practically, at least—a close

monopoly of spiritual functions for the Minister, whether

he be called priest, or elder, or pastor. The fellowship prin-

ciple, in some form or other, is destined to win. The very
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success of the extreme High Church party is, in fact, due to

the charms of this principle, however perverted or misapplied.

The success of such special movements as those of the late

Mr. Pennefather and of the devoted Mr. Aitken, as clergy-

men, is due largely to their taking hold of the same principle.

Although it is not recognised by their Church in its organiza-

tion, they have collaterally brought it forward and worked

upon it. The various undenominational evangelistic Societies,

the power of which is felt in many directions, are embodi-

ments of the same principle.

The Church of England in particular, unless its organiza-

tion be materially changed, will not fail in the future, as in

the past, to furnish a continual supply of recruits to the

"Brethren." Men of some degree of culture, of some social

pretensions, of much earnestness, and of a specially energetic

temperament, men who have been accustomed to active

movements and a life of variety, not unnaturally feel as if

they, by bearing witness to the truth, could, in a plain and

simple fashion, reach some who would never come to church.

Hence a multitude of " unattached Churchmen " go to swell

the number of " Brethren." Military officers especially are

apt to join these irregular companies of volunteers. These

men would never join the Methodists, or any organized

Nonconformist sect. It suits them to belong to companies

where gentlemen as such seem naturally to take the lead,

where they can never seem to rank as " privates," seeing that

there are no " officers," or else all are officers, and where they

pose, not as members of any " sect," but of the primitive

Church of the Lord. An organized provision of service and

work, with opportunity of free speech and witness-bearing,

in the Established Church, would have the effect of retaining
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most of these unattached Churchmen within that Church,

and would, in many ways, be a blessing to the country and

the world.

What I have thus far written may, I hope, serve to give

a suggestive view in outline of a very large subject, of funda-

mental importance in its bearing upon the questions of the

present hour as to evangelical doctrine and the nature and

objects of Church-fellowship. It was impossible even to take

this preliminary view of the vital characteristics of a true

Christian Church, as we look upon its living tissue of fellow-

ship and its earliest outline of organic incipiency, without

opening some questions which touch upon the subject of

Church organization in its matured forms. I have, however,

barely touched upon them. I propose now to deal more

directly with the subject of apostolic Church organization

and discipline, as the forms of organization are disclosed to

us in the New Testament and the earliest remains of Chris-

tian antiquity, taking account especially of such additional

light as has been brought to us by the welcome discovery of

that remarkable document The Teaching of the Apostles.



CHAPTER 11.

THE OKGANIZATION OF THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH (30—130 A.D.).

TT is necessary at this point again to remind my readers

-- that various denominational defenders of their respective

Church organizations have not yet ceased to claim a Divine

sanction for their diverse models of Church arrangement and

government, and for their different schemes of Church

principles, on the ground of conformity to the New Testa-

ment ideal. It is assumed in their ecclesiastical expositions

and manifestoes that there is an ideal of Church organization

and government revealed in the New Testament, and that

all Churches are more or less faulty, or at least defective,

which do not conform to this ideal. Such a view, however,

has not been held by Wesleyan writers on the subject. They

have been accustomed to teach that only a few general

principles as to the matter of Church organization and

government can be said to have any distinct sanction in the

New Testament, and that the particular application of these

principles and the details of organization and arrangement

have been left to be determined according to the varieties of

human character and of surrounding conditions and relations.

They do not believe that any ideal is shown in the New

Testament. They are of opinion that if the social, moral,

and political conditions surrounding the primitive Church

had been materially different from what they actually were,
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the form and development of the Church would have differed

correspondingly.

The Church of Eome does not insist on such a claim as

I have now spoken of; that Church, on the contrary, has

claimed for itself Divine direction and authority through all

its long line of development. But the Church of England,

in order at the same time to claim apostolic authority, to

gain sanction for its special organization and its highly

developed ritual, and to mark a line of distinction between

itself and- the Church of Rome, has been accustomed, as

represented by not a few eminent writers, to seek within the

limits of the first three or four centuries for the full and

authentic development of apostolic principles and ideas in the

organization and administration of what it has been custom-

ary to speak of incorrectly as the primitive Church. It is

impossible, however, to fix any limit which can be accepted as

marking off the legitimate ages of development upon apos-

tolic lines from a following period of unauthoritative develop-

ment. It cannot be said that the end of the third century,

or of the fourth century, or any intermediate date—for

example, the epoch of the Council of Nicsea—separates

between the period of authoritative antiquity and that of un-

assured and possibly erroneous development. Isaac Taylor's

volumes on Ancient Christianity, forty years ago, with a

superfluity of learned illustration and argument, completely

demolished all show of solidity or plausibility in such a

line of Anglican exposition or defence. Besides which, the

Anglican appeal to antiquity and apostolic authority, as

identified with the ages before the Nicene Council, implies

that the higher the antiquity of any ecclesiastical usage

or precedent, the purer and more authoritative, the more
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certainly apostolic it is in its character. Whence it follows

that whatever in the Church development of the first three

centuries is inconsistent with the practice and principles

of the true apostolic age—which may, without controversy,

be limited to the first century after the Day of Pentecost

—

must be held to be illegitimate and unauthoritative. Hence

the Church economy of the Anglican Establishment is, by

its own pretensions, brought within the range of the test of

apostolicity as defined by the practice of the first century.

The same test is appealed to by the defenders of Presby-

terian and Congregational Church principles as establishing

the Scriptural authority of their respective systems.

The view I shall support in this volume is that, except

^ as to a very few first principles, the New Testament

affords no authoritative standard of Church organization

or government ; that the apostolic Church organizations

were themselves variable, according to circumstances \ that

during the whole of the first century development was

going on ; that it is most reasonable to hold that succes-

sive changes in surrounding social and civil or political

conditions and circumstances would justify and render

necessary corresponding changes in the polity and disci-

pline of the Church, according to its various provinces

or spheres ; and that, in modern times, there is the

amplest reason and adequate authority for freely adapting

Church arrangements to modern conditions, in many

respects so different from the conditions which surrounded

the early Church.

In the Church at Jerusalem immediately after the Day of

Pentecost, the organization was of extreme simplicity.

There was the homely fellowship of which we have con-

X
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sidered the nature and form, a fellowship without as yet

any settled ritual or any distinct and consecrated centres

of worship, and there were the Apostles. The organization

was all summed up in the apostolic brotherhood ; all

authority and discipline centred there. Whatever was done

by others must have been done under the sanction of those

on whom the Lord had breathed, and to whom He had

given the keys of His kingdom. Not only had they charge

of the " Word of GTod," and of the two Sacraments, but, as is

implied in the sixth chapter of the Acts, the " service " also

of " tables " was at first a part of their responsibility, and

was regulated under their direct authority. Here, then, was

the primitive form of Church government ; and if the

earliest must needs be the best, if the primitive must indeed

be the ideal, then here would be the ideal form. And yet

it would not be more unreasonable to refer back to the tribal

rule of nascent nationalities as the ideal of national govern-

ment, than to the primitive organization of the Church at

Jerusalem as the ideal form of Christianity for modern

nations and the present time. There is a Divine law of

development for the growth and organization of the Church

of Christ, as there is for the unfolding of all the vital forces

and latent possibilities included in every realm or province

of human growth and progress. The sixth chapter of the

Acts marks the first stage in such organic development in

the primitive Church. Here came in the necessary law of

thevdivision of labour, in its first distinct and formal mani-

festation and record. The Apostles devolved on a special

class of Church officers the work which they found more or

less incompatible with the happy and effective discharge of

their highest duties as expounders of the " Word of God."
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" It is not fit," they said, " that we should forsake the Word

of God, and serve tables
;

" accordingly, that they might

" continue steadfastly in prayer, and in the ministry of the

Word," they " appointed over the business of the daily

ministration " to the widows " seven men," approved by the

suffrages of the Church, as ''of good report, full of the Spirit

and of wisdom,"

Here was a development which arose as simply and

''directly out of circumstances as did John Wesley's first

appointment of Stewards in London to take charge of the

fund of the Methodist Society, and I^eaders at Bristol to

take oversight of the members. There was no constitution

here after a model, or to fulfil an ideal taught by Christ or

discovered in the Mosaic institutions. Doubtless here we

have the germ of the diaconate as, under one or other name,

found in every Church, at least in its earlier and simpler

stages. From this germ it might well be that the diaconal

office would itself develop afterwards.

y The next stage of which we have a trace in the develop-

ment of the Church at Jerusalem was the appointment of

elders, an order of Church officers doubtless suggested by

the organization of the Jewish synagogue. I am but tracing

an authentic history, and lightly illustrating an easy and

indeed obvious argument, which, nevertheless, the pre-

possessed eye is strangely apt to overlook. Therefore I say

nothing at this point as to the genesis or the meaning and

contents of the office of elder in the early Christian Church.

My business here is to note that we learn only incidentally,

and by the barest reference, in the eleventh chapter of the

Acts, that, by the time Barnabas and Saul had got the work

of the Gospel at Antioch well rooted, there was already a
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body of " elders " in the Church at Jerusalem. This may

have been, not improbably, about 43 a.d., thirteen years or

more after the Day of Pentecost. As at the beginning of

the eleventh chapter we read of " the Apostles and tUe

hrethren that were in Judsea," and not, as in the fifteenth

chapter, of ''the Apostles and the elders" it may not be

improbable that at the period referred to in chap. xi. 1,

which cannot well have been much earlier or later than 40

A.D,, there was as yet no formally recognised body of elders

at Jerusalem. The one point on which I wish to insist isJ

that this step in organization, referred to so slightly and

altogether incidentally, must have been reached by a natural

process, and, so to speak, almost unconsciously, in the course

of the Church's growth. If it had been intended by the

Head of the Church that the forms of organization and

discipline established in the apostolic Church at Jerusalem

should be the Divine pattern after which later Churches

were to be modelled, there would have been a solemn and

explicit history on the subject in the volume of New
Testament revelation. The slight, cursory, and obscure

character of the notices relating to the subject actually

found in the Acts is quite incompatible with the idea of a

Divinely prescribed model of Church organization.

Nor are the uncertainties of the record, so far as relates

to the history of the primitive Church at Jerusalem, in any

degree compensated by exact and full information respecting

the organization of the Grentile Churches. As to the great

Gentile mother-Church of the Syrian Antioch, we have,

respecting the point of Church organization, in reality, no

information. And as to any other Churches, what we learn

is exceedingly little, in detail nothing. In the Churches
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of Southern Asia Minor which were founded by St. Paul,

he ordained elders within no great while after his first

visiting them, though the period may perhaps have extended

over more than one year. Most, if not all, of the towns

were small, and among the converts were those who had

had the training of Jews or Jewish proselytes ; hence it may

have been easier to find men of suitable knowledge and of

trained character to fill the office than in such large towns

as Ephesus or Corinth. At Ephesus, after some years of

labour, the Apostle had committed the charge of the Church

to elders, who are also called bishops ("overseers," Acts

xx, 28). At Corinth the Church seems to have been left

by him without any complete or regular organization. If,

from the Epistle to the Philippians which, some years later,

St. Paul wrote from Kome, it should not improbably be

inferred that elders—called in that Epistle bishops

—

and also that deacons, had, by the Apostle's direction, been

appointed comparatively early in the Philippian Church,

there is, at any rate, nothing said or intimated on the

subject in the Acts. But for the Epistles to Timothy and

Titus, written in the latest period of the Apostle's life, after

the close of the history in the Acts, it would not be known

that, about thirty years after the founding of the Church at

Jerusalem, it had come to be the rule among the Gentile

Churches for "elders to be everywhere appointed, and also

that it was a general and growing custom to appoint deacons

as helpers to the elders and as servants to the Church,

not only as to ministrations of beneficence, but also as to

spiritual offices of support and consolation. So little im-

portance would seem to belong to the historical details of

these steps of organization.
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As to the nature of the elder's office, little exact or

detailed knowledge can be gathered from the Acts or the

Epistles. Dr. Hatch suggests that while the office of elder

in Judseo-Christian Churches was probably as nearly as

possible equivalent, onutatis midandis, to its Jewish original

—was, in fact, the Jewish office in principle, applied and

adapted to the conditions of Christian worship and fellow-

ship—the office of elder in the Grentile Churches was vaguer

and more general in scope, in correspondence with the

authority belonging to the councils of seniors or senators

in Grentile cities and States ; that, in fact, the one word had

in Christian-Jewish Churches a distinctly Jewish, and in

Gentile Churches a Grreek or Grreco-Roman, colouring ; but

so as, in either case, to connote government rather than

teaching. The suggestion is not only ingenious, but seems

to have something more than plausibility in its favour.

Nevertheless, with the Pastoral Epistles in our hand, it

appears singular indeed that any one should have a doubt

as to the presbyter-bishop's office in Grentile Churches

having, according to ordinary custom and rule, included the

function of teaching as well. That there were, however, at

least in some Churches, in some stages of their development,

exceptional cases in which an elder, though he took his

share in ruling, took little part in public and formal teach-

ing in the Church, seems to be a fair, if not an inevitable,

inference from the one text on which Presbyterian doctri-

naires of the strict Genevan or Scottish school, transforming

an exception into a ruling principle, build so much more

than can be safely founded on a solitary text which is not

in obvious harmony with other texts. (Cf. 1 Tim. iii. 2
;

2 Tim. ii. 24; Titus i. 9 ; 2 Tim. ii. 2 ; 1 Tim. v. 17.)
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The one thing -certain seems to be that there were

considerable differences of organization in the apostolic

Churches. There were probably characteristic differences

between the Judseo-Christian Churches and all others.

There were certainly striking differences between some of

the Gentile Churches and others. The Churches in the

Pisidian Antioch, in Iconium, and in Lystra and Derbe,

were, within a year or two, placed under the government

of elders. These, as it has been already intimated, were

small Churches, and appear to have included a large pro-

portion of converted Grentile proselytes to Judaism, especially

of women. There was no class of converts in the early

Churches so widely intelligent and so unsuperstitiously

devout as this class of " devout men " and " devout women "

of those who, before they became Paul's converts, had for-

saken heathenism and embraced the Jewish faith. Where,

in small Churches, this class of converts was in the as-

cendant, it is not difficult to understand that organization

under the charge of elders might be more easily and

speedily effected, than when contrasted conditions obtained,

as at Corinth.

We have, in St. Paul's Epistles to Corinth, interior views

disclosed of the condition of the Corinthian Church six years

after its first founding by the Apostle, which show how far

from anything like settled organization that Church remained

even at that period. At Ephesus, three or four years after

j

St. Paul's first visit, elders (presbyter-bishops) had been

ordained.* And yet after six years the Church of Corinth

remained in a state hardly more like settled organization

than that of Rome at the date of St. Paul's writing to that

* Acts XX.
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Church, which as yet had received no visit from an Apostle.

In the Epistles to the Corinthians there is not, any more

than in that to the Eomans, any reference to elder or

deacon, or any regular Church officer. To the Eomans, St,

Paul says, " Having gifts differing according to the grace

that was given to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy

according to the proportion of our faith ; or ministry, let us

give ourselves to our ministry ; or he that teacheth, to

his teaching ; or he that exhorteth, to his exhorting : he

that giveth, let it be in disinterested simplicity
; he that

ruleth, let it be with diligence ; he that showeth mercy,

with cheerfulness." * Here the reference is to the various

gifts, freely exercised in the Church by its members,

whereby, especially in the absence of a regular ministry

the Church was built up in faith and knowledge and

Christian life. So in respect to Corinth the Apostle writes,

" God hath set some in the Church, first apostles, secondly

prophets, thirdly teachers, then powers, then gifts of

healings, helps, governments, divers kinds of tongues. Are

all apostles ? are all prophets ? are all teachers ? are all

powers ? have all gifts of healings ? do all speak with

tongues ? do all interpret ? " etc. With which should be

collated other passages, such, for example, as the following :

" When ye come together, each one hath a psalm, hath a

teaching, hath a revelation, hath a tongue, hath an inter-

pretation. ... If any man speaketh in a tongue, let it be

by two, or at the most three, and in turn ; and let one

interpret ; . . . and let the prophets speak by two or three,

and let the others discern."!

From these passages we may surely infer that there were,

* Rom. xii. f 1 Cor. xii. j xiv.
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at the time referred to, no ordained Ministers in the

Corinthian, any more than in the Roman, Church. Apostles

visited them
;
prophets exercised their special gifts among

them; itinerant teachers, such as Timothy, Titus, or

Apollos, instructed them ; these three classes belonged to

" the Church "—the collective Church :—they visited the

Churches ;
" then " there came the local array of " gifts

"

which so abounded at Corinth, and by means of which,

including " governments," the Corinthian Church, in the

absence of the Apostle or his commissioned representatives,

seems to have carried on its services and maintained its life,

though with a grievous lack of discipline. There were no

Jj presbyter-bishops. The condition of the Church as revealed

in the two Epistles precludes the possibility of this. Nor

would it be less than absurd to suppose that in such letters,

in which the moral and disciplinary condition of the Church

is in question throughout, the Apostle would have absolutely

ignored the existence of the responsible Ministers of the

Church, if there had been any such in existence. That

such a man as Dr. Dale could have adopted an opposite

conclusion on this point is a marvellous illustration of what

denominational prepossessions as to the Divine right of a

special type of Church organization can bring an able and

usually candid man to maintain. It is, however, in fair

harmony with the same writer's contention that the apostolic

Churches at Jerusalem and Ephesus consisted of one sole

congregation.

It may indeed be said that the Epistle to the Ephesians

shows that, even to a Church in which we know that there

were presbyter-bishops, St. Paul was capable of addressing a

letter in which the ordained Ministers of the Church are
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altogether ignored. The Epistle to the Ephesians, however,

was in the nature of a circular letter. This conclusion,

which has been held by many of the ablest critics, including

Bishop Lightfoot, is sustained by a multitude of cogent

considerations. The contents of the Epistle are altogether

general; it does not contain a local allusion or a personal

reference from first to last, except only the reference to

Tychicus as the Apostle's representative, who was presently

to visit the Churches ; and this has no specific relation to

Ephesus. There are no salutations to individuals. The

doctrinal teaching of the Epistle is, indeed, peculiarly

suitable to the requirements of the Christian believers in

and near Proconsular Asia, and is in marked parallelism with

the contents of the Epistle to Colossae, situated within the

same region ; but it contains nothing that is specifically

suitable to the particular circumstances of the Church at

Ephesus ; nor is there anything like historical reminiscence,

although St. Paul's experiences in Ephesus had been so

peculiarly memorable, and form the groundwork of special

reference in the Apostle's letters to the Corinthians and to

Timothy. When all these points are weighed, it will

surely appear to be every way probable that this letter was

a general Epistle, intended for the instruction and confirma-

tion of a circle of Churches, of which Ephesus was the

chief. The Ephesian Epistle may accordingly be regarded

with much probability as the " Epistle from Laodicea

"

which was to be sent to Colossae.* All difficulty on this

understanding vanishes in respect to the omission from the

Epistle of any reference to the elders of the Church.

On the same understanding, the nature of the Apostle's

* Col. iv. 16.
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references to the Church and to the ministry in the fourth

chapter becomes clear, and is seen to be appropriate. The

Church of which he speaks * is the .Church in its largest

and grandest sense ; the ministry is correspondingly

described in the most general terms, terms applicable to

any contemporary Church. " Apostles, prophets, evangel-

ists," these were Ministers of the Grospel truth, for the most

part itinerant or visiting Ministers ;
" pastors and teachers

"

is a phrase descriptive of the local servants of the Church,

on whom its edification depended, some of whom may have

been formally ordained as presbyters. This would be the

case in all the older Churches ; while others may have been

" pastors and teachers " de facto, without having been

formally ordained to the office of elder,

' This incidental but not unimportant discussion affords

further illustration of the futility of any attempt to find in

the organization of the apostolic Churches a model for the

Churches of after-ages. It becomes more and more evident

that there were considerable varieties of organization among

the Churches, and that the law of development obtained

throughout the whole field of apostolic Christianity.

But before a great many years had passed, the Church at

Corinth was fully organized like that of Ephesus. That

venerable document of the earliest Christian antiquity,

the Epistle of Clement of Rome to the Corinthian Church,

is in evidence that towards the end of the first century

this had long been the case. And the strict directions

which, in the latest years of his life, the Apostle Paul

gave to Timothy and Titus, leave no room for doubt that at

r that period elders were in the course of being systematically

* Eph. iv. 11—16.
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appointed in every considerable Christian community, in (

every mother-Church.

But the perspective of variations and developments in the

Churches of the apostolic age does not find its limits when

the date is reached of the Pastoral Epistles, or of the death

of St. Paul. That most interesting and valuable relic, the

Teaching of the Apostles, admits us to a view of still further

variations and of new developments, before the first century

had closed.

It is true that the order and usages of which we gain a

glimpse in that precious little tract would seem to have

been those prevalent among Churches of Judseo-Christian

foundation rather than among Gentile Churches of Pauline

foundation, and that the region in which the authority of

the Teaching was recognised is more likely to have been

in the neighbourhood of Palestine or of Alexandria than

of Asia Minor, Greece, or Italy. Still the tract relates to

apostolic times and to Christian Churches as organized before

the close of the first century. It may fairly be cited,

accordingly, to prove the variety of organization which pre-

vailed in the primitive Church, and to show how the apostolic

Churches followed, not all alike, but all in some form and

manner, the law of development.

In some respects the Teaching coincides strikingly with

passages, already cited from St. Paul's Epistles, which relate

to Church organization and government.* The varieties of

ministry in the Church are recounted as being carried on by

apostles, prophets, and teachers, bishops and deacons. Of

these the first three are referred to in a manner which shows

* 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; Eph. iv. 11.
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that they were occasional and special—we might say, ex-

traordinary—while the bishops and deacons are evidently

j
ordinary and permanent Ministers. The " apostles " are in no

true sense the successors of the " twelve." They are not even

the successors of those " apostles," to whom St. Paul refers

in the passages just cited, who were counted among the

original founders of the Christian communities before the

first great period of Grospel-planting had come to an end.

They were venerable men, relics of the very earliest be-

lievers, who had " seen the Lord," and they were, on that

account, in a special sense, His witnesses ; as such they visited

the Churches, observing very strict and primitive rules in

their itinerancy. In the Teaching the rule is laid down that

the apostle should not remain three days in the same place,

a rule which, it may be conjectured, served, in the later

years of the century, as an effectual—perhaps a necessary

—

guard against the impositions of " false apostles," who, like

some of whom St. Paul had had occasion to speak in his

Epistles to the Corinthians, would have burdened the

Churches with their maintenance. It is added, "If he ask

for money, he is a false prophet." * Of the apostle, however,

the Teaching says very few words, only by a single stroke,

as we have seen, intimating his position and the manner of

his coming and going. His figure we must picture as that

of a rare visitor to the Churches, a worn and aged pilgrim,

coming from afar, going on a vast circuit, with his one coat,

his wallet, and his staff, and with no money in his pouch.

He is a vanishing figure, belonging to the past rather than

the present. More is said about the prophet, who, it is

* Prophet here is used in its generic sense, to mean speaker or

pi-eachcr.
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evident, had filled a great place in the life and the mission-

work of the earliest Churches. The prophet was the inspired

Preacher of that first age. The itinerant prophet was the

revivalist or missioner of the Churches ; he designated men

to missions ; he took a sort of charge for the time being of

the Church services and evangelistic work in any Church

where he was welcomed as a prophet indeed. The resident

prophet—for there were many cases in which, like Philip at

Csesarea, the prophet abode in the same Church—was recog-

nised as—not for administrative or disciplinary purposes,

but for preaching—a Divinely ordained power in the Church.

In all cases, St. Paul's definition held good : he spake " unto

men to edification, and exhortation, and comfort." With

the prophet is linked the " teacher," who also is to be duly

supported. He is, however, only named incidentally and but

twice, and evidently was a sort of prophet-substitute.

Sometimes there was to be found a Church without a

prophet. There was, however, no such thing in fact or in

!

thought as a Church without " bishops and deacons." These
I

were to be " appointed," as a matter of course. " They too

render you the service of the prophets and teachers. ... Do

not then despise them, for together with the prophets

and teachers are they to be held in honour among you."

Nothing is said as to the maintenance to be furnished for

the bishops. Perhaps the principle of such maintenance is

implied in the passage just quoted, or the right and the

duty are taken for granted. It is exceedingly probable that

the bishops received maintenance according to their need.

It is evident, at any rate, that in regard to these Ministers of

the Church and their maintenance there was some diversity

between the custom and rule in the Churches to which the
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Teaching relates and those to which St, Paul writes. Ex-

cepting Paul and Barnabas, the first " apostles " claimed

maintenance ; and maintenance, in varying degrees, accord-

ing to their need, was enjoined by St. Paul on behalf of

elders ; but certainly it does not appear that for prophets

as such, any more than for other believers endowed with

" gifts," maintenance was claimed or expected among the

Churches of which we read in the Acts of the Apostles.

Another notable point is the fact that in the newly

discovered tract we read nothing of " elders," only of

" bishops and . deacons." This is the more noteworthy

because of the Judseo-Christian character of the tract, the

designation elder being so peculiarly Jewish. If, however, we

accept the suggestion of one of the critics of the Teaching,

that it was a manual intended for the use of Churches which,

though converted by Jewish teachers going forth from

Jewish-Christian " synagogues,"* consisted chiefly, if not

wholly, of Grentiles, it may not be difficult to understand

how a term came to be adopted which was equally free from

Jewish colouring and, in the Churches where the Teaching

ruled, from any politico-social suggestions, such as it might

have carried with it in Hellenic or strongly Hellenized

communities, a word which was purely and plainly descrip-

tive of the duties of the pastoral office

—

episcopos, super-

intendent—in luminous correlation with the word diakonos,

deacon, servant. The two words together would be the very

aptest and most intelligible for the conveyance of the ideas

needing to be conveyed. According to Dr. Hatch's ingenious

and learnedly sustained, but yet, as I venture to think, one-

sided theory, the word episcopos, in its later and non-apostolic

* James ii. 2.
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sense of chief minister and director, came into use during

the second century, because of the associations connected

with its application to officials of high responsibility in

Hellenic or Hellenized cities. It can, however, have been

owing to no such cause that the word bishop, rather than

elder, appears in the Teaching. It is evident that the word

here is used in a sense perfectly equivalent to that in which

St. Paul used it in his address to the Ephesian elders and his

Epistles to the Philippians and to Timothy and Titus. In

the Acts, the Epistles, and the Teaching of the Apostles, we

have caught no glimpse of anything like episcopal superiority

in the organization of the Churches ; we have only found one

order of ordinary pastors : that of the presbyter-bishop ; and,

besides, the order of the diaconate. In the Apocalypse the

" angel of the Church " has been frequently understood as

meaning the bishop par excellence—the president of the

council of presbyters. But this somewhat obscure intimation

is all the evidence seeming to favour the theory of episcopal

superiority over the presbyteral council which can be adduced

from Scripture. And, so far as this goes, it is, of course,

evidence only in favour of a chief presbytership, not at all

of diocesan episcopacy.

The Teaching of the Apostles, however, is not the only

early Christian writing which furnishes evidence respect-

ing the Church organization of the first century. The

Ignatian Epistles must be dated within the first ten years

of the second century, and the organization which in

those epistles is indirectly and by scattered hints disclosed

to view must have been for many years the settled order of

the Churches to which the epistles relate. The range of

these epistles is, therefore, contemporary with that of the
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Teaching. The contrast between the two disclosures, as to

the conditions of the Churches respectively referred to,

which the student finds in these two authorities, is very

striking, especially as regards the subject of episcopacy.

The Teaching had for its local sphere of reference, in all

likelihood, the region that skirted the south-east angle of the

Mediterranean, including Alexandria as one of its foci ; what

I may speak of as the Ignatian range of local reference

—

leaving Eome just now quite apart—comprehended the

Pauline regions of Asia, mainly on the opposite side of the

Mediterranean, but extending from Syrian Antioch north-

westward to Troas. In this district of country was included

the Christian province, repeatedly referred to, but never

described, in the Acts, of " Syria and Cilicia," of which region

Antioch was to the Apostle or Evangelist the natural base,

a region where St. Paul seems to have bestowed, more than

anywhere else, his " more abundant " labours. This was the

earliest field of the Apostle's labours after his first visit to

Peter at Jerusalem ; and to the Churches in these parts was

addressed, in the first instance, the letter from " the

Apostles and Elders " at Jerusalem in regard to the terms

of agreement with the Gentile Christians. In the Ignatian

region were also included those parts of Asia Minor of which

Ephesus was the centre, which had been evangelized by St.

Paul, were afterwards for some time under the special charge

of Timothy, and still later came under the paramount

influence of St. John. This great section of Christian

mission territory had thus received very early the Grospel

message ; the Churches had been early organized, they had

developed under vigilant and powerful care and authority,

and had received, it must be presumed, their final shaping
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from the teaehing and influence of John. To Churches

scattered throughout the area to which I have referred, and

lying along one of the beaten routes towards Eome, to which

city the martyr was taking his way, the epistles of Ignatius

were addressed. And these epistles afford conclusive evi-

dence that whereas in the Churches to which the Teaching

belonged there were only " bishops and deacons," in those

addressed by Ignatius the established order was for each

Church to have a bishop, presbyters, and deacons the bishop

having an unquestioned superiority over the presbyters,

being a kind of monarch in each Church. The subject is,

fully discussed by Bishop Lightfoot in what he has written

on St. Ignatius and his epistles.*

The conclusions of the Bishop on the subject are thus

stated :

—

" The New Testament itself contains no direct and indis-

putable notices of a localized episcopate in the Grentile

Churches, as distinguished from the movable episcopate

exercised by Timothy in Ephesus, and by Titus in Crete

;

yet there is satisfactory evidence of its development in the

later years of the apostolic age ; this development was not

simultaneous and equal in all parts of Christendom ; it was

more especially connected with the name of St. John ; and

in the early years of the second century the episcopate [not,

however, a diocesan episcopacy] was widely spread, and had

taken free root, more especially in Asia Minor and in Syria."

Meantime, at this very period, there was as yet in Eome, TVV^'^
in that staunchly Roman colony Philippi, and also in Corinth,

no episcopal superintendent of the presbyters. The pres-jl)[

byters were themselves bishops, as in apostolic days. Before

Apostolic Fathers, Part II., Vol. I.
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long, however, in large Churches, and where much business

needed to be promptly and energetically dealt with, there

must have been a natural tendency to invest with distinct

precedence and presidential authority the ablest and most

experienced of the presbyters. This tendency may well

have combined in Crreek cities with the secular associations of

administrative authority belonging to the word episcopos, so

as to fix this title in a special sense on one among the elders.

The usage grew into universality during the second century,

whilst at the same time administrative necessity or conve-

nience was developing episcopacy into a diocesan character.

Thus the law of adaptation and development worked

everywhere with a powerful progressiveness throughout the

history of the apostolic Church. Thus the right of adap-

tation and development according to circumstances was

established for the Christian Church throughout its whole

history. The same law must also have prevailed as to

ritual ; and there are not wanting traces that it did prevail,

especially in regard to the Lord's Supper and the Agape.

It is evident that the variation was great between the

manner of the primitive " breaking of bread " at Jerusalem

and the sacramental feasts which were so grossly abused at

Corinth. It is further evident that the Apostle's remon-

strance, rebuke, and sharp question in regard to this subject

in his First Epistle to the Corinthians, imply a suggestion

of that separation between the Church feast (or Agape) and

the Supper which appears to have been carried out early in

the second century, and warrant adaptations and varieties

in the mode of administration, so long as the original man-

date of the Lord Jesus is truly observed.*

* 1 Cor. xi. 22.
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I have been compelled to omit reference to several in-

teresting points. Nor can I do more than mention here

a point to which I shall hereafter have occasion to direct

special attention, a point as to which all candid students of

the New Testament and the earliest Christian documents

are, I think, agreed : that, in organization and discipline,

the Apostles and their representatives had supreme authority,

that the chief authority in the appointment of Ministers was

placed in the hands, next to the Apostles, of the apostolic

representatives, such as Timothy and Titus, and afterwards,

and with permanent local responsibility, of the elders. Such

was at least the established order during the apostolic and

sub-apostolic age.

Imperfect as the preceding investigation has been, it will

serve as a convenient basis and introduction in view of the

discussions which are to follow, and of which the first will deal

with the position and claims, legitimate and illegitimate,

of the Established Church of England, regarded on its own

merits as a Church organization.





II.

ANGLICANISM.





CHAPTER I.

WHAT THE REFORMATION MEANT FOR THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,.

AND WHAT IT ACCOMPLISHED—ANGLICANISM DURING THE

TUDOR PERIOD.

npHE claim of the Church of England as set forth by the

-'- majority of her standard divines, and in particular by

such High Churchmen as Canon Curteis and Canon Liddon,

is to be accepted as a primitive and apostolic Church. The

English Catholic Church, it is maintained, was at its root

and beginning an offshoot from the Western Catholic Church

in the seventh century ; and after struggling bravely, and

yet, on the whole, in vain, during several centuries, to

preserve its national identity and autonomy unimpaired, was

by a modest and needful reformation, a reformation truly,

though not in formal aspect, national, and of which Henry

VIII. was only in part—only in certain respects—the in-

strument, restored in the sixteenth century to its rightful

position, to its national integrity as the true and ancient

Church of England. The breach of unity with the Roman

Catholic Church is by these writers laid at the door of the

Papacy, which refused to concede the reasonable demands of

the English Church and nation. It is maintained, accord-

ingly, that the Church of England holds a position co-

ordinate with the Church of Rome, and even superior to it,,

as having, unlike that Church, returned to primitive truth

4
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and purity when these have been departed from, and after

having been wrongfully and oppressively treated by that

Church. It is held, moreover, that the English Church

must rank on a level with the Greek Catholic Church. The

three so-called Catholic Churches are held to be each and all

vitalised and legitimated, whatever may be their incidental

errors and imperfections, by the life-giving succession of

apostolical bishops, through whose hands has flowed down

the stream of Divine authority and influence from the

Lord Jesus Christ, the Divine Head of the Church. Canon

Curteis, in his Bampton Lectures, divides Christendom into

three Church families : the Greek, the Latin, and the

Teutonic
J
and claims for the Church of England that it is

the natural head of Teutonic Christianity, and that all the

communions which call themselves Churches, whether in

England or on the Continent, and which are of Teutonic

nationality, ought by right to coalesce into one grand

Christian Church in organic union and identity with the

Church of England.

There is no alternative between some such highly ima-

ginative and unhistorical hypothesis as that which I have

thus sketched and a much humbler matter-of-fact statement

of the case, such as, in its lowest and least pretentious—and

I must add least spiritual—form, has been set forth by the

late Dean Stanley, and in a more stately and impressive,

and much more spiritual, but yet a strictly historical and

not too ambitious foiin, by the late Archdeacon Hare. As

agreeing, in the main, with the historical views and tone

of Archdeacon Hare, so far as they traverse the same ground,

I may refer to the writings of Dr. Jacob, which deserve to be

much better known than they appear to be. L^nfortunately
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the mythical and mystical theory has taken such hold of the

modem Church of England as to pervade and influence all

its intercourse with other Christian communions which do

not profess to be Catholic and Episcopal, whether in Great

Britain, on the Continent, or elsewhere, communions which

few Anglican spokesmen of to-day will admit to be in any

real sense Churches. Conversely such Anglican views as I

have described cannot but influence these slighted Churches

in their views and tone in regard to the Church of England.

If the Church of England might be taken simply for what it

is and has been historically, with all its errors, but also with

all its greatness, a veritable English Church, in its strength

and in its weakness, in its good and its evil, there would be

few even of those outside its pale but would yield it due

respect, whilst very many, not of its sons, remembering

the diflSculties which have surrounded it through all its

course and the imperfections of all human instruments, would

deal gently with its failings or even misdeeds, and, for the

sake of its saints and godly heroes and its splendid galaxy

of learned and profound divines, of eloquent and impressive

preachers, would render it sincere reverence, as being, after

all, and notwithstanding not a few unsightly blemishes,

not, indeed, in theory, but in concrete fact, the grandest

national Church in Christendom. It is the infatuation of its

High Church doctrinaire ecclesiastics, with their misleading

claim of continuity, visibility, and organic unity for the

Catholic Church, and for the Church of England as a primary

branch of that Church, which compels one to say that,

theoretically, ideally, even historically, no Church stands

more in need of apology than the Church of England. Let

its imperfections and errors be excused on the ground that
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it could not but retain much of the character and quality

of the corrupt Church from which it was separated, and that

it has found the way to efifectual and progressive reformation,

from age to age, beset with difficulties, and it will be

admitted that the apology has much force, and that, in

despite of all, the Church can show a great history—a history,

perhaps, on the whole, never so great since the sixteenth

century came to its close, and yet never so full of perilous

movement and controversy, as during the last fifty years.

But to those who maintain its supremacy and its sole and

absolute legitimacy, at least in England, as a primitive and

apostolic Church, we must speak in a very different tone.

To them it were folly and unfaithfulness to "prophesy

smooth things."

The leading feature of the ecclesiastical revolution by

which the English Church ceased to be part and parcel of

the mediaeval Romish Church, and vindicated its national

integrity and independence, was that the sovereign of the

realm took the place of the Eoman pontiff in regard to

ecclesiastical supremacy and government, and became in

effect summus episcopus—primate of primates—within the

Church. This momentous change was a great national

deliverance, so far as it shut out the Pope from our country,

as it did effectually for ages ; and it may be defended on

the ground that as it was necessary at a stroke to expel the

Pope, so it was necessary, if the wheels of the ecclesiastical

machinery were still to revolve, if all things were not to be

brought to a standstill, that the place of central supremacy,

hitherto filled by the Pope, should be immediately filled up

by a force and authority adequate to the burden and strain

of wielding so great an organization. Hence there was no
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alternative but to accept the King, being the head of the

nation, as also the head of the Church. It was true that

Henry's character was the reverse of saintly, but it was noble

and exemplary in comparison with that of the Popes who,

before Clement VII., had for very many years governed the

Eoman see. In Henry's person, too, as monarch of the

realm, the laity and the law of England seemed, in a sort,

to be represented—the English laity and the English law

as against the lordly caste of priests, who, prompted and

protected in this respect by successive popes, had held them-

selves not only far above the laity, but above the law, of

England. For the time being this defence might serve.

But for the monarch thereafter still to remain sovereign head

on earth of the Church whilst the national laity were, in fact,

to be as much ignored as under the Papacy, were never to be

recognised as entitled to any vital share in the Church's

active spiritual service and fellowship, or any rights in regard

to the administration and legislation of the Church, was to

leave the Church and the nation still suffering under some

of the worst evils of Popery. In principle, moreover, the

permanent headship of the monarch over the Church would

seem to be still more incongruous and indefensible than the

headship of the Pope, although in practice, the Pope himself

being the temporal ruler of a corrupt and inferior kingdom,

and no true spiritual superior, being a foreign potentate sur-

rounded by selfish parasites, the headship of the sovereign

could not but work far better for the Church and the nation.

The truth of the matter was that the Reformation was never

carried far enough, and scarcely seems at any time to have

been projected on true lines, at least by those who were in

chief authority. The English Reformation, though it had
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its real roots in national feeling and convictions, began as a

practical public movement with the sovereign, and has always

been carried forward or arrested in accordance with the ideas

and requirements of State policy. Statecraft and human

device have governed where the laws and motives of the

" kingdom of heaven " alone should have ruled.

In a passage which Dr. Arnold has prefixed to the Preface

to his Sermons on Christian Life, Coleridge lays it down

that the great prevailing error and corruption in the history

of the Church of Christ is not so much the usurpation of the

Papacy as that the rights and privileges of the Church have

been narrowed and restricted to the clergy. And in the

Preface itself Dr. Arnold affirms that " that discipline, which

is one of the greatest of the blessings belonging to Christ's

Church, never can, and indeed never ought to, be restored till

the Church [by which he means the lay-communicants of

the Church] resumes its lawful authority, and puts an end

to the usurpation of its powers by the clergy." These

passages bring us towards the root of the matter, and will

help us to understand the disabilities under which the Church

of England has suffered since its partial reformation, and

suffers still. But only towards the root. The deepest seat

of all the evil lies deeper still: in the gradual decay and

the final extinction of the primitive individual and mutual

fellowship, such as existed in the Church at Jerusalem and

in all the apostolic Churches. When, within, alas ! but a few

centuries after Christ, this free, mutual fellowship died out,

having been gradually displaced in part by the growing

superstition and bondage of confession to the priest, and in

part by the growth of the secluded monastic fellowship, the

Church ceased to have a manifest body of living believers.
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ceased to have an available laity accustomed to the unosten-

tatious exercise of spiritual gifts, from amongst whom deacons

and elders might easily be chosen, their gifts and their

character having been tested, trained, and ascertained, and

amongst whom, and with whose cognisance and moral support,

a godly discipline might and would have been demanded and

maintained, as we have evidence that it was maintained in

the earliest ages of the Church. When a lay-member of

the Church, if not a brother under monastic vow, had come

to mean nothing more than one who, after confession to the

priest, was allowed to receive the Eucharist, how could there

be any longer a living laity, or a godly Church discipline,

sustained by the opinion and feeling of a godly laity ?

Where could believing, gifted, manly Churchmen be found

to unite with a body of clergy, and where a body of clergy

worthy to unite with such godly laymen, in presbyteries, or

synods, or councils, provincial or general ? Even before the

confusion and heathenish corruption of the nominally Chris-

tian community, as we see it in the later years of the

Western Eoman empire, had been made " worse confounded,"

and more manifestly and grossly heathenish, after the dis-

solution of the empire, by the wholesale admission of

"baptized" myriads of heathenish converts to the Church,

the upgrowth of the confessional, and, together with that, of

hierarchical prerogative, had, as we have seen, destroyed the

lay-element in the Church as an element of any power or

independent intelligence. The clergy became the Church

;

the laity were reduced to a condition of absolute bondage;

they became abject slaves. From such a laity it was not

possible to keep up a fit supply of able and godly clergy.

Only a scholar, here and there, by sheer intellectual force
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joined to a strong and free personality, lifted up a voice now

and again on behalf of Divine truth and Christian liberty.

Sometimes the scholar was also a divine, like Grosseteste or

Wycliffe ; and then seed of truth and stirring thought was

sown which was to bring forth fruit in after-days.

Such, apart from the papal despotism which fitly crowned

the whole growth and fabric of spiritual superstition, was

the condition of mediaeval Christianity which came as an

inheritance to the Church of England, and which such refor-

mation as came to that Church in Tudor and Stuart times

did little to remedy. It has not, indeed, been remedied

to this day ; and it will be our next business to inquire

what are the causes which have kept the Church of England

in a false position, and prevented an effective evangelical

renewal of its body and spirit or any organized endeavours

after such an enlightened re-formation, such an amount of

wise and godly reconstruction, as would seem now to be

pressingly necessary if the Church of England is to maintain

a successful resistance to the organized attacks which have

so long been maintained against it.

It has already been shown how the lay-element—the

element of a godly lay-fellowship—died out of the Church

within not many centuries after Christ. So early as the

time of Augustine, as is plain from the whole scope of his

controversy with the Donatists,* it had entirely disappeared.

The Bishop of Hippo assumes, as one of the settled premisses

in his argument, that there was no organized body of godly

communicants, but that the great majority of the members

of the Church were notoriously men of ungodly character

and evil lives. Similarly, two or three centuries later,

* See Dr. Gregory's Fernley Lecture, pp. 263—275, first edition.
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Gregory the Grreat of Kome maintained that " the ungodly

are the largest number in the Church." * This continued

to be the recognised—this was allowed and even defended

as the normal—condition of things until the era of the

Eeformation. Private brotherhoods, indeed, brotherhoods of

earnest souls, who in modern writings have, for the most

part, been spoken of as mystics, and some of whom have

been described and commemorated as " Eeformers before

the Eeformation," kept up to some extent among the laity

the tradition of devotional and godly living, and, though

dimly, the idea of a true spiritual Church of Christ ; but

these brotherhoods were scarcely recognised as orthodox,

were regarded as irregular, and sometimes—nor in every

instance without reason—were treated as heretical. The

broad facts as to the Church's condition, the established

ideas as to its nature and organization, the laws and customs

as to its administration and government, were not affected

by the existence of these brotherhoods. The Church every-

where was a Church without a godly lay-fellowship, a

Church with no laity but the world at large, a Church

which, indeed, claimed the whole world as its laity. The

professedly devout left the world and sought retirement

in monastic institutions. Hence, 1 may note in passing,

the dissolution of monastic institutions by Henry VIII, was,

in a sense of which he never thought, a step towards the

reformation of the Church and the world. If it let loose

on the world many worthless monks, it also sent out into

society some godly men and women, who could find no

foreign monastery in which to take refuge. And it pre-

vented the godly men and women of after-times in England

* See Dr. Gregory's Fernley Lecture, p. 280, first edition.
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from abandoning the world, of which they were to be the

" salt," and leaving it to become increasingly and more and

more hopelessly corrupt.

It was, accordingly, a Church without a living Christian

laity, without any godly lay-fellowship existing as an

organic part of it, which had to be reformed in the sixteenth

century. In the midst of such a Church even Henry VIII.

appears scarcely to occupy an anomalous position when he

poses as Eeformer. He who not many years before had

been crowned with the papal laurel as " Defender of the

Faith," being at least somewhat of a theologian, albeit he

was not only layman and warrior-knight, but the stalwart

King of an unpolished people, might, amid such conditions

of Church and State as then prevailed, take upon himself

the role of a Eeformer without any sense of incongruity.

The nation he ruled and represented was full of reforming

ideas, ideas which, if. not always pious, were not godless, and

were honest, manly, and national. In the steps of refor-

mation which he took, he did but, more or less, give effect

to those ideas. It is true that he had quarrelled with the

Pope in his own cause. But not the less, in the steps

which he took in reformation, the King was but doing the

people's will, so far as his reformation tended to restore to

the country, in matters of religion, self-government,—to

exclude foreign prelates from English sees, so that such a

prelate as Cardinal Campeggio should never again be forced

upon the Church of England, as that cardinal had been

forced a few years before on the see of Salisbury,—and to put

an end to papal domination and to the swarming nuisance of

monkery. The writings of Wycliife and the influence of the

Lollards had done much to prepare Englishmen to welcome
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such measures. Nor had the writings and influence of

Erasmus, or the words and deeds of Luther, the object

formerly of the King's theological assault-at-arms, been

without effect in preparing for the King's measures. The

Reformation, however, was, on the part of the King, a move-

ment prompted mainly, if not wholly, by personal motives,

and on the part of his able counsellors and instruments, was

largely a political movement, while it was to take effect—it

could only take effect—on a Church that was still to remain

without any other laity than the people of England at large.

Consequently the new settlement, the reformation of the

Church in England, could not but be either Erastian * or

High Ecclesiastical in its character, or be at once Erastian

and High Ecclesiastical. It could not be an evangelical

reform. It could not be a reform which proceeded on

the basis of a godly lay-fellowship, such as might co-

operate with and balance the influence of the clergy. All

through the course of our English Reformation, alike in

Tudor and in Stuart times, this disability affected its cha-

racter, and prevented it from being Scripturally complete

or truly evangelical. The Reformation had to be made by

the sovereign, with whom, but always under whom, were

the secular statesmen of the Royal Council, and by the

clergy, i.e., practically by the bishops. The sovereign in

Privy Council, and the bishops, either as such in their own

Council, or in Convocation, where they were always supreme,

had all the work of reformation to do from first to last.

Whatever Parliament eventually sanctioned was first pre-

* Erastianism treats the Church as merely a department of the

State, "a branch of the civil service." See the dictionaries on
Erastus.
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pared and proposed by them. And, from first to last, they

all agreed in suppressing whatever might have tended to

bring forth a godly lay-fellowship, competent to take part

in the discipline and government of the Church. Much of

the controversy between the Queen (or bishops) and the

Puritans under Elizabeth, and between the bishops and

the Independent divines under the Stuarts, hinged on this

point; it related to the "liberty of prophesying," or the

questions about Ministers and ruling elders. Some of the

Presbyterians, indeed, were in form and theory little, if

at all, more advanced towards the evangelical and primitive

platform than the Episcopalians. Nevertheless their institute

of the lay or ruling eldership had the effect of bringing

into connection with their clergy tested, and for the most

part godly, men who were only theoretically of the clerical

oi'der, who practically were leading laymen from among the

congregation.

For any national reformation, however, in the sixteenth

or seventeenth centuries, carried out by public authority

and law, the alternative was always, and indeed the only

visible alternative until after the evangelical revival of the

eighteenth century still remained, that either Erastianism

or such Churchmanship as ignored the rights of the laity

must be the governing principle, or else the two in some

sort of combination. In all established Churches, indeed,

except that of Scotland of recent years, the same alternative

has ruled till the present time. Erastianism has been

the curse of Lutheranism, which knows as little of true

evangelical fellowship principles in its Church organization

and government as the Church of England. Erastianism

governed absolutely in Genevan Calvinism, and has blighted
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it to the core. In Scotland, as in English Presbyterian-

ism during the Commonwealth, the provision of the ruling

eldership, to which I have already referred, operated

powerfully towards the development of something like a

lay-fellowship, which was often, more or less, of a godly

sort. It also enabled the Presbyterian Church to establish

and maintain an effective moral discipline. The living

leaven, thus subsisting in the National Church, was, indeed,

too powerful to be confined within established and statutory

limits. Secession after secession stirred up more and more

deeply and widely the spirit of godly zeal and strict evan-

gelical fellowship. These reacted in revivals within the

pale of the Scotch Establishment itself, until finally the

great Free Church movement gathered power and found

for itself a separate sphere. The result has been a develop-

ment within the separated Churches of increasingly free

fellowship, with some vital growths of much promise, sup-

plementary to the mere eldership and its various combina-

tions, and, in the Established Church, the destruction of

lay patronage and of Erastianism, except in mere shadow,

the Lord High Commissioner being now the shadow of

dethroned Erastianism.

Erastianism and the official clergy-element as represented

by the bishops were, as we have seen, the two factors which

in their combination and interaction gave guidance and

form to the English Eeformation. Of these two the less

variable element with the Tudor sovereigns was Erastianism,

or the influence and will of the sovereign ; the more variable

was the influence of the bishops and their council of divines.

In the persons of the Tudor father and daughter, Henry

and Elizabeth, Erastianism was resolute and inflexible, and
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was governed by a settled policy. Under the Stuarts, as

we shall presently see, the will and purpose of the sovereign

was largely swayed by the episcopal mind and will.

The fluctuations of proportion and relation between the

force and efficiency of the two factors during the period of

ecclesiastical reconstruction are not difficult to discern or

describe. Henry's will was very resolute. Indeed, the

bishops were too divided to have any effective policy of

their own. Grardiner and Bonner remained essentially

Romanists, as was afterwards shown under Mary. Cranmer,

who led the Reforming section, was a cautious, not to say

timid, Protestant. Under the young Edward VI. the balance

of forces was materially altered. The Protector and those

who surrounded the King had a decided Protestant bias.

Continental Protestantism had taken strong hold of the

most energetic classes of the people. The counsels of

Cranmer and the Protestant bishops were now firm and

decided. Accordingly much was done in this reign towards

doctrinally reforming the Church. Private masses and

image-worship were abolished, the Prayer-book was revised,

confession to a priest was made to be merely voluntary,

the cup was given to the laity in the Lord's Supper, the

use of Latin in worship was done away, and the Forty-two

(not as yet Thirty-nine) Articles of Religion were adopted,

thus laying what was virtually a Protestant basis for the

theology and faith of the Church. As to ritual, however,

the Reforming advance was slow and cautious. The refor-

mation itself was not always thorough, and the new regu-

lations were not strictly carried out. In fact, although

leading theologians and many energetic religionists might

have adopted Reforming opinions, the great body of the
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country squires, the country clergy, and the rural popu-

lation still remained, more or less, " Catholic " at heart.

Meantime, the Keforming bias which prevailed among the

bishops and at Court was largely infused with Grenevan

ideas and tendencies. High Episcopalian views were at

this time in suspense, so far as the Protestant section of

the bishops was concerned.

After the dark interval of Mary's reign, a stronger reaction

than ever set in against the Papacy. The Reforming bishops

were now more distinctly Grenevan than before ; the hearts

of the Protestant people of the land, many of whom, or

their relatives, had found a refuge from persecution among

foreign Protestants, both Lutheran and Reformed, went out

towards their reformed brethren on the Continent. Besides

which, Catholicism was identified with disloyal and rebellious

designs against Elizabeth. There was accordingly a strong

tendency towards carrying out the Reformation more fully

in a sense favourable to Presbyterianism. At this period,

indeed, Presbyterianism was frankly recognised by many of

the bishops of the Church of England as a sister form

of Protestantism, and some Presbyterian Ministers were

received, as duly in orders, into the English Church. Not

till the end of Elizabeth's reign was the Anglo-Catholic

theory of orders set up first by Bancroft. Between strongly

enforced Erastianism—for Elizabeth was a strong-willed

head of the Church—and the Genevan bias of the Reform-

ing bishops, Anglo-Catholicism, in the public policy of the

earlier part of Elizabeth's reign, found no place. But

throughout this period Elizabeth in her own special services

and in her private influence maintained an attitude inclining

towards high ritualistic ideas and principles. Hence the
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Eeformation in the Protestant direction made comparatively

little progress. All this while also the services in country

churches often remained much as they had been in Mary's

time. All along, indeed, the reform of the Liturgy and the

daily ritual, even on paper, had, in character and spirit,

lagged behind the reform of the Articles, which, early in

Elizabeth's reign, had been reduced in number, and finally

defined as the Thirty-nine we know. Still, during the earlier

period of Elizabeth's reign, the Eeformation in England

was on the whole well sustained.

An event happened, however, in the year 1588, which,

though it might have been expected to settle and seal the

English Reformation, in efi'ect arrested it. This event was the

destruction of the Spanish Armada. This event changed

England from a country of growing Puritanical Protestantism

into a largely Anglo-Catholic country. Strange and para-

doxical as it may seem to affirm this, Mr. Froude has

decisively shown that so it was. Up to the time of this

event it seemed more than possible, especially to the

sanguine hopes of Elizabeth's enemies, including all the

Catholics and Anglo-Catholics of the country, that Spain

and the Roman Catholic confederacy might succeed in

the league against Elizabeth and English Protestantism,

and that the rule of the Papacy might once more be

restored in the land. But the complete destruction of the

Armada quenched all these hopes, both at home and

abroad. One result was that the country gentlemen and

the country clergy threw up the game of disloyalty and

intrigue they had played for so many years. Mary of Scot-

land, indeed, so long the centre of their disloyal hopes, had

been done to death shortly before the invasion of the Grand
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Armada. And now, all hope being finally gone of any

foreign help for the old Catholic clique and interest which

was identified with the Papacy, it only remained for them

to give in their submission, at once politically and eccle-

siastically, to Elizabeth. They became members of the

" Keformed Church of England," but they brought with

them their essentially Popish predilections, and thus infused

Popery or semi-Popery into the administration and ordinary

life of the Church of England throughout a great breadth

of the country.

By the same event Elizabeth, who had learnt to associate

Continental Protestantism with uncourtly ways and re-

publican independence of tone and spirit, was relieved from

any necessity to court or keep in favour with foreign

Protestants. She was now at liberty to favour the High

Church tone and ritual which she personally preferred. Of

her bishops, those of most considerable weight—including,

it would seem, even Archbishop Parker, whom she compelled

to be her representative and instrument—had, in the earlier

part of her reign, disapproved the ritualistic tendencies of

the Queen. But hers was not the will to bend, and now

in Archbishop Whitgift she found a willing servant. Hence

the later part of her reign showed a resolute bias towards

ritualistic Churchmanship, and by her strongly enforced Act

of Uniformity and her high-handed and unsparing use of

her Privy Council prerogatives, the Puritan Ministers were

ejected from the churches, and silenced as public teachers.

Here opened the first chapter in the great Puritan con-

troversy in the Church of England, which for a century was

to work such woe in the country.

From this time High Churchmanship was to assert itself

5
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more and more in the Church of England. Let it be

observed, however, that even when the movement for reform

had, under Elizabeth, reached its highest point, nothing had

been done towards creating a lay-fellowship. Neither the

Erastianism of the sovereign—who claimed and exercised a

power of direction or of veto as to all that was done—nor the

counsels of the bishops and clergy, with whom often rested

the i)ractical initiative in the way of reform, had so much

as recognised this fundamental need of a Christian Church.

Had Presbyterianism superseded the traditional customs

and rules of the Church of England, some sort of initial

provision would, as I have already indicated, have been made

for this need of the congregation. The Puritan section of

the Church of England, after a distinct breach had been

made with the High Church majority, recognised with grow-

ing distinctness the need of some equivalent provision. For

a time, under the Commonwealth, when Presbyterianism

enjoyed its brief triumph in England, lay-elders were

appointed; and their gifts were largely exercised. But

England would not give up its Liturgy ; the Genevan

discipline was not congenial to the people : I, for one,

cannot bring myself to think that it ought to have been

nationally accepted. Nevertheless, for want of accepting

somewhat of its spirit, or some better equivalent for it, and of

more thoroughly carrying out the reformation of the Church,

that Church remains to-day unevangelical in its organization,

and always likely, so long as its form is unchanged, to be

dominated by the ultra-High Church spirit.



CHAPTEE II.

THE MODERN CHURCH OF ENGLAND—THE WANT OF A LAY-

FELLOWSHIP —THE DILEMMA OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH.

TN the last chapter I showed how, during the Tudor period

of the Keformation in England, the Erastian and the

hierarchical forces combined in working out a revolution in

the condition and government of the Church of England—

a

revolution which proceeded on no fixed principles, except

indeed the exclusion of the Pope's authority—which repre-

sented the will and counsel of the monarch, sometimes with

and sometimes without the Parliament, on the one hand,

and the will and counsel of the bishops on the other hand,

these two forces in concert or in mutual compromise and

balance, but did not represent in any manner or degree a

national fellowship of believers, or the mind and will of a

real Church laity. We pass now to the Stuart period of

Anglicanism.

Under the Stuarts, the Erastian factor in the guidance

and regulation of the Church coalesced almost completely

with the episcopal factor. A close union of Church and

State appeared, under a form altogether different from that

identity of Church and State which was one of the features

of the early history of England. The Divine right of kings

was a tenet which would have been abhorrent alike to barons

and people, and even to the clergy, in the England of the
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Plantagenets ; but it became part and parcel of the Church

teaching of the Eestoration, and for Charles II., as John

Wesley somewhere caustically remarks, was invented that

phrase in one of the petitions of the Church's Common

Prayer-book which speaks of " our most religious and gra-

cious " King (or Queen). After the epoch from which dates

the formal commencement of the Puritan schism in the

Church under Elizabeth, the theology of the Church was to

become more and more distinctly High Anglo-Catholic, until

the Stuart period was over, and any hope of further reforma-

tion seemed to have been left far behind.

During the following century of earthly and level common-

sense, the eighteenth century, High Church politics and

principles went out with the Jacobites and non-jurors, High

Church devotion went out with William Law, being quenched

in his mysticism, and Erastianism slumbered secure and

undisturbed on its leaden throne. Latitudinarianism reigned

in the English Church, as Moderatism ruled in the Scotch

Establishment. Nor was it until the present century had

come in that, following in the wake of the Methodist

Eevival, evangelical religion began visibly to revive in the

Church of England, taking forms as little Anglican as

possible, negligent of the ritual properly characteristic of

the English Church, making all the worship, as to matter

and manner, as little unlike, as much like, the service in a

Presbyterian or Dissenting place of worship as possible.

Next came—nearly fifty years ago— the High Church

awakening, which could not but follow the Low Church

revival, and which has grown higher and higher, till we are

set back again, so far as High Church teaching and preten-

sions go, into the days of Laud and Juxon, while the ritual
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is not only Komanized in every possible way, but is decked

with show and splendour, and is celebrated with form and

ceremony, of almost more than Romish gorgeousness and

brilliancy. Pretensions are set up on behalf of the bishops

and clergy such as were never known, nor would have been

tolerated, in Tudor times. And the position is claimed for

the Church of England which I have described as set forth

by Canon Curteis. It is as if, like the Stuarts, High Church-

men had forgotten nothing and learnt nothing. And yet it

must be granted that, if Erastianism is to be disallowed, and

we are to hold that the Church should be guided, governed,

and administered from within itself, and if there is no such

thing as a lay-fellowship, a spiritual fellowship of godly lay-

men, recognised as the body and basis of the Church, then

government by the clergy alone, and the descent of authority

and grace through the line of the ordaining succession of

clergy

—

i.e., the bishops—is the only presentable Church

theory. It is a most unreasonable and unevangelical theory;

it is nothing less than a monstrous theory—a theory " all

compact " of usurpation and superstition ; but if there is

no provision whatever for evangelical lay-fellowship, and if

Erastianism, such as the Lutheran Erastianism or Dean

Stanley's unevangelical Broad Churchism, is to be disallowed,

then, I repeat, this monstrous High Church theory which

Canon Curteis and Canon Liddon teach is for the Church of

England, as it stands, the only possible Church theory. The

inference is that the Church of England stands very greatly

in need of a deep and evangelical reform ; such a reform,

indeed, is necessary, not only to bring forth into light and

due development and power the element of a godly lay-

fellowship, but to deliver the Church from the sceptical
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latitudinarianism which has long been gathering power

within its pale, and which gives tone and character to the

Erastianism of to-day.

The general and preliminary historical discussion, con-

tained in my former paper, will have helped to clear the

ground for a view of the actual problem of the English

Church to-day, both as it presents itself to the earnest anti-

Erastian Churchman, and as it is likely to present itself to a

dispassionate evangelical Christian who criticises it from an

independent point of view. The Church of England, ever

since the Keformation, has been a Church without an

organized lay-fellowship. Its individual Churches have their

clergy and their communicants. But the communicants are

such, not as duly tested and duly accepted members of a

godly mutual fellowship, but either because they assume the

position of communicants merely as attendants at the public

service of the Church, or because, where there is some revival

of a sense of responsibility alike in them and in the Minister

of the Church, they have been confirmed, and have had

private intercourse with the Minister as a preparation for

communion. In no case is there any Church-assembly,

whether of the communicants generally or of their represen-

tatives religiously regarded, by means of which assembly

discipline may be exercised, or common counsel taken as to

the Church, or suitable persons for office as deacons or pastors

of the Church may be discerned and singled out. Nor are

there any assemblies, larger or smaller, similar to those of

the primitive Church, in which close mutual fellowship may

be enjoyed, and spiritual gifts freely exercised. In short,

the laity as such are ciphers ; they are allowed to receive

the Lord's Supper; that is all. They do this either by their
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own mere will, or at the mere will of the " priest," who, in

that case, is absolute. There is no brotherhood that knows

of them, or takes any cognisance of their position or rights

as communicants.

Now, on what theory can such a Church system be

defended, unless it be either a Broad Church Erastianism,

which absolutely identifies the Church and the world, and

which accounts the clergy as only one branch of the national

civil service, or else a theory of Churchmanship which makes

the clergy everything in the organization of the Church, and

the laity nothing ? The clergyman who rejects the former

alternative must needs hold to the latter. He has to justify

a Church which ignores the rights and status of the laity in

all matters of organization and discipline, which either, in

matters of discipline, leaves them utterly alone, to live as

they list, and to receive or neglect the Holy Sacrament as

they list, or assumes the right to admit or exclude them at

the mere pleasure of " the priest," ignoring them in every

other organic Church function or relation. It is evident

that the High Churchman, who is determined to uphold the

proper Church principles (if he can find them out) of the

Church of England as such and to maintain its proper

authority, to maintain its own intrinsic status and claims,

has no alternative but to embrace and uphold a theory

which limits Church rights, and all office and responsibility

in the Church, to the clergy. In fact, he must maintain

that the clergy are the only vital element in the Church,

that all authority and power belongs to them, that the

maintenance and continuance of the Church, its guidance

and its perpetuation, belong absolutely to them. The clergy

are the Church.
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Further, inasmuch as, where there is no commonwealth or

constitutional government in any community, the govern-

ment must be either monarchical or oligarchical, and, in

either case, exclusive and absolute, so, under such

conditions as I have indicated, the government of the

Church must either be with Pope or Patriarch, or it must,

or at least should of right, be shared among a council of

bishops. It must be strictly hierarchical and exclusive. It

is under such conditions that earnest men like Canon

Curteis and Canon Liddon, whose souls revolt from the mere

Erastianism of Dean Stanley, are led to maintain such views

as those expounded by Canon Curteis in his Bampton

Lectures, and by Canon Liddon in his recent ordination

sermon, entitled " A Father in Christ." If Canon Liddon

would but illustrate his sermon from the lives and works of

the bishops of his own Church, taken right along

impartially, or the bishops of Eome, to whom, on his own

hypothesis, the teachings of his sermon must apply at least

as justly as to English bishops, the result would surely be

instructive. With these able and estimable men, their

doctrine of apostolical succession and episcopal spiritual power

and authority is of necessity. It is a matter of faith, which

no historical questions can be allowed to shake. Assuredly

it is held in defiance of all historical evidence and of all

evangelical principles of theology. One might almost be

tempted to think that they adopt the maxim, " Credo, quia

impossibile."

But, however incredible, this ecclesiastical doctrine is

necessary if the claims of Anglo-Catholics are to be upheld,

necessary if it is to be maintained that a Church without a

lay-fellowship is Cnrist's one Church, instituted as such—and
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alone instituted—that it might be the means and instru-

ment of salvation for the world. Hence Dr. Hook was bold

enough to maintain the " fable," as John Wesley called it,

that " the clergy of the Church of England can trace their

connection with the Apostles by links, not one of which is

wanting, from the times of St. Paul and St. Peter to our

own." This fable Macaulay, and many besides Macaulay, as,

for instance, the learned Methodist writer Thomas Powell,

have teased and torn into contemptible shreds and tatters
;

but it is necessary to the Anglo-Catholic theory, and there-

fore it must be maintained. How much wiser, however,

would it have been to leave the " succession " to be a

" dogma," a " mystery," an " article of faith," than, like Dr.

Hook, gravely to assert its demonstrable historical verity

!

This " fable " being laid down as the historical foundation,

Vice-President Gore, of Cuddesden College, proceeds to

build upon it the spiritual postulate which is necessary to

the exclusive theory of his Church, and affirms—awful

affirmation !—that " the gift of the Spirit is dependent on

the laying on of apostolic hands." Canon Liddon furnishes

in other words, but to the same effect, a compendium of

the Anglo-Catholic hypothesis, when, after claiming that the

successionist bishops have inherited the apostolic preroga-

tive, he lays it down that as " the Apostles had the power to

transmit the ministry," so " the episcopate is not only

necessary to the hene, esse of the Church, but to its esse "

—

necessary not only to the well-being, but to the very

existence, of a Christian Church. If the clergy are indeed

the Church, and if presbytero-episcopal councils or com-

panies, spreading out in all directions in a way inconsis-

tent with hierarchical subordination, or with '' Catholic
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unity " in any compact form or organic visibility, are not to

be accepted as legitimate, then the prerogative of

ordination must, for Anglo-Catholic ends and purposes, and

to meet fully the claims of the English Church, be limited

exclusively to the bishops. Especially must this be rigidly

maintained if the English Church is to hold its position on

the same plane with the Western Catholic and the Greek

Catholic Churches, in which the right of ordination had,

long ages before the time of the Reformation, come to be

confined to the episcopal order. Exclusive Church claims

are, in fact, inconsistent with any other hypothesis than that

of the apostolico-episcopal succession.

And if this incredible hypothesis is of primary necessity in

an episcopally organized Church, which knows no fellowship

of organized lay-communicants, it is also pre-eminently

serviceable and convenient—convenient, indeed, precisely in

proportion to its incredibility. The more incredible are the

claims of the clergy, the more convenient is this theory.

What Anglo-Catholic exclusiveness has to maintain is, that

other communions in England besides the Church of England

are precluded from being the channels of salvation, whereas,

as Vice-President Grore says, " where the apostolic organiza-

tion abides," there is " the covenanted fulness of the gift of

the Spirit." Now, judged by every available test, by every

test of fruit, or life, or spiritual experience, or effect and

influence on society, this is a simply incredible assertion, a

claim too ridiculous for serious refutation. The lives of the

saints, such as Baxter, or Howe, or Henry, father and son, or

Doddridge, or Watts, or Robert Hall, or Joseph Benson, or

Joseph Entwisle, or John Angell James ; the writings as well

as the lives of such saints, and many more ; the effects of
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these men's lives and writings on the generations among

whom they lived, and generations following ; all combine to

stamp this exclusive claim of the Anglo-Catholic school with

incredibility. Above all, when with the lives, the writings,

the influence of such men, we compare the lives and the

influence of such "fathers in Christ" as the Catholic

Churches have shown, of scandalous Popes, of worldly

Patriarchs, of lordly, greedy, dissolute prelates, such as have

been too common in all these Churches, nay, of worldling

bishops in the Eeformed Church of England itself, it becomes

more and more amazing that it should be maintained that

the " gift of the Spirit " did indeed pass into and through

the hands of these Popes, Patriarchs, and prelates of

unsanctified hearts and ungodly lives, and that by their

means and agency the " covenanted fulness " of the Spirit's

grace and blessing passed into the possession of those whom
they in their turn ordained, and of those to whom these

ministered the Sacraments ; but that the other teachers and

preachers, men of holy lives and teachers of the " truth as it

is in Jesus," were no true "Ministers of Christ" to any,

Episcopally ordained and ordaining men of unholy hearts

and ungodly lives showed no Christian example, used no

moral means to influence others for their good, made no

attempt, like the true Apostle Paul, " by manifestation of

the truth," to " commend themselves to every man's con-

science in the sight of God ;
" they exercised no salutary or

truly Christian personal influence ; nevertheless through

their manual movements and murmured, broken sentences,

often unheard, the power of the Spirit flowed to others. By
" digital contact " they became channels of the highest

spiritual gift and prerogative from Christ. Whilst, on the
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other hand, men who preached Christ's truth and Gospel in

substance and spirit, as St. Peter did at Jerusalem, as St.

Paul preached it on his missions and wrote it in his Epistles,

and as the first unofficial and unordained disciples, who went

everywhere forth from Jerusalem " preaching the Word,"

taught and enforced it, to the salvation of those that heard

it, men who, by their lives, " adorned the doctrine of God

their Saviour "—these men in their ministrations, which

proved so effectual to the conversion of sinners and the

transformation of character, had no covenanted help of the

Spirit, and were the means of conveying no blessing of true

renewal and sanctification to any of those who received their

word as from God. In the one case, there was undeniable

wickedness, often frank and flagrant ; but with and under this

was the Spirit of God, the " covenanted fulness " of grace and

blessing. In the other case, there was moral excellence

which none could gainsay, manifest saintliness, influence for

good, devout reverence for God, and lowly faith (not indeed

in the Church, but) in Christ ; but 3^et there was in all this

no fruit of the indwelling Spirit of holiness promised by

Christ to His disciples.

These are the contradictions which the Anglo-Catholic

claim for the Episcopal Church to be the exclusive inheritor

in England of Christ's covenanted grace. His only Church,

requires us to believe. And, in order to maintain such

claims as these, it is necessary to hold that the grace of the

Spirit of Christ Jesus is shut up in bond under the seal of

the Episcopal Church, and can only be opened by the key of

the lineally successive episcopally ordained priesthood ; that

it flows from bishop to priest exclusively through the " digital

contact " effected by the bishop, and from priest to people
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exclusively through the hands that dispense the consecrated

elements. Only on such a theory could such claims, as the

Anglo-Catholic conceives himself bound to make for his

Church, be sustained ; only thus can good, when necessary,

be denied all goodness, and evil be made the fountain of

Divine goodness and grace. The more incredible the claims

of the Church are, the more convenient, as I have said, the

more necessary, is this hypothesis.

Such an hypothesis would be violent and, when regarded

with true intelligence, really incredible anywhere, in any

country. But it is especially monstrous in England, with its

history of Presbyterian, and Independent, and Baptist, and

Methodist, and other Nonconformity, with its national record

of Nonconformist virtue and godliness, with its memories of

Nonconformist saints. It is now also more monstrous than

ever before, since the roll and record of Nonconformist

Christianity has been growing in volume and in impressiveness

down to the present hour. And yet now is the time chosen

for insisting on these irrational, I had almost said insane,

pretensions. The original Eeformers held views as to the

realities of Popish evil, and of Gospel grace and truth,

inconsistent with such Eomish-like pretensions as these.

But they were still hoping that there might yet be some

way found for gaining evangelical liberty for the people of

the Lord, and, in some form or other, a true lay-fellowship
;

they did not regard all prospect of a further and deeper

reformation as cut off. Since the Stuart-Restoration period

all such hope seems to have come to an end ; and, rather

than accept mere Erastianism, this is the theory which High

Churchmen embrace.

But all the difficulties connected with this hypothesis are
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not yet enumerated. In endeavouring to find a position,

such as they may claim and hold, consistent with the

relations of the Church to the State and to Nonconformist

communions, Anglo-Catholics fix themselves in a dilemma,

with regard to the Eoman Catholic and the Greek Churches,

from which extrication is impossible. They cannot pretend

to deny that the Eoman Church, of which for so long the

English Church was part and parcel, is itself a branch, and a

leading branch, of the Catholic Church. They cannot dare

to repudiate, as withered and dead branches of the great

world-vine of the Church of which they speak and think,

according to their " one and the same visible Church

"

theory, those sister national Churches with which the

Church of England was once co-incorporated as fellow-

members of the great Western Catholic Church. Nor can

they dare to deny the catholicity of the " orthodox " Greek

Church. All that they can pretend to is, that the Church

of England shall be admitted as parallel and correlated

with the Western and the Eastern Catholic Churches, as,

like them, an aboriginal offshoot from the pure and primitive

one Church of Christ. It is a pretence that lies very open

to critical doubt and objection. But I have no intention to

criticise it in detail, or except as to one particular. I desire

only to point out the incongruity of the claim thus made on

behalf of the Church of England. This Church claims to be

a sister Catholic Church with that of Rome, both being true

apostolic and episcopal Churches. And yet the English Church

violently and permanently broke away from the Western

Catholic unity, with its Roman centre ; while in return the

Roman Catholic Church has excommunicated, and does

excommunicate, the Church of England. The same Church
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has excommunicated the Greek Catholic Church. On the

other hand, the Greek Church excommunicates the Koman

Church, and holds the English Church to be schismatical, if

not also heretical. Surely it is evident that the claim of

co-catholicity with the Eoman and Greek Churches, put

forth by Canon Curteis and by Anglo-Catholics generally, is

one which cannot be logically or consistently maintained.

The threefold complication of dilemmas is such as no Anglo-

Catholic has been able to resolve.

But, in fact, this dilemma, and the whole tangle of

difficulties in which the Anglo-Catholic externalist finds

himself, point to a fundamental error, common to the

Anglo-Catholic High Church theory with every form of

(so-called) Catholic externalism, and which is an inheritance

from mediaeval Christianity. I have dealt at some length

with the error which, ignoring lay-fellowship as the

foundation of the Church's organization, identifies the

Church with the clergy. A twin error with this is that

which regards the Christian Church as a visible organization,

one and the same from age to age, spreading through the

nations, and destined to be co-extensive with the world.

This is the grand root-error of externalism. No truly

spiritual view of the nature of the Christian Church, or of the

Divine laws of Church organization and development, will be

attained by any one until he has settled aright his views as

to the unity of the Church, as to the relation of the Church

to Christ as its Head, and the law of vitality and continuity

which belongs to its character and history.

I have written before on this subject some years ago,

when dealing with the character and life-work of Dr. Pusey,

but it is necessary at this point to refer to it in its
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bearing upon the whole of our discussion. The point of

which we come in view is, in fact, a cardinal point.

There are three ways of explaining the unity and historic

continuity of the Christian Church. One of these, that

which English High Churchmen maintain, the only one

which can be maintained by those who identify the Church

with the clergy, finds the unity and continuity of the Church

in the perpetuation of its orders, and of the organization of

which the clergy are the necessary substratum as well as the

controlling directorate—finds it in an external and officially

organized Church identity. That way, whatever English

High Churchmen may try to persuade themselves, leads

from Canterbury straight to Eome. Another way finds the

unity and continuity of the Church in the continued existence

of Christendom, as manifested generally by national

confessions, as realized in what is spoken of as a common

Christian consciousness, and as distributive ly set forth and

expressed by various Christian communions and organiza-

tions. This is the Broad Church view. It is in the

common acceptance of this view that the definition of Broad

Churchmanship must be found. It was in this—and almost

only in this—that Mr. Maurice, the subtle Platonical Theoso-

phist, and Dean Stanley, the vague Latitudinarian, who

eschewed not only all theosophy or mysticism, but philosophy

in any form, agreed and stood on common ground as Broad

Churchmen, being in all else the strongest possible

contrasts. This is the view which best agrees with

Erastianism, and which was in effect held and taught by

the able Latitudinarian and Erastian school of eighteenth

century divines, the only school with which, as thinkers and

reasoners. Dean Stanley was really in sympathy. The third
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way of understanding the unity and continuity of the

Christian Church is that which identifies the Church with

Christ's " body " of true believers, distributed among the

various professedly Christian communions, and of whom

some individuals may even conceivably be apart from any

organized Christian community, but who all, by living faith

and the true sanctification of the Holy Grhost, are joined in

one spirit to Christ Jesus, their living Head. This is the

evangelical view. Although either rejected or ignored by

Anglican Churchmen of the high type, although, for the

most part, it would seem, never entering into their thoughts,

never dawning upon their conception, it is yet the only

spiritual view of the nature of the Christian Church. This

is the view held not only by evangelical Nonconformists,

but, for the most part, by thoroughly evangelical Church-

men. It is the view that has been held by Continental

divines of the most profound spiritual intelligence and

insight, such, for instance, as Vinet. Among the mediaeval

Catholics, it was taught by the mystics of the better side,

and it was the doctrine of the saintly French Catholic

mystics of the eighteenth century. In the midst of the

worst times of Protestant Erastianism on the Continent, it

was maintained by a succession of holy men, who were

identified with those Pietist communities which kept alive

the holy traditions, at once contemplative and practical, of

primitive and experimental Christianity ; and it is the only

view to be maintained by those who are neither prepared to

follow the way of hierarchical externalism to Kome, nor to

embrace the universalising Broad Church theory, which

regards the self-same aggregate of individuals as either

Church or world according as " the light which lighteth
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each man," or the darkness and confusion which also belong

to each, may happen to be thought of.

From the formularies of the Church of England, as would

naturally be expected, no clear light is to be obtained on

this critical point. The Nineteenth Article evades the

question altogether, in a convenient and dexterous, but yet

a curious, fashion. It teaches that " the visible Church of

Christ is a congregation of faithful men, in which the pure

Word of God is preached, and the Sacraments be duly

ministered," the Latin original lending itself to such vague-

ness of expression. From such a form of words I know not

what is to be learnt, at least as to the point in hand. In

the Collect for all Conditions of Men, the "Catholic Church"

might seem to be indirectly identified with " all those who

profess and call themselves Christians." This, of course,

would be Erastianism. And yet it might be fairly argued,

from the clauses which follow, that by "the Catholic

Church," in its reality, should be understood those professed

Christians who are " led into the way of truth, and hold the

faith in unity of spirit, in the bond of peace, and in

righteousness of life," an interpretation which would agree

perfectly with the spiritual view and definition of the

Christian or "Catholic Church."*

* See, as to the whole subject dealt with above, Dr. Gregory's

Feniley Lecture on 27i.e Uolxj Catholic Church—The Communion of

Saints. I may also perhaps be allowed to refer to Chap. III. of my
volume on Dr. Pusey : His Character and Life Work. I have great

pleasure also in referring to the Fernley Lecture for 1885, by the Rev.

W. F. Slater, Methodism in the Light of the Early Church, which

I have found valuable for the purposes of these papers, and the

exact and wide learning shown in which is not less remarkable than

the ability of the argument.
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The result of our discussion in this chapter is to bring us

back to the position already marked out as that which, as

independent but not unfriendly critics of the Church of

England, we are compelled to occupy. By our detailed

examination of the claims and pretensions of Anglo-Catholic

High Churchmen, we have but added an outwork and a line

of defence to our position. On the exclusive theory of

Anglo-Catholicism, we have now seen the claims of the

Church of England are unworthy of any respect, are, in fact,

intolerable. On any evangelical or spiritual ground her

organization is exceedingly defective, defective because the

Church, as organized, is devoid of a godly lay-fellowship.

For this the one apology is, that she inherited the defects

and disabilities, in a spiritual sense, of the mediaeval Church,

and that her reformation, owing, at least in part, to the hand

of the State lying heavy upon her, has never been properly

completed. The Church of England stands very greatly in

need of a deep and evangelical reform.

In the foregoing argument I have made no reference to

the moral and social effect of the High Anglican theory and

claims of the clergy of the English Church. A great gulf is

fixed between them and all other Christian Ministers in the

country, except, indeed, the Eomish priests. They regard

all these Ministers as in effect usurpers ; they proclaim that

they are " blind leaders of the blind," that they and their

flocks are cut off from the fountains of covenanted grace, that

they are in a condition of schism. John Keble, the loving

poet, in the preface to a volume of his sermons, classed

all Nonconformists as " heretics." He distinguished man-

kind, in respect of religion, into three classes :
" Christians,
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properly so called, i.e.^ Catholics; Jews, Mohammedans,

and Heretics ; and heathens and unbelievers." Thus

the High Church, maintaining a theory which has been

shown to be unevangelical, unspiritual, unprimitive, at

the same time assumes, in regard to much more than one-

half, and surely not the less earnest or Christian part, of the

people of Grreat Britain (for the Scotch Presbyterians, even

though some of them may be established, are all, no less

than English Nonconformists, unchurched and cast off as

heretics, or at least schismatics) a position the most grievous

and alienating which it is possible to assume. Equally in

p]ngland, in the colonies, and even in the United States, the

like effect of a monstrous and unchristian theory is found.

High Church bigotry abounds and asserts itself in all these

countries, and everywhere clears around itself an inter-

mediate space of inhospitable desert, the outlying fringe of

its own uncharitable pale. It is not the fact that it is

established which makes High Anglicanism thus fatally

exclusive. In the United States the same result follows

;

whereas in Scotland, with a Presbyterian Established Church,

nothing like it is to be found. So deadly an evil in its

whole character, and in all its effect and influence, is the

High Church theory which we have been reviewing.



CHAPTER III.

PRESENT QUESTIONS FOR THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND—THE

CONTROVERSY ON CHURCH REFORM.

"TT can be no vital objection to any Church that her

-- ordained Ministers consist of three classes : bishops, pres-

byters or priests, and deacons. I am not just now speaking

of diocesan episcopacy in particular. The earliest post-

apostolic Christianity furnished many examples of a not

materially dissimilar threefold ministry in the Churches, and

indeed, as has been already shown, there is reason to believe

that even before the first century was completed, not

improbably before the death of the Apostle John, and under

his personal cognisance, three nearly correspondent dis-

tinctions were definitely established in the Churches of Asia,

and the precedence and authority of the bishops strongly

defined. Nor, to go a step further, is it any valid objection

to the Church of England that her bishops have diocesan

authority. Canon Liddon's argument on this point, drawn

from the cases of Timothy and Titus, if duly limited, ought

not to be regarded as singular or novel. Since the time of

Hooker, at any rate, the special commission and authority

bestowed upon Timothy and Titus have been by many
ecclesiastical writers regarded as conferring jurisdiction

equivalent to that of a diocesan bishop and administrator.

It is many years since my own views were defined in this
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sense. The work and jurisdiction committed to Timothy

and Titus, I have been accustomed to regard as an example

and precedent for such official appointments as those of

^' general superintendent " in the provinces of the mission-

field, or as Methodist bishop in America. Where Canon

Liddon goes astray in this matter is in his maintaining that

the power of ordination and of jurisdiction over the presbyters

(or clergy) was given exclusively to such representatives of

apostolic authority as Timothy or Titus, and has descended

exclusively to their successors, the diocesan bishops ; that

the presbyter-bishops had no power of appointing their

successors, and no right of discipline over each other, but

only over the laity. If that had been so, what would have

been the condition of the Churches to which the Teaching of

the Apostles had reference, in connection with which there

is no appearance whatever of diocesan bishops or any

equivalent dignitaries, but only of stationary " bishops and

deacons " ? Indeed, the Ignatian Epistles, as may be seen

by a study of Bishop Lightfoot's great work, though they

greatly magnify the office of the bishops of local Churches,

disclose no evidence of the existence of diocesan bishops.

Such " evangelists " as Timothy and Titus were called to be,

under special circumstances of swift evangelization, attendant

on the ministry of the great missionary Apostle, afforded an

anticipation of a sort of episcopal office and jurisdiction—the

^' diocesan "—which in after-ages would be found convenient

for purposes of organization either through extensive pro-

vinces, where mission-work needed powerful and unifying

direction and oversight, or over large areas where Churches

were crowded thickly together, which it was necessary to

maintain in close union with each other and with other
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provinces of Churches belonging to the same Christian

communion. But there seems no reason to believe that

Timothy and Titus were the iirst links in an order or chain

of diocesan bishops to whom, and to whom exclusively,

was committed, in succession and inheritance from the

Apostles, nothing less than apostolic authority and preroga-

tive. This contention of Canon Liddon's appears to be

merely a bold hypothesis, an hypothesis altogether destitute

of historical evidence or probability. One thing it shows

:

that Canon Liddon gives up the attempt to trace the descent

of apostolic authority and prerogative through the successions

of presbyter-bishops. There, at all events, is something

learnt. But in forsaking one untenable ground of argument

for high episcopal claims, he has betaken himself to another

quite as untenable. For half a century after the death of

St. John where is there any trace of diocesan episcopacy ?

Where in the West is there any trace of it before the end of

the second century ? The Canon has also needlessly lowered

the position of the primitive presbyter-bishops, who, there

can be no doubt, were invested both with the power of

ordaining their fellows or successors, and with that of

discipline at once over the Church, in concurrence with the

brethren of the common fellowship, or their competent

representatives, and over each other.

We do not object then, I repeat, to the three distinctions

among the clergy. The deacons of the earliest Church did

not always or only " serve tables," as the Pastoral Epistles

show. That there should not be any permanent lay-

diaconate in the Church of England is, indeed, a serious

defect, part of the general defect of lay-fellowship ; but that

the probationary stage of the ministry should be counted as
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a form of the diaconate is not inconsistent with the

teaching and implications either of the Acts or the Epistles.

Many of the primitive deacons, doubtless, having by their

good service in the diaconate earned for themselves " a good

degree, and great boldness in the faith," did pass forward

to the office of presbyter or bishop. Nor need we at all

object to the word bishop, which had already undergone

one change and advancement in its meaning when it

passed from the level of the presbytery to the pre-eminence

of the one sole chief presbyter or president of the

presbytery, being further transferred to the diocesan superin-

tendent, the bishop of bishops, the bishop par excellence.

Before this last transfer of application had taken effect, an

intermediate episcopal title, to which I have not as yet

referred, had already naturally, indeed necessarily, come

into use. When the rural interspaces between the large

towns came to be occupied by village churches or churches

in smaller towns, in each of which there was at least one

presbyter, and which wei'e all gathered together under the

general charge of one superintendent Minister, one bishop,

that bishop was called c/iorepiscopus, the bishop of a

*' Circuit," as Wesleyans might say, of a country region, of

a rural district. Similarly, therefore, it was very natural

that the general superintendent of a province of Churches

should be called the bishop of that province. We take no

objection, accordingly, to the distinction of the clergy into

bishops, presbyters or priests, and deacons. Our objection,

that which lies at the bottom of all the rest, is that the

Church in which the clergy are distinguished into bishops,

priests, and deacons, knows nothing of any such lay-

diaconate as the primitive Church knew, and, what is more
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and worse, of any such fellowship of believers as that which

was the very life-tissue of the apostolic Church,

The first effect of this deficiency is that there is no

provision, or indeed opportunity, in the Church for spiritual

persons, true members not only of the visible Church on

earth, but of Christ's mystical Church and body, to exercise

their gifts in mutual prayer and exhortation, and in testify-

ing of the grace of Grod. There is no Church assembly but

the great meeting for public worship, and in that worship

the "priest" alone appears. The natural consequence is,

too commonly, formalism. It is difficult to avoid falling

into this evil.

There is nothing belonging to the Church of England in

the least resembling the primitive meetings for fellowship

of the first Christians at Jerusalem and elsewhere. Very

much of the New Testament is without any relevance to

the Christian worship of to-day in our parish churches

and to our modem episcopal Church organization. No

lay-deacon, like Philip, is at liberty to go and open a

mission in a new field.* No unordained Apollos, having

been instructed and quickened in Christian faith and

knowledge by the agency of a godly pair of private

believers, is at liberty to go forth and "water" the field

of Grospel-planting in succession to a pioneer bishop or even

a " mission-priest." No migrant or emigrant " disciples,"

not even although they were driven from their homes by

persecution, would, if they were strict and loyal members

of the Church of England, go " everywhere preaching the

Word." No great mother-Church, like that of the Syrian

Antioch, would, according to the principles and prescriptions

* Acts viii.
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of the Anglican hierarchy, be founded by the public

preaching of travelling lay brethren. There can, on High

Anglican principles, be no Church clustered in a house,

such as those of which we read in the Acts and Epistles,

unless an " apostolic bishop " should be resident in the

house ; no such Church as that which nestled in the home

of Aquila and Priscilla, whether at Corinth or Ephesus or

Eouie, or as that in Philemon's house at Colossse. No

missionary advance can be made without an apostolic and

diocesan bishop to lead. In short, to use Canon Liddon's

words, a " bishop is necessary not only to the well-being,

but to the very being, of a Church."

This unevangelical and unprimitive condition of things

in what High Anglicans speak of as the "primitive and

apostolic Church of England " is the direct result of the

want of a spiritual and truly mutual lay-fellowship in that

communion. And almost every other disability and evil

under which the Church suffers arises from the same cause.

There can be no regular and effective Church discipline

where there is no evangelical lay-fellowship. There can be

no primitive lay-diaconate ; for churchwardens and sides-

men, whether elected by the ratepayers or nominated by the

incumbent of the parish, are but a parody—sometimes a

grotesque parody— on such a diaconate. Except by the

mere private will and permission of the " priest," there can

be no eliciting, no training and development, no testing, of

spiritual gifts, and therefore there can be no true or proper

" schools of the prophets," from which might proceed, with

fit guards and after the needful education, " workmen

needing not to be ashamed," able and well-furnished

Ministers of Christ and of His Church. Till of late years,
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indeed, no laymen exercised spiritual functions of any sort

or to any extent, even under episcopal or clerical permission.

There is therefore no standing and disciplined body of

Church laity which in presbyteries, in ruri-decanal chapters,

in synods, might take their place by the side of the clergy,

thus meeting one of the most generally acknowledged needs

in the way of Church reform. There can, under such

conditions, be no proper substitute for that unseemly custom

and rule of crude and unregulated lay patronage, with its

natural but yet scandalous consequences, the sale of

advowsons and next presentations, which now usurps the

place that ought to be filled by a duly ascertained and

regulated concurrence of the parish laity with the bishop

in the appointment of an incumbent to a vacant church.

At present, according to Church and State law, the con-

currence of the laity with the clergy in the Church of

England is represented by the churchwarden element, by

lay patronage, and by Parliament. All other arrangements

for uniting the clergy and laity are recent and merely

voluntary—are amateur arrangements. How unbefitting and

how unreal this state of things is, everybody must feel. The

one cause of it all is the absence of a true spiritual lay-

fellowship. Possibly indeed, for measures of organic reform

or development in the Church—seeing that it is the

Established and nationally endowed Church—the consent of

Parliament would still be necessary, even though there were

a living lay body and fellowship. But the consent of

Parliament to measures prepared by a representative organi-

zation, which consisted in due co-ordination and perhaps also

subordination of both clergy and laity, would be little more

than a legal formality. Whereas now a lay-Parliament is
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tempted to dissent from a clerical Convocation. Such a

merely clerical Convocation can have no national character

and very little weight for purposes of Church reform. A

Church assembly which included an adequate lay-element,

representative of a true and national lay-fellowship, would

be recognised as the legitimate national representation of

the Church of England. To say that our Parliament to-day

is such a representation is a mere mockery.

Canon Curteis seems to be well enough content with a

merely clerical government of the Church ; to be, at all

events, not profoundly dissatisfied with things as they are.

In fact, his Lectures undertake to show cause why all the

denominations of England, from the Roman Catholics at the

one extreme to the Unitarians at the other, should be

content to merge themselves in the Church of England,

even as at present organized. He offers no argument, and

hazards no proposals for reform. He would seem to regard

the Bishops' Council as well and rightfully competent to

govern the Church of England. At the same time, he

gravely tells us that "according to the theory of the Church

of England "—to which in all things he holds—" the

Legislative Power is lodged in the whole body of the

^jideles ' scattered throughout Ch?'istendom."

The late Archdeacon Hare was a man of different calibre

and of other views. Cramped and hampered though he was

by the conflicting theories and the actual condition of his

Church, he could not but indicate his own sense of the deep

and paramount needs of the Church. He speaks, in one of

his Charges, first of the "jealous policy" of the Church of

Rome, " which has always laboured to keep its lay members

in abject spiritual subjection," and then of some of the
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" rules laid down by our own Church in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, which bear the marks of emanating

from a like system." He goes on to speak of the results of

such a system :
" On the one hand, the laity, being almost

precluded from taking part in the godly works of the

Church, grew to deem that their vocation was altogether

secular ;
" and, as a consequence, many of them lapsed into

practical, if not speculative, infidelity, " the evil of which

was rather increased than diminished by its combination

with a nominal outward conformity. On the other hand,

the clergy became outwardly weak, and, in a grievous number

of cases, inwardly hollow : weak from the want of that help

which they ought to have sought, but had rather repelled
;

hollow as we are apt to grow when we are destitute of the

interchange and reciprocation of our feelings, and are more

tenacious of our rights than of our duties." He proceeds

earnestly to deprecate any attempt "to prolong a usurpa-

tion the only excuse for which lay in the condition of the

age when it arose." * In the same spirit, in another

Charge, he speaks of " the decay of godly discipline deplored

by our Church in her Commination Service, where she

declares that its restoration is much to be wished." "In the

best ages of the Church," he says, " although the power of

the Gospel brought home to the heart was acknowledged

to be the only source of true Christian holiness, it was

felt that something more was needed in order to contend

against the evil propensities of mankind ; and to this end

the Church was wont to exercise a godly discipline. But

unhappily in the course of ages this godly discipline fell

into decay. The world gained power, first within the

* Charge on T/ie Duty of the Church in Times of Trial, 1848.
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Church and then against her, so that the Church scarcely

dared any longer to condemn beyond the capricious

measure of the world's censure." In a note (A) to the

same Charge,* after quoting Dr. Arnold to the effect that

" to revive Christ's Church is to restore its disfranchised

members, the laity, to the discharge of their proper duties

in it," and that till this is done, Church discipline can never

be restored, he proceeds himself to enlarge on the same

theme. He asserts that " the decay and extinction of godly

discipline in the Church has been mainly owing to this

primary corruption, whereby the functions which ought to

have been exercised by the whole Church were exercised

almost exclusively by the clergy. This gave a partial

character to all measures of discipline. . . . Nor assuredly

will any measures be effectual to restore a vigorous discipline

until the laity regain their full Christian franchise in the

Church." And again, in note (J) to his Charge on The

Means of Unity, he enlarges on the necessity of the laity

being united with the clergy in the formal and organized

councils of the Church. In particular he says respecting

Convocation, " This is the great defect in the constitution

of our Convocation ; it represents the conscience and will,

and expresses the voice, of the clergy, not of the Church.

This was suited to its original function of imposing taxes on

the clergy, but unfits it for being the legislative council of

the whole Church."

So far I had written when, towards the end of November,

1885, the question of Church reform was raised in the

public press, with an emphasis and energy that roused

Privileges Imply Duties, 1841.
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attention deep and wide, and produced an impression—

I

might almost say a shock—of which the effect, the vibra-

tions, were still—when, after an interval of many weeks, I

was able to return to the subject—felt by all who took an

interest in the Church of England, or, I may say, in national

Christianity. The University Addresses delivered the first

heavy stroke. After their appearance, the newspapers,

especially the Church papers and the Times, and of the

Church papers especially the Guardian, continued for

weeks together to teem with letters on the subject. Indeed,

the overflow of correspondence had not come to an end with

the close of the year. Mr. Bosworth Smith's letters, which

appeared earlier than the University Addresses, were, indeed,

the most brilliant effusions relating to the general subject

of the Church of England, but they were, in their occasion

and essential character, really political appeals. They

referred to the reform of the Church rather incidentally-

than primarily, regarding it as necessarily involved in her

preservation as a national Church if she is to be preserved,

as Mr. Bosworth Smith desires and hopes—a point to which

I must by-and-bye advert. It is not to those letters that

I wish here particularly to refer, but to some from eminent

clergymen, the coincidence of which with the general line

of historical exposition and argument in the pages preceding,

and with my statements as to the past and present condition

of the Church of England, is too remarkable not to be

noted.

In the Guardian of December 23rd, 1885, a letter appeared

from the Eev. Joseph Foxwell, Vicar of INIarket Weighton

and Rural Dean, from which I make the following extracts :

" The Church of England, which Henry YIII. said was
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sufficient to settle questions of Divinity without external

interference, consisted of the clergy only. And to this

day, ' going into the Church ' is a phrase which, however

objectionable in one sense, is, in the sense of the Church

as by law established, perfectly correct. The Church of

England as by law established consists of certain officers,

chiefly clergy, who hold in trust certain fabrics and other

property for the purpose of offering certain religious

ministrations to the inhabitants of certain localities, free

of cost. But these inhabitants are in no proper legal sense

members of the ecclesiastical institutions which have been

planted in their midst, any more than persons who are in

hospitals or other charitable institutions are necessarily

' members ' of those institutions. Dr. Trevor, being a

canon of York, is a ' member ' of the cathedral and

metropolitical Church of York. But the inhabitants of

the diocese of York are no more members of that church

in any legal sense than if they lived in America. ... A

baptized person has certain personal and individual rights

in the public and private ministrations of the vicar over

and above the rights of an unbaptized parishioner. But

they are not corporate rights. The only corporate rights

which a parishioner has in his parish church are those which

he exercises through the parish meeting, and these are

independent, not only of baptism, but of all and every

ordinance and article of Christianity. They are rights,

too, not of the parishioners, but of the ratepayers. . . .

There is, therefore, no legal recognition of the laity as

such in regard to membership in the Church of England.

And I doubt whether there ever was a time when every

adult inhabitant of England considered himself a willing
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or hond fide member of the English Church. No doubt

the Legislature makes laws which the clergy, churchwardens,

sextons,^ and other ' members ' of the legal Church are

obliged to obey. But a Parliament which represents

Scotland and Ireland, as well as England, can hardly be

said to be the laity of the Church of England by repre-

sentation. It would be as reasonable to say that the

Parliament of the United Kingdom is the Great Northern

Eailway Company by representation, because it makes laws

for that Company. . . . Corporate Church life—the life of

Church-membership—recognised by law, ecclesiastical or

temporal, there is none. The members of the body of

Christ resident tuithin any parish have certain recognised

relationships to the parish ptriest, but none at all to one

another. They are members of the pastor s flock, but not

members with him of an organized body. They are sheep,

but not brethren. Hence the weakness of the Church. All

other Societies in England, religious and irreligious, are

safe. The Church is in danger because it is not properly

a Society at all. This the Cambridge reformers ask the

bishops to rectify. / need not quote Scripture to shoiv

how the absence of recognised membership—recognised, that

is, by ecclesiastical law—is the absence of a primary feature

of Christ's institution—/ mean, fellowship. But Dr.

Trevor thinks this feature cannot be restored in England

without obliterating what he calls the national laity. I

have tried to show that the ' national laity ' have no

corporate place in the Church as it is ; for their only

representatives are the rate-paying laity, and these, with

regard to the Church, are ' vanishing away.'

"

The passages which I have printed in italics are especially

7
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noteworthy ; and as a Methodist reads them he cannot but

at first feel that Mr. Foxwell is about to strike the vein

of primitive Church principles, that he is coming very near

to the " kingdom of heaven," How grievous, accordingly,

is the disappointment when, as we follow the Eural Dean's

sentences while he goes on to complete his paragraph,

it turns out that all that he means by creating a Church-

fellowship is that every baptised person—baptised and

confirmed, it might be supposed that he means, but he

gives no hint to that effect—should "sign a declaration"

that he is a " bond fide member " of the Church of England.

This, he says, would be to define the Church laity, in

accordance with the principle already embodied in the

Public Worship Eegulation Act. This plan, he further

says, "would amount to a practical application of the

Church Catechism. We have taught them that they are

members of Christ. Something more than words is needed

to make them believe it." Thus, then, it appears, all

baptised persons are " members of Christ," though, it seems,

very few " believe it." There is no spiritual experience, no

spiritual consciousness, involved in the matter. The way

to make them believe it is to encourage them to sign a

declaration of bond fide Church-membership, and give them

after such declaration the right by vote, as members of

the Church, or, if thereto chosen and appointed, by official

character and action, to represent and act on behalf of the

Church of England. Oh, " lame and impotent conclusion !

"

Can bathos fall lower than this ? Can spiritual unconscious-

ness be more complete ? This, forsooth, the equivalent of

primitive " fellowship," that " primary feature of Christ "s

institution " ! It is a pity that Mr. Foxwell did not try
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what light " quoting Scripture " on this point would have

thrown upon the subject. Alas for dead words, deceitful

phrases, which, used in a way of unconscious dissimulation,

after seeming to light the path to truth and life, turn

suddenly aside and lead the misguided " sheep " to a

chamber of technical controversy, to a stony pen where

there is no pasture, to an election-room or a council-

meeting, as if all their life and hope were there, there

their covenant privileges, as set forth in the Catechism,

as " members of Christ " and " inheritors of the kingdom

of heaven "

!

Let us turn now from the Vicar of Market Weighton to

the Dean of Chichester. That redoubtable controversialist

could not but have something to say on the question of

Church reform. He accordingly contributed to the Ouar-

dian (December 23rd, 1885) a long letter of admonition

on the subject. He is, as might be expected, offended

at the University Addresses, and warns his brethren

earnestly against looking to Parliament for Church reforms.

He urges that the bishops and clergy have the most im-

portant reforms—those, for example, in regard to the traffic

in livings and to " criminous clerks "—in their own hands,

if they will only rouse themselves to carry them through

;

he intimates that, but for " the dishonest attempt of certain

of the clergy to assimilate our English ritual to that of

Rome," there would have been comparatively little of the

present " reasonable impatience on the part of the laity
;

"

he exhorts his brethren to " catechise the young in an

edifying and interesting manner, read Scripture before the

congregation with a vast deal more intelligence than they

do at present, and leave off preaching such miserably weak
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sermons ;
" and he entreats them, " tide what tide, to beware

of inviting the interference of an unfriendly House of

Commons." In short, Dean Burgon is true to himself.

For the Eevised Version of the Scriptures he has little but

" flouts, and gibes, and jeers
;

" for any proposals to reform

the organization of the Church of England, nothing but

dissent and censure was to be expected from him. The

history of the Church since the Reformation has suggested

to him no necessity for organic improvement or adaptation

;

let the clergy be the Church still as heretofore, let the

bishops and clergy be all in all, and the laity nothing;

let the constitution of the Church be an iron framework,

leaving no scope or opening for the upgrowth and organiza-

tion of a lay-fellowship of brethren of the common Christian

life ; Dean Burgon admits, he is conscious of, no con-

stitutional defect, no organic disability. He has his own

view of the place of the laity, his own prescription for

putting and keeping them in their place, and for duly

training them. "I take leave," he says, "to point out that

there is plenty of work for the faithful laity to do without

either setting Church order at defiance or introducing

discord into parishes. Let pious laymen assist the clergy-

man in teaching the ignorant, reading to the sick and

aged, investigating cases of distress. Above all, let them

relieve him of the secular duties which he is constrained to

undertake, and which are at once distracting and onerous."

So much, indeed, must be conceded to Dean Burgon and to

other clerical correspondents (not a few) of the Guardian,

namely, that if the only, or even the main ordinary, function

of the Church laity were legislative and administrative ; if

the great goyerning object and purpose of the reorganization
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of the Church throughout all its departments were merely,

to adopt the language of one of the University Addresses, the

admission of "laymen of all classes to a substantial share in

the control of Church affairs," there would be not a little

reason for hesitation as to the whole movement. In truth,

the movement needs to be better defined. The object

should be broader and deeper than as thus stated. The

scope should not be merely ecclesiastico-political. If the

lay representatives of the Church, whether elected from

ratepayers or even from the much more restricted and

conservative class of " hond fide communicants," are elected

for no other purpose but that of business discussion and

ecclesiastical administration or legislation, whether in the

sphere of the parish, or the rural deanery, or the arch-

deaconry, or the diocese, or the Church at large, there can

be no security that the right godly and reverential spirit

will prevail in the different assemblies ; there will be grave

peril lest the spiritual affairs of the Church should be

handled and settled after the temper and spirit of a vestry

meeting or a town council, and after the manner of party

politics. The body of the Church laity should live con-

tinually in true mutual fellowship, according to the spirit

of primitive Christianity. Business administration and

Church politics should be the occasional care and responsi-

bility of chosen men, men, as far as possible, of the spirit

of the Seven Deacons, " full of the Holy Ghost and of

wisdom." It is strange and sad indeed to observe that all

Churchmen who write on this subject, and profess zeal to

see the Church of England furnished with a living body of

laity, enjoying their proper recognition and rights, seem to

be agreed in at least one thing—the only thing in which
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all agree—that is, in ignoring the spiritual rights, the

rights of spiritual fellowship, which are the primary and

fundamental rights of believing brethren ; in ignoring these

as rights, and as rights to which the avenue and access

should lie invitingly open to all the brethren ; in ignoring

the need of providing free opportunity and scope for all

godly and gifted laymen to exercise their spiritual faculties

and gifts for the good of their brethren and the spread of

Gospel truth and power. Ignoring all this, one and another

clergyman asks, not unnaturally, what the representative

laity, under ordinary circumstances, will have to do in a

country parish, and adds that when they find something

in which to intermeddle, their action on such rare occasions

of discovering that they possess some power will be unintelli-

gent, inconsiderate, injurious. Such would not be the case

if they had been trained in spiritual w^ork, and if the

representatives for special work and special occasions had,

as assistants of the clergy in their spiritual work and in

co-operation with them, proved their fitness for office and

trust, and acquired familiarity with the affairs and interests

of the Church.

One is thankful, indeed, for the movements initiated of

recent years which appear to be tending in the direction of

supplying this greatest and deepest need of the Church.

The movement of " guilds," in particular, would be one to

excite great thankfulness and hope if it were not so widely

tainted with confessional superstition, if it were not,

speaking generally, one of the signs of ritualising High

Churchmanship. It is, at all events, very encouraging to

know that earnest evangelical Churchmen, forgetting the

Calvinistic peculiarities of their section of the Church,
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sometimes add the fellowship-meeting to the Bible-class,

or make a happy combination of the two in one meeting.

Some thirteen years ago, at a clerical meeting to which

I had the privilege of being introduced, an active and able

High Church London clergyman pressed a Wesleyan Minister

present, evidently with the deepest earnestness, to give the

company information as to the organization and manage-

ment of " Wesleyan Class-meetings." At that hour, and on

the moment, and in that somewhat miscellaneous company,

the Minister appealed to did not feel at liberty to respond

to the request, which was suggested by some remarks which

had been made by him, from the Wesleyan point of view,

on the subject of Church fellowship and organization. That

clergyman has now, for some years, been the bishop of a

Midland diocese ; and it is interesting to observe how ener-

getically he has promoted the guild movement.

There are, it cannot be doubted, large and increasing

numbers of men and women in the Established Church who

are longing to enjoy " the communion of saints " in a form

more direct and earnest and intimate, and more adapted

to the actual needs of the soul in the midst of life's duties

and conflicts, than they can know at present, at least under

ordinary circumstances. Private fellowship, in special cases,

and by private arrangements, is sometimes now enjoyed by

twos and threes. But the organization of the Church

should provide for this craving of the earnest and spiritual

Christian believer. In connection with such provision,

prayer-meetings and testimony-meetings would of necessity

be organized. Of course all this implies converted and

spiritual Ministers. But such organizations as I have been

speaking of, created wherever possible by such Ministers,
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would presently and largely increase the supply of Ministers

like-minded ; and such complaints as to the utter unfitness

and incapacity of the majority of the clergy for real spiritual

and pastoral work as " S. Gf. 0." has lately uttered in the

Times* could no longer be made. By degrees a change,

full of life and hope, would spread over the entire Church.

At the centre, as the vital nucleus, of the whole Church-

wide company of hond Jide communicants, would be this

aggregate of godly people living in actual evangelical fellow-

ship—a fellowship of devotion, of experience, of philanthropy.

In every parish, under such conditions, periodical meetings

might be organized of the whole company of professed and

actual communicants, at which the parish clergy might

fulfil their pastoral functions, by means of suitable addresses

and suitable devotional exercises, with the truths and

obligations belonging to the Holy Sacraments continually

in view of themselves and of the members of their fellowship

present with them. Kepresentatives for business meetings,

chosen by and from such communicants as these, might

safely be trusted. Nay, even if the election were by rate-

payers as such, provided it were always /rom such communi-

cants, the danger attending such an arrangement, which,

in the case of a national and Established Church, open as

it may be to grave objections, has yet powerful considera-

tions in its favour, would be rendered comparatively small.

The' Church of England, under its ecclesiastical—let me
say plainly, under its episcopal—guides of the sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, has relieved itself

of its godly laity. A large Christian wisdom, a ruling

evangelical spirit, would have saved the best, at any rate,

* January 4th, 1886.
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and the most influential of the Puritans within the Church

of England, would have prevented, in great part, the

Nonconformist separation, would have held Methodism in

connection with the Church ; but now what should be the

godly laity of the Church of England is separated from

that Church, on this side and on that, by deep chasms

which the Church itself—that is, the clergy—took a great

and leading part in digging, and which have been rendered

more formidable and forbidding by fortresses which the

Church herself has erected, armed, and garrisoned, and by

proclamations which her leaders have from time to time

fulminated. Now is the crisis, the period of straits and of

dijfficulty, for the fortressed Church itself, long anticipated

by all men of foresight. Her friends are many and powerful,

her forces are mighty, but nevertheless her difficulties are

threatening and apparently insoluble. All is confusion and

divided counsels within her borders. The one possession

which would be effectual for the relief of her difficulties is

wanting—that of a living laity. For want of this, organized

representative government and administration, in which the

laity may take their proper place and share, seems to be

an impossibility. The mixed world cannot be regarded

and treated as the Church's laity, exercising a politico-

ecclesiastical franchise. And yet some organized union of

the laity with the clergy seems to be imperatively demanded.

What appears to be needed, and needed at once, is

Parliamentary action in the way of removing Church abuses

and effecting an initial reform of its constitution, opening

the way to further reforms in due time. But how can the

new Parliament, or any Parliament hereafter, undertake

such a task? If indeed the bishops and clergy and the
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leading laymen were agreed as to what should be done,

perhaps Parliament might even make a beginning at this

great work. But at present all is discord.

The alternative, many would say, and most naturally, is

to disestablish the Church. But does this also mean

disendow ?

Many questions of equity arise here. When the American

States, one after another, disestablished the State Churches,

they touched neither Church fabric nor Church property.

They did away only with the direct taxation towards the

support of the parish ministers and the provision of

meeting-houses, of which taxation in this country there is

none. And, again, if the national Parliament, which has

lent its authority in the past centuries to the shaping and

fashioning of the constitution and laws of the Church into

their present form of embodied wrong,—the clergy being

the Church, and the laity (except the Parliament and the

sovereign) ignored, and Church discipline (except in

extreme cases over the clergy) something less than a dead

letter, and all manner of gross abuses, such as are involved

in lay patronage and the sale of livings, being part and

parcel of the Church organization,—is now to disestablish

the Church, is it simply to cut it loose, with all these sins

of organization on its head, with all these abuses incorporated

in its system, bearing evil fruit of spiritual bondage, of

superstition, of formalism and irreligion, and of consequent

profanity and infidelity—to cut it loose without the check

and influence of Parliament to restrain or guide it—Parlia-

ment, which at present contains at least some potent

elements of a national lay representation, however crude and

ill-balanced? Many of us would tremble to think of what
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might be the development of Church afifairs if the Church,

as she now is, were cast loose to take what form her clergy

and " Church Unions " might determine.

No analogy helps us in the outlook. The case of the

unendowed Episcopal Church of the United States is very

widely different, and, so far as it has any parallelism, is not

encouraging ; it is amazing how far semi-Popish principles

and Ritualistic practices have taken hold of that Church

during the last five-and-twenty years, albeit the Church is

voluntary and free in the midst of a great democratic and

middle-class republic* The case of Ireland, again, is

* There is a persistent and almost invincible impression—what I

may call a politico-ecclesiastical prepossession—rooted in the minds of

most Nonconformists (at least, of the more extreme democratic school)

that in tlie atmosphere of American liberty, and in a republic where

Disestablishment has long been complete, and the Anglo-American

Episcopal Church, in particular, never at any time occupied the position

of a Church and State Establishment, no such exclusive views as

those held by Anglicans in this country could maintain an existence,

or, if for a season and here and there they lived as exotics, could

escape from inevitable discredit and speedy extinction. To show how

completely erroneous is such an impression, and to justify what I have

said in the text, I will here quote a few sentences from the Methodist

lieview for January, which has come into my hands as this volume is

passing through the press. The Editorial Miscellany, dealing with the

subject of " The Protestant Episcopal Church and Christian Unity"

in relation to the proceedings of the Triennial Convention of that

Church held a little while before at Chicago, contains the following

sentences :

—

" It is well known that the Episcopal Church has never offered—and,

according to its principles, it never can— to be united with any other

ecclesiastical body. . . . Why then should the subject of Christian

unity be spoken of unless it is clearly understood that it means the

extinction of any other Christian body with which it may unite ? That

such a proposition should be made by courteous Christian people,

without any sense of insolence on their part, shows to what a degree

excessive self-appreciation may blunt the soul's best sentiments."
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essentially different. In partially disendowing that Church,

which had always been a foreign and exotic Church in

Ireland, never a really national Church, Parliament also

initially reformed it—provided it with the means of creating

a new organization, and has taken care that place should be

found for an organized lay-element. Besides which, since

the disestablishment, that Church, even under its reformed

constitution, and notwithstanding the concurrence of the

laity and the intense Low Church Protestantism of Irish

Protestants, has become continually more High Church.

How difficult it is for a candid man, in view of all that is

involved in the case, to form any distinct and final judgment

as to the course Parliament ought to take in regard to the

Church of England, is indicated by the fact that a leading

Nonconformist Minister like the Eev. W. M. Statham, and

such a Unitarian as Dr. James Martineau, have both pro-

nounced against Disestablishment. At the same time, there

can be no doubt that a very large proportion of English

" No administrator of the laws of the Protestant Episcopal Church
would for a moment recognise any of the (by them) so-called ' sects

'

as valid ecclesiastical bodies." " The Church of Rome ofl'ers as liberal

terms to all men—heathens, Jews, and Protestants—as the would-be

American Church offers to their confessed fellow-Christians, and yet

it seems to be expected that the ' dissenting ' dogs will be thankful

for such crumbs."

The last sentence glances at the fact that a proposition was before

the Convention to change the name of their Church from " The
Protestant Episcopal Church " to either " The. American Ciiurch " or
" The American Catholic Church," for which proposition two-fifths of

those present voted. It is not wonderful that the largest collective

Church in the States—I mean the Metliodist Episcopal Church

—

should, in the person of its chief editor, resent the pretensions of the

comparatively small, but not the less pretentious and exclusive, Anglo-

American Episcopal Church.
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Nonconformists, including many Wesleyan-Methodists, have

come to some such conclusion as this : The Church of

England must either he Tnended or ended. As little can it

be doubted that it is the awful prevalence not only of essen-

tially Popish principles as to Confession and the Sacraments,

but also of a rationalism which it is too often hard to distin-

guish from absolute infidelity, that have brought so many

Methodists to this crude but strong conclusion, and have

confirmed and hardened Dissenters in their anti-State-

Church views.

The lesson of the later elections * does not seem to have

been fully understood, after all that has been written about

it. In the rural districts especially, the electoral conflict

raged more keenly round the standard of the Church of

England than anywhere else. There the attack was

fiercest, and there the defenders concentrated their forces.

It was on that controversy mainly that victory in so many

of the counties was finally, and in not a few cases beyond

calculation, gained for those whose programme included

Disestablishment as one of its terms. The reason has been

missed by many. Undoubtedly it was the new voters, the

villagers and country-folk, who turned the scale of conflict.

For the first time these were able to make their votes tell.

The scale was turned against the Church precisely where the

feeling against Anglican assumptions and Anglican ritual is

most religiously intense. It was a long-delayed retribution.

Prejudices which had taken deep root alike in Suffolk and

the west country during the days of Nonconformist j)ro-

scription and disability two centuries ago found vent at last

in a political struggle. The active intolerance of the

* In 1885.
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clergy also as exercised against the Methodists in former

generations ; their too frequent contempt and arrogance

;

their pronounced intolerance of spirit, shown in many

instances down to the present time, have met with their

natural recognition in the west, the midlands, and the

north. I could mention the names of notorious clergymen

in Cornwall, for instance, who, up to the present time, and

notwithstanding the better spirit and wiser policy of their

bishops, have by their conduct in their parishes and their

letters in the newspapers done all in their power to

exasperate the Methodists against their Church, and to fill

up the cup of bitterness which could not fail, when the

opportunity came, to be wrung out for them to drink. I

mention these things because the truth should be told, and

not because I myself cherish any bitterness towards the

Church of England. The aged Lord Sidney Grodolphin

Osborne (" S. Gr. 0.") knows the rural parts of England

better perhaps than almost any other clergyman ; he knows

especially well the whole west country. His letter to the

TiTYies on this subject has been thought to be discoloured

by undue severity. One thing is certain—it represents a

true side of the case. In his old age the veteran social

reformer and philanthropist has been aroused to resume his

once famous but long-neglected pen, that he may tell his

brethren unpalatable truth on this subject.*

* " S. Gr. O.'s " letter to the Tivies of January 4th, 1886, referred to in

the text, is a very bold and searching indictment against the exist-

ing organization of the Church of England. The system of Church

patronage he stigmatises in the strongest terms. He is very severe on

the character and qualifications of a large proportion of the clergy,

and on the nature of their selection and appointment to their work.
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Upon any consideration of the details of needed Church

reform I can make no attempt to enter. It is remarkable,

indeed, how the newspaper writers point again and again to

evils for which remedies are recommended which would

amount to introducing into the Church of England points

of Methodist organization and arrangement, some arrange-

ments, indeed, which some Methodists, inexperienced in the

evils and difficulties that beset other communions, would

unwisely like to see altered. Perhaps also it would be pre-

mature to offer any suggestions on the subject. The day of

detailed reform in the Church of England by statute of the

realm may be farther off than many seem to think. Enougli

has been said in these chapters to show how greatly the

Church stands in need, and always has stood in need, of

Some charges he insinuates as to the question of pastoral fidelity

which a Nonconformist would have been very reluctant to bring

forward. I can only, however, quote from his long letter the following

passage as bearing closely upon some of the questions raised in the

foregoing pages :

—

'' No Church can claim apostolic character which is not aggressive.

It cannot sit still and urge, ' Here is our ministry, here our temples
;

here, open to all, are the means of affording to all participation in

devotional exercise ; here are our Ministers, ready to teach all alike the

Gospel truths which make wise unto salvation, to warn all alike

against the sinful life which leads to destruction.' Thousands may
hear the toll of the inviting bell, and yet how few will come in !

Where does the Church possess existing forces to go forth into the

high and byeways to seek lovingly to persuade them to enter ? It can

scarcely be expected of the clergy, for, with all the services of tables,

pulpit preparation, frequency of serving, and the time and attention

to keep these up after modern requirement, and beg the means to do

so, let alone the claims made on their ministry among the sick, it is

out of all reason to expect they can find the time. I am forced to add,

Occupied as most of the churches now are, if the outside stream of the

hitherto absentees did flow churchward, where could they find room,
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reform, and how essentially erroneous is her ecclesiastical

position and basis. Of her revived zeal, of her magnificent

voluntary activity, of the spiritual forces within her which

are disengaging themselves and combining into a fresh

growth of organized spiritual faculty and fellowship, at

present insecure and only partial, but which may some day

have become part of her necessary and legally recognised

framework, it would be very pleasant to speak at length, but

to dwell on these things is hardly the truth that at present

needs to be insisted on. Happen what may, the Church

of England will live on, live as the ancient historic Church

of the realm, live as the wealthiest, most powerful, and most

famous Protestant Church of the world. Her growth during

the last fifty years—her spontaneous growth, associated with

or, if found, would the nature of high-class service be adapted to

beget their devotion ?

" What is wanted is an outside guerilla force of earnest, pious men,

who would devote themselves to the task of mission work among that

class whose habits of life and rearing have been such as to make them

naturally little disposed to profit by a ministry working in a groove

altogether foreign to their position and condition in life. We want

places of worship of simple structure, plainly furnished, in which the

officiating teachers and preachers should be earnest, pious laymen

capable of leading short services and such congregational singing of

hymns as might be well in accord with a congregation of ordinary

working men, the preaching to be the bold enunciation of those

Gospel truths which are within the comprehension of such men, in

language and with the illustration which would attract and leave a

mark on their attention. Even if these preachers, being laymen, were

themselves of the working class, or raised but little above it, if en-

couraged and sympathised with in their work by the clergy, they

would be the means, not only of Christianising a great many who are

now heathens, but by this irregular Church force very many would

eventually be led to come into direct Church association."

One of the most striking parts of the letter is a paragraph in
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unexampled generosity and devotion on the part of her

people—has been one of the most marvellous chapters of

history. If the deep-seated evils of which I have spoken

were only removed, what limit could be set to the blessed

potency of her influence ?
*

which the writer praises the work done by such as the Primitive

Methodist Preachers, work which in earlier life he exceedingly dis-

liked.

* It is discouraging to one's hopes of any speedy removal of these

evils to note the latest sign on this subject. I refer to the good

Bishop of Winchester's correspondence with Canon Wilberforce with

respect to the Canon's having preached in a Dissenting chapel. In

his first letter of admonition to the Canon the Bishop speaks of the

Church of England " as one with the Church of the New Testament

and the primitive ages," and " as reformed on the exact model of the

primitive body " {Times, January 27th). Hegoes on to,deny the Church
character of all the " sects," excepting, it must be supposed, the Roman
and other " Catholic " Churches.
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CHAPTER I.

FIRST PRINCIPLES AND EARLY CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE

OF PRESBYTERIANISM.

"lyrOTWITHSTANDINa the aenevan proclivities of some

-^ ^ of the Reforming bishops of the Tudor Queen, Presby-

terianism was from the beginning, in most respects, a strong

contrast to Anglicanism. Like Anglicanism, however, al-

though not to the same extent, it failed to recognise those

primary rights and privileges of the fellowship of Christian

believers which have been kept in view throughout this

volume. Presbyterianism was intended to be the antithesis

of Romanism in respect of all the corruptions and usurpa-

tions included in that wonderful amalgam of truth and error,

of Christianity and heathenism. But whilst in most other

points it was a complete reaction from that system, and a

radical reform, in one respect Presbyterianism, especially the

Presbyterianism of Calvin, and of the strictest and highest

Scotch school, claimed a position in relation to the State

analogous to that occupied and held fast by Ultramontane

Popery. At the same time, contradictory as at first sight it

may appear, Presbyterianism failed to make good its escape

from that opposite evil of Erastianism which it agrees with

Ultramontanism in denouncing, which, indeed, in Scotland

has always been the especial horror of strict old-school

Presbyterianism, and with which Scotland has been accus-
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tomed for three centuries contemptuously to reproach

Anglican England. Just here Presbyterianism stands in

contrast with Congregational Independency, which, at least

in this country, has placed itself in irreconcilable antagonism

at once with Popery and Erastianism by strictly separating

the spheres of Church and State. Presbyterianism main-

tained, alike in Greneva, in Scotland, in England and in New

England, and in Holland, that the State was to be a Christian

State and the Church to be a State Church, a national Church

in the strictest legal sense, maintained and sustained by the

State. It claimed also as its subject laity the entire people,

all the citizens of the State. Like Ultramontane Popery, it

further maintained—and in this it seemed to itself to con-

tradict Erastianism—that the State was bound to obey in all

things the behests of the Church and carry out its discipline

as to matters of faith, worship, and morals ; the Church

owning no king but Christ, and no law but its own, founded

on Divine revelation and authority. Here Eomanism and

Presbyterianism touched each other in somewhat ominous

accord, however opposed at other points. Calvin at Geneva

was as absolutely supreme in matters of faith, morals, and

Church discipline—and how vast a scope of authority as to

all life and citizenship is directly or indirectly included in

such supremacy !—as ever was Pope at Rome. And if Knox

and Melville in Scotland wielded no such authority as Calvin

at Greneva, the reason was rather that they had to deal, not

with the magistrates of Geneva, but with the most stubborn

and uncontrollable nobility in Europe, than that their ideas

and pretensions as to spiritual authority were less wide or

exacting than those of Calvin.

But yet, in fact, the essential vice of Erastianism clung
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fast to Presbyterianism, notwithstanding its transcendental

Church claims. In the case of the Eoman Catholic Church,

the spiritual power which claimed supremacy over the State

was separate from it ; the Pope, from his independent

ecclesiastical centre, claimed to control the sovereign or the

State operating from the national centre. In the case of

Presbyterianism, whether at Geneva or in its palmy days

of complete development and power in Scotland or America,

the Church and the State were inextricably blended. Not

only were all the citizens expected to be communicants

;

the citizens, as such, formed the basis and substratum of

Church organization, and therefore, in reality, of Church

authority. The Church indeed required the State to obey

its behests. But the Church which made the demand was

not a really spiritual community, was not an independent

organization ; it was merely the State in another form. The

State, in its Church aspect, and under its Church code and

its Church form of administration, relating to matters of

faith and morals, claimed to govern and give law to the

State in its ordinary civil character and administration.

This, however, is not really to escape Erastianism. The

Church, after all, on this basis, is not a spiritual power, and

is not free from State intermixture and secular influence
;

State and Church are amalgamated. The essential character

of Erastianism clung to the Genevan settlement of Church

and State. Its canker and its blight have been a "cleaving

curse " in the city of Calvin. While Calvin lived, indeed,

the spiritual ideas and forces of the Church, embodied as

they were in his transcendent personality, governed the

policy and the administrative action of the State. But

after his death the Church presently came under the
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ordinary ideas and influences that governed the civil

society of Geneva, all citizens of the State being also

members of the Church, and the civil magistrates being

high Church officials. The like happened also in Scotland.

Knox and Melville were able, with much authority and more

or less success, to enforce their ideas upon the State when

dealing with questions of faith, morals, and worship, and

even public policy. But not even the Scottish Church could

furnish a continuous succession of such men, especially when

the tyranny of the nobles was broken and the times grew

tame. The Church accordingly in Scotland, as in Geneva,

settled down to the level of the State, and came under the

sway of the ideas and influences of general society. Moderat-

ism and Erastianism held dominion in Church and State.

Nor would the Veto law have gone very far towards delivering

Scotch Presbyterianism from Erastianism. The decay of the

old parish discipline, lamentable as it may have appeared,

was in reality a step towards the spiritual freedom of the

Church. The Disruption virtually completed the work of

enfranchisement.

The postulate underlying Calvin's theory of Church and

State—the postulate embodied in his Presbyterianism—is

that the New Testament, like the Old, has its prescribed

Church economy, and that this economy should hold the

same relation to a Christian State as the Mosaic law held

to the Jewish commonwealth. The conclusions resulting

from this postulate he carried out with intrepid and

unyielding logic. His motto, more fitly than Strafford's,

might have been " Thorough." Alike in Church theories

and in theology, logic ruled, and the conclusions in both

spheres were blended and interwoven into one great
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system. However apparently direct and sound, indeed,

might be the logic which led to his Church and State

conclusions, it must, as all would nowadays admit, have

been in reality fallacious. But Calvin, with his wonderful

constructive intellect, completed his Institutes and never

faltered.

With him as a theological teacher and preacher, no less

than as an ecclesiastical legislator, logic was all in all. This

fact accounts for the characteristic defects of his doctrine

and ministry. In cleaving to and striving to follow the

traces of " truth," the laws and powers of the " life " in

Christ Jesus were too much neglected. With this general

intellectual tendency the character of his special creed

—

itself the result of an inadequate though powerful logic,

rigorously applied to questions which transcend the sphere

of mere logical definition and deduction—combined in such

a manner that the office of preacher was, almost of necessity,

limited to demonstration and exposition. To reason, to

instruct, to build up in orthodox doctrine, in morals and

duty—unquestionably noble functions—are by no means the

whole of the preacher's work. But Calvinism, when strict

and real, as it was at first, could scarcely suffer its teachers

to exceed these limits—never, indeed, except when spiritual

instinct, and the direct force of some special Scripture utter-

ance, proved too mighty for mere logical inference and

theological system.

The great work of the Minister was to teach and instruct

the elect. The work of " conversion " could hardly be a

great, or even a real, part of the Minister's responsibility,

where personal election was always in view as the eternal

master-fact that stood in relation with all personal salvation.
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All "experimental" aspects of religious teaching were placed

at a discount where salvation was regarded not so much as

a matter of present personal experience and of conscious

renewal in the participation of a transcendent " life in

Christ," but rather as a mystery of the Divine counsels to

be disclosed in the eternity beyond the grave. "Assurance,"

in such a connection of theological doctrine, could only

signify a Divinely imparted certitude of personal and eternal

election and salvation, salvation to be hereafter revealed

rather than now to be tasted and partaken of and election

unconditionally decreed. To persons imbued with such

doctrines as these, spiritual self-confidence or a fatalistic

indifference would be the too probable alternatives of

experience. Searching into secret counsels and abstruse

theology would be more congenial than loving, humble,

practical doctrine ; the tendency would be to cultivate the

intellect rather than the heart. Orthodoxy would too often

be regarded as presumptive evidence of personal election

;

and the prevailing tone of the pulpit would be that of

instruction in the intellectual aspects of Christianity rather

than the experimental.

Calvin was a man of extraordinary gifts ; in many respects

he was a great divine, and he was perhaps almost an abler

expositor of Scripture than divine. He rose far above the

mere logical level of his theology in his own teaching.

Still the aspects of thought and the tendencies of which

I have been speaking belonged essentially to his theology

;

and in the hands of his "orthodox" successors, narrower

than himself, could not but more and more, till the

inevitable rationalistic reaction should set in, give character

and colour to the Calvinistic doctrine, although again and
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again Divinely taught and gifted men, alike on the Con-

tinent, in Scotland, in England, and in America, soared

clear of the theology of the decrees, and preached and

taught the noblest experimental divinity, extracts from the

writings of many of whom may be found in Wesley's

Christian Library. But after allowing for all such cases

and all modifying influences, it remains that Calvinistic

preachiug, as a whole, has not been " awakening " in its

prevalent character, nor experimental in its dealing with

the inward life of the Christian or the growing sanctification,

not only through "the Word,'" but "through the Spirit,"

of the child of God. Of late years, indeed, there has been

a profound and far-reaching change in these respects ; but,

of late years also, the theology of the decrees has been left

in the distance. Modern Calvinism is altogether a new

thing. It was necessary, however, in writing of Presby-

terianism to take knowledge of its original character and

tendencies, especially as these prevailed, notwithstanding

the exceptions of which I have spoken, during all its great

historical period, and indeed are still embodied in the

theology of its most famous divines, and in the Westminster

Confession, which continues to be the doctrinal standard of

Presbyterianism in Britain and in America.

Even Scotchmen acknowledge the characteristic defect of

Presbyterian teaching of which I have spoken. A recent

lecturer of the Established Kirk says that " the tendency

of Presbyterianism has all along been too much in the

direction of regarding prayer and praise as preliminary or

subsidiary to the sermon, and making the service sermon-

worship, which in its turn fed with lavish hand the merely

intellectual side of the Presbyterian, to the neglect of his
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emotions. The foible of Presbyterianism is to know and to

Mr. Barclay, the author of The Inner Life of the Religious

Societies of the Commonwealth^ himself a descendant of the

famous Quaker apologist, and who, although he was a large-

souled critic and is usually generous in his censures, had

doubtless in writing a keen feeling as to what Presby-

terianism had been to his fathers, uses searching language

in regard to early Presbyterianism.

" The influence of Calvin," he says, " upon the Protestant

Churches of Europe was very great. Greneva sent forth into

all parts of Europe apostles of a new school. It united the

stern principles of the Mosaic economy with a purely

intellectual view of the Christian religion. It substituted

for a priesthood Ministers, lay elders, and deacons, giving

to them the semblance of popular approval and the most

crushing oligarchical power. The school of Calvin grasped

clearly certain important points of Christian teaching, but

it cannot be contended that Christian love, without which

the Apostle Paul declares that all Christian gifts are nothing

worth, was the principle which governed Geneva when

Calvin exercised an influence in Church and State more

powerful than that of the greatest of the Popes. . . . Calvin's

system sought to bring every sphere of life under the rigid

rule of a Church which claimed exclusive possession of the

truth, and was prepared to maintain its position in the field

of argument."

I fear this severe summing up is just, but it has only

a partial application to modern Presbyterianism, which, take

it for all in all, and through all its fields of labour, is

* The Rev. Colin Campbell, in the St. Giles Lecturer for 1883-4.
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undoubtedly one of the noblest and most fruitful forms of

Christian organization. Nevertheless, no system which

maintains its original formularies and its original organiza-

tion and discipline can ever altogether escape from its early

characteristics and tendencies, unless, indeed, it be by the

way of utter degeneracy and apostasy. In the case of

Presbyterianism, its modern transformation among English-

speaking peoples is mainly due to a baptism of new life, of

which the sources were, in no small measure, from without,

and to larger discoveries of truth which have been brought

in to interpret and modify the old forms of phrase and

thought without impairing the fundamental truth contained,

but sometimes disguised, under the Calvinistic language of

the original formularies. That, at least, is how many

Presbyterians of to-day would desire to regard some modern

changes of relation between words and meaning in the

use of their doctrinal standards, and how catholic-minded

men who are not Presbyterians would endeavour to regard

the matter.

There is, however, one foible of Presbyterian theorising

which recent Presbyterian authorities do not yet seem to

have outgrown. They still, in a mild way, would claim

Divine right for their Church organization ; and they still,

for the most part, cling to the " ruling eldership," as an

integral part of primitive Church organization, as a necessary

plank in their ecclesiastical platform. With very much of

the Presbyterian theory of Church government, apart from

the two points to which I have above adverted (and to one

of which I must presently return)—namely, the spiritual

rights of the laity and the spiritual claims and power of

the Church—Wesleyans generally cannot but agree; and,
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in common with universal Protestantism, we owe Calvin

and Presbyterianism a deep debt of gratitude for breaking

down the hierarchical theories of the Church of Eome. But

this eccentric point of the ruling eldership is one as to

which some words must be said.

In what I have written as to the organization of the

primitive Church in the early chapters of this volume

I have intimated the views as to this point which I am

about to state. That bishops and presbyters in the primitive

Church were convertible ofl&cial designations may be taken

for granted ; that one of the necessary qualifications for the

office of bishop or presbyter was, according to St. Paul's

standard, " ability to teach others also," " aptness to teach,"

is another point beyond dispute ; that even private persons

with any gift of doctrine or of practical exhortation were

free to speak in the primitive Church assemblies is a third

point which, as I venture to think has been shown, is

scarcely to be disputed ; that any " bishop or presbyter

"

would be precluded, or would habitually keep silence, fi-om

all public instruction in the Church, even from spiritual

counsel or exhortation, seems incredible, inconceivable. At

the same time, that some of the elders may have been less

gifted for the work of public instruction than others, and

may accordingly have been accustomed to speak more

seldom and at less length than their more intellectually gifted

and more largely informed colleagues, seems very probable,

especially considering the humble rank of the great majority

of the believers; and it appears correspondently probable

that the more generally instructed and more highly gifted

among the presbyter-bishops might, in a special sense,

" labour in the Word and in teaching." It is also every way
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likely that among the presbyters some might be more gifted

for expository or argumentative speech who were less gifted

with pastoral wisdom, authority, and tact. But on such

grounds as these to institute a necessary distinction among

the bishops or elders, according to which, whilst a few were

appointed to expound and publicly instruct, the rest were

precluded from so doing, and limited of necessity to matters

of administration and discipline, would seem to be gratuitous

and unwarrantable.

The essential error of the theory appears to be that it

erects into a permanent and universal institute that which

may probably for a time, and in the infancy of Chris-

tianity, have had place in certain localities. It takes the

exception for the rule. In virtue of a solitary indication

and of a single passage,* it takes leave to force a violent

interpretation on almost every other passage of Scripture

bearing on the subject of bishops or elders. It claims to

stereotype and perpetuate for all Churches through all time

that which was the mark of an inchoate and undeveloped

condition—a condition which, as there is ample evidence

from other parts of Scripture and from the records of

antiquity to show, the Churches in general speedily over-

passed, and to which they never returned. The effect of

such a course could not but be to bring about a wide

practical distinction between the separated and paid teach-

ing elders or Ministers on the one hand and the ruling

elders, such a distinction as is quite incompatible with the

style in which St. Paul is accustomed to speak of all elders,

without the intimation of any difference of rank or of

functions, as if they were alike responsible pastors and

* 1 Tim. V. 17.
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bishops, and of all bishops similarly, as if they were each

and all equally and alike elders.

The distinction in Presbyterian Churches between the

Minister and the ruling elders is altogether different from

that between a Wesleyan Superintendent and his colleagues

;

is really no less specific and important, if it be not more so,

than that between an Anglican bishop and his clergy. The

ordination of the " Minister " is different from that of the

ruling elder ; his work is different and distinctive, not only

in respect of the teaching and preaching function, but also

of Sacramental administration ; and whereas even the

primitive elders who did not " labour in the Word and

doctrine " were, if they " ruled well," to be " counted

worthy " of ample maintenance (" double honour "), the

Presbyterian " ruling elder " receives nothing in the way of

" maintenance." * In fact, the threefold model of Ignatius is

not merely closely approached, but is even surpassed, in the

Presbyterian arrangement. Call " the Minister " the

" bishop," as he surely might as properly be called, and

Ignatius's three orders—bishop, presbyters, and deacons—are

reproduced for each Church, the Presbyterian bishop among

his ruling elders and, if there should happen to be any, his

deacons, being a much more pre-eminent functionary than

the " bishop," whose office is magnified by Ignatius, f For

* Knox, however, would have allowed the "ruling elder" some

provision for maintenance if and so far as he stood in need of such

provision.

t " The polity of the Church of Scotland," saj^s Dr. John Cunning-

ham in his Croall Lectures, " is a perfect facsimile of this Ignatian

episcopacy. Let the Minister be called bishop (as he properly may),

let the elders remain as they are, but let them be assisted by a body

of deacons, as in some cases they are, and you have the episcopacy of
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the relative degradation of the " presbyters," as seen in

Presbyterianism, no support can be adduced from Ignatius.

It is no wonder that " deacons," although recognised in

Presbyterian theory, have been in Presbyterian practice

almost always " conspicuous by their absence ;
" the elders,

in fact, take their place. The primitive Churches referred

to in the Teaching of the Apostles, which exemplify the

true " presbyterian " counterpart in apostolic Christianity to

the episcopacy of the Ignatian Churches, show an organiza-

tion of presbyters and deacons, under the description of

bishops and deacons, in which the primitive distinction and

perspective is preserved as between the two offices : that of

the presbyter-bishop and of the deacon. They afford no

countenance whatever to the Calvinistico-Presbyterian

distinction. Calvin was not only a masterly divine, but

an able and adroit statesman ; and one is almost con-

strained to conclude that the convenience of the office for

certain ecclesiastico-political purposes strongly suggested the

textual interpretation on which it was founded. Dr. Henry

explains to us how Calvin was resolved that his Church

organization, whilst it should, as far as possible, be of a

popular character, should, at the same time, be essentially

aristocratic. By inventing an office, on one side, lay in its

aspect, and the holders of which should be ordinary

citizens and business-men, and yet, on its other side, sacred

and dignified in its character, an office not annually elective,

but for life, and the nomination for election to which rested

the Ignatian Church " {Croall Lectures, p. 66). When I wrote the

text, I was not aware that my words were so nearly identical with

those of a high Scottish ecclesiastical authority. I had not seen Dr.

Cunningham's book.

9
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with the Minister and his colleagues of the consistory or the

Church council, he succeeded well in his purpose. The

Church was governed by the Minister, as a bishop ; and so

far the government was monarchical. The elders, of far

inferior position and office, were, for ordinary Church

purposes, the council of the Minister—of the bishop. This

was a compact and powerful government, and served to keep

the chief power well within the hands of the Minister.

At the same time the name of bishop was avoided, and the

elders had no appearance of a hierarchy, being in all

practical seeming mere business laymen. By this arrange-

ment the want of true Church laity, a real spiritual brother-

hood and fellowship, was concealed from view. An

imperfect and in part unreal antithesis to Kome was

substituted for the true one.

It is no wonder that the question as to whether these

ruling elders are true presbyters or mere laymen has been

perpetual. The common practical mind, at the hazard of a

contradiction in terms, settles the question by calling them

" lay elders." According to the theory of Presbyterianism,

it would be equally proper to speak of them as lay bishops

;

for on the absolute identity of the episcopal and the presby-

teral office—the bishop and the elder—Presbyterianism is

essentially founded. A long consensus of high authorities,

including, besides Calvin, no less names than Beza, in his

R&ply to Saravia ; Knox, in the Second Book of Discipline;

Dr. Goodwin, in his Catechism on Church Order ; Dr.

Cheever, in his Account of the Plymouth Church (represent-

ing the views of the fathers of American Independency)
;

Miller. Gruthrie. and King, among modern Presbyterian

authorities on the subject; and Mr. Macpherson, in his
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Handbook on Presbyterianism, all maintain the eldership

to be a real episcopal office, and do not employ the term lay

elder. On the other hand, the French Keformed, forsaking

Beza as well as Calvin in this matter, seem, at least in later

times, to have regarded the office as merely a lay office ; and

I believe that in the modern French Keformed Churches it is

not understood to be an office for life. Principal Campbell,

of Aberdeen, also, in his Theory of the Riding Eldership

(1866), insists that the ruling elder is a lay councillor,, an,d

not a presbyter in the New Testament sense. But if so,

then Presbyterianism ceases to be what for centuries it was

understood to be ; and a great part of all the famous books

and standards on the controversy both with Congregational-

ism on the one hand and with Episcopacy,, even in its

most modest parochial form, on the other, is rendered

valueless. Given John Knox's " Superintendents," and Pres-

byterianism would then be changed into diocesan episcopacy.

It is no wonder, as I have intimated, that with presbyters

holding so ambiguous a position, and discharging, in fact,

very nearly the duties which ecclesiastical historians have

been accustomed to assign to deacons, the office of deacons

has been almost universally in abeyance among Presby-

terians. The Free Church, it is said, has been making

special efforts to revive the diaconate. But this can hardly

be done generally or successfully without a corresponding

enhancement and exaltation of the position and functions

of the ruling elder.*

* I observe that the Rev. John Macpherson, in his recent Hand-
hook on Presbyterianism, gives up the distinction between the teaching

and the ruling eldership in any other sense than as an expedient, of

more or leas value and convenience. He gives up the principle.
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In respect to the question of ruling eldership, as in regard

to so much besides, the case of primitive Christianity may

be illustrated from that of Methodism at the present day.

An approximation at least to such a state of things as

might have suggested the Apostle's counsel on this matter

may have been recognised among Methodists, especially in

earlier days, in certain ministerial appointments, in which

some Ministers of decidedly inferior preaching ability have

yet as pastors and counsellors proved to be most valuable.

These Ministers, on the Wesleyan system of an itinerancy,

were of course compelled to take their turn in pulpit

services equally with their colleagues, and were equally

separated from all secular engagements or ordinary means of

support; they could not but, accordingly, receive, in the

double sense of the word, equal " honour." On mission

stations, again, instances may easily be imagined, still more

strictly and fully in point, in which native Ministers fulfil-

ling the "ruling "—that is, the administrative—functions of

the ministry, and occasionally preaching or exhorting also,

might perhaps be advantageously associated with the foreign

missionary as pastors of the flock, though entitled to

inferior " honour."

If, from the question of the ruling eldership, we pass to

that which it inevitably raises, the question of the spiritual

lay element in Presbyterianism, we find, as respects the

main line of Presbyterianism, which may be traced from

Greneva through Knox, Andrew Melville, and the Westmin-

ster Confession, for Scotland, and through the Westminster

Confession also, though with less complete development,

for England and America, that so far as oflScial recogni-

tion and organized provision for spiritual service and
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co-operation were concerned, the claims and laws of lay

fellowship were as completely ignored in Presbyterianism

as in Anglican episcopacy. The monopoly of the ordained

pastors of the Church was no less complete in the one

organization than in the other. The ruling elders, as we

have seen, could by no means be regarded as truly repre-

sentative of the laity ; they were presbyter-bishops, ordained

as such for life.*

Of free spiritual life expressed in public meetings of the

Church there was none; nor was there provision of minor

Church-meetings for free fellowship ; nor was there liberty

of lay-preaching or exhortation, although Knox, in the

First Book of Discipline, had recognised such liberty as

allowable. That this was so was the just complaint of the

" Separatists " and the early Independents in England. In

* The case of the French Reformed Churches has already been

referred to as standing apart from Presbyterianism in its strict and

normal development. The Huguenot organization was not more

decidedly political, perhaps, than Presbyterianism elsewhere, but the

distinctively ecclesiastical factor iii its complex whole, the combined

elements of doctrine, devotion, and discipline, did not, as in Geneva at

first, and as in Scotland and New England for a longer period,

dominate the whole politico-ecclesiastical movement. From the day

that the brilliant Conde, mainly, if not wholly, for his own family

and dynastic reasons, placed himself at the head of the Huguenots,

the political character of the party was determined, for its apparent

benefit at first, for its permanent weakening and injury. Pres-

byterian discipline could hardly be thoroughly or impartially carried

out in a community which followed as its great chiefs such men as

Conde and the princes of Navarre. The constitution of the Churches

was still more aristocratic than in Geneva ; the position of the elders

was inferior ; and, except at certain points, as, for example, in Nimes
and round about, the Church organization and discipline were ineffec-

tive. Lay-preaching was at least as little approved or practised in

France as elsewhere.
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Scotland, where there was no such middle class as in

England, and where the helpless and immemorially oppressed

commonalty with glad docility welcomed the " Ministers

"

as their masters, and faithfully stood by them in their

quarrels with the nobility, submitting with at least passive

obedience to the yoke, hard though it often was, of Church

discipline, because this was for them the condition of

deliverance from the incomparably worse yoke of the brutal

nobles—in Scotland little seems to have been heard of the

complaints against Presbyterianism which broke forth on

all sides in England, especially from among the middle

•classes.

The early Separatists of England taught that, whilst

every Church ought to have its regular Church officers, the

existence of these was not to debar other members of the

Church from the exercise of prophecy according to their

gifts and abilities. " Every stone," it was said, " hath his

beauty, his burden, and his order; all are bound to edify

one another, exhort, reprove, and comfort one another."

Between Barrow and Greenwood, the Separatist martyrs,

and the Presbyterians of England, there was as complete

an antagonism as between the same confessors and the

Anglicans. They complained that the " Puritans would

still have the whole land to be the Church," that their

reformation was not to be effected by " the Word preached,"

but " they would have all redressed in one day," by a

political change of the outward form of the Church (so called),

instead of through " the power of the Word and Spirit,

working in men's hearts true repentance and conversion."

Barrow reproves Calvin's " rash and disorderly " course in

Geneva in " receiving the whole State, and consequently
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all the profane, ignorant people, into the bosom of the

Church, and administering the Sacrament to them." " As

for these new officers, these elders"—he insists that it is

an injurious device for keeping the people from the know-

ledge and performance of their Christian duties—" they

will be the wealthiest, honest, simple men in the parish,

that shall sit for ciphers by their pastor and meddle with

nothing ; " and the people will get nothing but " the smoky,

windy title of electing their Ministers " (as distinguished

from the " elders "),
" and not even a pretence of any

further power or prerogative."

It is not to be denied that these complaints against the

principles of early Presbyterianism are well founded. Never-

theless, Presbyterianism, as I intimated in a former paper,

did not a little for the diffusion, through the congregations,

of evangelical light and life, and especially for the promotion

of spiritual religion in family life. Innumerable journals

and other writings of Puritan or Presbyterian saints combine

to attest this great fact. Formal the Church order might

be, and unprimitive and unapostolic, in some important

particulars, might be the Church organization, but the

great barrier to Gospel light and progress had been broken

down, and a stream of influence had been set free which

could not but deepen and spread from age to age. The

superstitions on which all classes had relied for salvation,

the Popish Sacraments, saint and relic worship, mechanical

penances, pilgrimages, all performed as if they operated

magically, these " refuges of lies " Presbyterianism exploded

and swept away
;
priestly juggling and the confessional it

denounced and disallowed ; it gave the Holy Scriptures to

all the people as their light and law; instead of mere
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collects and forms of prayer, its Ministers taught, by their

own practice and example, what was the meaning of living

prayer, adapted to personal conditions and present needs

—

taught what it was, " by prayer and supplication with

thanksgiving," to make known their " requests unto God."

The elders also were accustomed on certain occasions—some

of them, at least—to offer prayer on behalf of the congre-

gation ; and so the example of special and intercessory

prayer was brought closer home to the members of the

congregation generally, with whom, as citizens in secular

life, the ruling elders were so closely allied and united.

Family prayer was inculcated on the heads of families

;

and with the Bible placed in their hands and the examples

of public prayer given them by the Minister and elders of

the Church, the godly naturally learned how to lead their

households in their daily collective worship, and to make

their homes centres of religious influence.

After the dreary ages of Popish darkness, of worship in

a dead language, and of mere superstition, after the reign

of priestcraft, with all that was involved in the confessional,

such a change as this was like sunshine after a noisome

night, or a bright, green spring after a dreary winter. The

first breaking with Popery, the first march from Eome under

the lead of one commander, could hardly be expected to

carry the reformed and reforming legionaries farther than

they had thus been carried in Scotland and England under

the guidance and inspiration of Calvin. The first Eeformers

could only deal with such forces and such materials as those

with which they found themselves in contact. Kings,

statesmen, and undisciplined crowds, who must be led in

mass or not at all, who had no conception of individual
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religion, and at first had not the Scriptures in their hand

—

it was with these that Calvin and Knox, as well as our

English reforming bishops and statesmen, had to do.

Under such circumstances, it is hard to conceive how

they could have organized, to begin with, anything like a

Methodist Society or the primitive Christian fellowship.

Indeed, having to deal, not individually, but by public

manifesto and by national schemes, with potentates and with

populations all of whom supposed themselves to be in the

fullest sense Christians, they had difficulties to cope with

in the way of spiritual organization more unmanageable

in various respects than those with which the primitive

Preachers of Christianity had to contend.



CHAPTER II.

THE CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF PEESBYTERIANISM AS

MODIFIED IN LATER TIMES.

"TT was, from the causes explained in the last chapter, not

-'- in accordance with the original organization or princi-

ples of Presbyterianism to afford facilities for free and general

exercise of spiritual gifts, or for the fellowship of spontaneous

mutual speech on matters of spiritual experience, among the

members of the Church. How, indeed, could such liberty

be allowed to the members of the Church generally, when

every citizen, as such, was compelled by law to be a member

and a communicant, unless he was excommunicated or under

discipline, and his position in suspense ? State formalism

and citizen membership on the one hand necessarily imply

as their correlative ministerial monopoly of spiritual functions

on the other. Birthright membership, whether as a State

Church right, as among the Presbyterians, or merely as a

spiritual heirloom, as among the Quakers, has always been,

and could not but be, incompatible with the very idea and

primary conditions of spiritual fellowship after the primitive

type. Only by degrees, accordingly, did the truths to which

it has been a leading object of this volume to direct

attention, as belonging to the very life of genuine Christian

organization, force their way into light and recognition

in the Presbyterian Churches—only by degrees, and in-
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directly and through irregular channels. There was indeed,

with not a little fanaticism, much of the free, primitive

force and instinct in the early Secessions from the Scotch

Establishment. And when these Secessions were once set

free from political influence and the intermixture of civil

authority and prescription, the spirit of true religious liberty

and of voluntary zeal and fervour began to assert itself in

evangelistic forms. Doubtless the United Presbyterians

have inherited a share of that free instinct and energy.

The Free Church also, with its striking history of revivals,

has often extemporised for itself services and organizations,

of more or less permanence, in which laymen have had an

opportunity of exercising their spiritual gifts in co-operation

with Ministers, and of promoting in this way mission-work

among the needier classes and revival fellowship services

in connection with the Church and congregation.

In truth, as I have already intimated, the spirit of

Methodism, alike in respect to its theology and its lay

spiritual fellowship and enterprise, as has not seldom been

attested by earnest Scotch Ministers, has during the last

century happily infected the Presbyterianism of Scotland

in all its branches. Whitefield, indeed, bore his share in

the great Scottish revivals of 1742 and following years, and

continued, from time to time, for twenty years, to produce

powerful effects in the chief centres of religious influence

in Scotland. In later years the labours of Wesley and his

Preachers in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and a few

other places in Scotland, produced a deep and critical

impression, not striking indeed or violent, but powerful and

permanent, which extended far beyond the limits of his

Society, and which was the beginning of peaceful but
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potent influences that have continued to spread and increase

through all the years that have followed. The dictatorial

anti-Anglican bigotry, and the stubborn ultra-Presbyterian

pedantry and exclusiveness of the Erskines and the " Associate

Presbytery," turned Whitefield's influence chiefly into the

channels of the Established Kirk, which needed his preach-

ing most, and afforded him by far the widest sphere.

Wesley's success in Scotland was doubtless greatly limited

by the bitter prejudice against Arminian doctrine. But

within the last sixty years a wave of evangelistic life has

visited Scotland, which has altogether changed the

character of what I may speak of as popular Presbyterianism,

especially in the large towns. Old Presbyterian springs, the

evangelical life and doctrine of Katherford and not a few

more such men, have burst forth again in times more

congenial and receptive than those in which they first

appeared. The seed sown by Whitefield, Wesley, and

many a strong preacher besides, has sprung up abundantly

;

in Glasgow and elsewhere the influence of English evan-

gelistic work in different forms—in Aberdeen, notably,

through the medium of godly fishermen visiting the port

— has of late years become increasingly powerful. At certain

points Methodist preaching, maintained for more than a

century past, although the points have been but few, has

told very sensibly on some spirits that have afterwards

become centres of evangelical zeal ; and on the minds of

not a few thinkers and Preachers, Methodist writings have

produced a critical effect. Above all, the entire change

which, during the period of which I am speaking, has come

over the theological tone and colouring and the preaching

form and spirit of English Nonconformity, has produced a
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powerful effect in Scotland. These things, taken together,

have diffused over Scotland and its Presbyterianism a new

atmosphere of religious thought and feeling. Presbyterian

orthodoxy has felt the strain, Calvinistic doctrine has

been left out of sight, but evangelistic life has filled the

land. Scotland now sets an example in many respects to

England of effective organization for Home Mission work

and of powerful Gospel preaching. Methodism in these

respects may now learn something from Presbyterianism.

In America, too, Presbyterianism has greatly modified the

tone of its prevalent doctrine, and has long been a great

evangelizing mission-power. There the preaching of

Whitefield in the last century was doubtless the greatest

among the forces which gave origin and impetus to the

movement in virtue of which American Presbyterianism

to-day is the great living power we know it to be.

Eegarded in general, and in all its dimensions, as a

Church organization, Presbyterianism is a masterpiece. In

its general contour and in its generic character, it has

strong resemblances to Methodism. Methodism, in fact, is

now generally recognised as a sort of Presbyterian Church.

But Methodism grew up into its present form by the

forces of its inherent life and natural tendencies, whereas

Presbyterianism was in its original scheme the product

of the statesmanlike mind of Calvin. It was his aim

to oppose to the hierarchical unity of Kome a union of

reformed Christian Churches organized on the New Testa-

ment model and embodying principles antithetically con-

trary to the superstitions on which Romanism is founded.

Although it might be true in certain respects, as Milton

said, and as the Quakers and early Independents found
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by sharp experience, that "new presbyter was but old

priest writ large," yet the soul-enthralling superstitions and

the particoloured " trumpery " and fripperies of Popery

were abolished by Presbyterianism, and a fatal wound

inflicted on the papal tyranny, with its claims to world-

wide primacy and absolute imperialism. The world owes

for this a debt to Presbyterianism which can never be paid.

What in comparison could Congregational Independency

have done for nations or for the world ? It is under the

covert of the wings of Presbyterian Churches—taking the

word Presbyterian in its generic sense—that the evangelical

life and liberty of the isolated Churches have found their

refuge. It is by the power and array of evangelical

Presbyterian Churches that the spread of the hierarchical

and so-called Catholic Churches is limited and held in

check. Presbyterianism proper has no peer but Methodism

in the spread and growing power of its Churches. The

Presbyterianism of Scotland, with its three great Churches,

so singularly divided and yet so wonderfully agreed, is a

glorious and impressive spectacle. There is in the world no

moral ascendency of any force or forces over national

character and life equal to that of Presbyterianism in

Scotland. The discipline its Churches furnish for the

nation is unequalled in its power and thoroughness. Its

clergy are the best equipped for their work and the most

able in the world. In America Methodism counts many

more adherents than Presbyterianism, and of late years

may perhaps have summed up more political weight and

influence. But, on the whole, for a combination of culture,

wealth, public character. Christian intelligence, and

organized Christian influence, scarcely any denomination
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in America can rival Presbyterianism. Its political in-

fluence has always been very great, and it has furnished not

a few statesmen of high character to the public service.

Presbyterianism may be said to hold the balance of public

influence, alike intellectual and religious, for the States

in its hands. The Presbyterianism of England, as it now

is, is a modern development. The early English Presby-

terianism went out in Arianism and Unitarianism. Apart

from synods and all Church sisterhood, destitute of a

spiritual fellowship, retaining from the past little more than

the intellectual character of the ministry and the good

traditions of moral discipline and family virtue, reduced to

the position of congregational units under an oligarchical

government of trustees and Ministers or elders, these

Churches chilled down first into cold philosophic orthodoxy,

then into Arian heterodoxy, and finally into Unitarian

rationalism. The English Presbyterianism of to-day is

altogether another thing. Orthodox, fully organized,

in fraternal communion with the mother-Churches of

Scotland, intelligent, earnest, and liberal, it is a rising

power in England of benignant character and influence.

Occupying a position of not unfi:-iendly neutrality towards

the Established Church, and of fully reciprocated friendliness

towards the evangelical Nonconformist Churches of the

country, its presence in England is a great gain. It is one

more ally, and one of hereditary virtue and force, in the

conflict with Anglican neo-Popery.

Taking into account Great Britain, America, and the

colonies, Presbyterianism, as a world-power, is among
evangelical forces only inferior to Methodism. Anglo-

episcopacy within the same territory, including America, is
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probably superior in learning to either Methodism or

Presbyterianism, and may be equal in wealth to both

combined, but in popular influence the wide world through

it is, perhaps, not superior to either, and is, of course,

immensely inferior to the combined forces of the two.

Unhappily, it must be added, its influence, on the whole,

cannot be said to be purely or distinctly evangelical. Con-

gregationalism, high as its merits are, in respect especially

of learning and ability, is very far inferior in spiritual power

to either of the two denominations

—

hoih in a just sense

Presbyterian—of which I am speaking. The Baptists are

very numerous in America, being inferior in number only to

the Methodists, but their scattered and heterogeneous

congregations have no common bond ; and the denomination

as such, being thus destitute of unity, and, on the whole,

inferior in cultivation and intelligence to the other great

denominations, has comparatively little public influence.

Out of America the Baptists are relatively few, although the

wonderful gifts and singleness of purpose of the great

preacher of the Newington Tabernacle, and the powerful

preaching of Dr. Maclaren, have during the last twenty

years greatly strengthened their cause in England.

In Geneva Erastianised Presbyterianism, never rooted in

spiritual power or fellowship, has become completely

rationalised. The Swiss Eeformed Churches generally are

blighted under similar influences. In France the cause of

the Reformed religion was ruined as much by its own long-

standing worldliness and defect of spiritual life, as by the

dragonnades of Louis XIV. or the repeal of the Edict of

Nantes. During the last forty years the influence of the

Methodist mission-work in France, as it is confessed by
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many of the " Keformed " pastors themselves, has been a

chief means in reviving spiritual life among many of the

French Churches, It may be doubted, however, whether

the form in which the Presbyterianism of France presents

itself to that sprightly and artistic nation is not one of the

least fit in which a Christian Church could appear for the

purpose of commending its doctrine to the French nation.

Strange, at any rate, it seems that in a country where at

one time nearly one-half of the nation were, more or less

loosely, of the Protestant faith, now not more than one-

fortieth—less than one million out of nearly forty millions

—should call themselves Protestants. In France, as in

Ireland, Calvinistic Presbyterianism, with the sombre

formalism of its services, with the total absence of any

popular element or attraction whatever, with dirge-like

music and no relief of artistic form or of pleasant colouring,

with intellectual argumentative discourses as the central

staple of its worship, has never been likely to impress, but

much rather to repel, a gay, mercurial, impressible, and

social race. In the fighting days of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries, and with a keen revolt from priestly

iniquity and Popish enormities fresh within their souls, the

Reformed worship may have suited the fierce and passionate

Southerner of France better than it could suit the French

people of to-day. The services, too, may have had in

them more fervour, and been quickened by the sense of

battling for a great cause—the cause of liberty as well as of

a grand, fresh revelation of religion—but, at any rate, it does

not suit the nation now. Something more like Cornish

Methodism would perhaps suit the country people better.

As for the Protestants of Paris and the towns, the experiment

10
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of M. Bersier in Paris, his adoption of a more ornate and

attractive service, conducted in a more graceful and attractive

sanctuary, will be followed with keen and friendly interest.

Switzerland, France, and Ireland would seem to have been

the only countries in which Presbyterianism has proved a

failure. Of course, in Ireland it has been far from a failure

in the north, among the Scotch-Irish. My remarks have no

application to that stratum of the Irish population. Taking

the world over, Presbyterianism in the future must be looked

to as one of the very greatest and most beneficent forces for

the Christian conversion and evangelization of the generations

of mankind on every continent, if not in every land.

In Scotland modern culture and taste have produced some

external changes in the aspect of Presbyterianism. Nothing

was more characteristic of primitive Presbyterianism, at

least in Great Britain, than its intense prejudice against

" steeple-houses " and Grothic architecture. Presbyterianism

produced an ecclesiastical architecture of its own, of which

rude and, to the eye of artistic taste, repulsive utilitarianism

was the ruling characteristic. Wesley, who, though he

adopted Presbyterian views as to many points of ecclesiastical

principle, never ceased to be an English Churchman as to

questions of art and of taste, complained in 1788 of the

Methodist chapel at Glasgow, that it had " exactly the look

of a Presbyterian meeting-house," adding, " It is the very

sister of our house at Brentford, perhaps an omen of what

will be when I am gone." * The wealth, culture, taste, and

ambition of modern Presbyterianism have, however, effected a

complete revolution in that respect. Superb Gothic churches

occupy the leading sites in Edinburgh and Glasgow, the

* Tyerman's Wesley, vol. iii., p. 533.
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churches these, for the most part, of the champion sects of

old-style Scottish Presbyterianism. Other cities vie, accord-

ing to their wealth and their more or less advanced develop-

ment of taste, with the two great centres. As the Free

Church has had to build all its churches since the Disruption,

and was animated by a natural ambition to eclipse all

rivalry, its churches, on the whole, present the most complete

contrast to the anti-Grothic baldness of earlier times. The

United Presbyterians, however, have, during the last gene-

ration, built many splendid churches, some, perhaps, scarcely

to be surpassed, if they can be equalled, in Scotch Presby-

terianism. The "auld Kirk," the Established Church of

Scotland, having inherited the old parish churches, which,

so long as they are reasonably convenient, may well be

maintained because of their historic character and their

venerable traditions, has really far fewer of such splendid

specimens of modern church architecture to show than her

younger rivals.

This point is really instructive, as showing how far preju-

dice, especially in the uncultured or undeveloped mind, may

be mistaken for principle. Popular Scottish prejudice, such as

is represented in a truly characteristic, although exaggerated,

form in Scott's Andrew Fairservice, would have objected to

Gothic steeple-houses no less than to organs (" kists o'

whistles"). Modern Presbyterianism has learnt to admire

the ancient style in architecture, and is fast learning—in

England has fully learnt—to welcome the organ; just as

Milton's poetry and musical culture combined led him,

levelling Puritan and Independent though he was, to

" Love the high-embowed roof,

With antique pillars massy proof,
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And storied windows richly dight,

Casting a dim religious light,"

and also to say,

" There let the pealing organ blow

To the full-voiced quire below,

In service high and anthems clear.

As may with sweetness, through mine ear.

Dissolve me into ecstasies.

And bring all heaven before mine eyes."

If a Scotch. Presbyterian of the last century could revisit

Scotland to-day, with no knowledge of the intervening

change that has passed upon the aesthetic tone and temper

of his countrymen, he would be far more surprised than the

writer of this paper was when he paid his first visit to

Scotland, more than twenty years ago, at the show of rich

Grothic architecture in Presbyterian churches where the

savour of the doctrine is strongly evangelical. He would be

still more astonished to-day to find that the sounds of organ-

music are beginning to thrill through, the aisles of parish

churches of the Presbyterian Establishment.

I cannot write this without being reminded of a certain

phase in the history of English Methodism. The Method-

ism of Yorkshire inherited not a little of the character and

feeling of the old Presbyterianism of England, which had

taken as strong a hold of some parts of Yorkshire as it had

of the neighbouring county of Lancaster. Hardly in Scot-

land itself was the feeling stronger sixty years ago against

" steeple-houses " and organs than in Yorkshire Methodism,

especially the Methodism of the West Eiding. The preju-

dice against organs was indeed so strong, and the feeling so

bitter, that the introduction of an organ into a new chapel in

Leeds led to a rent in the Societies of that town, and the
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formation of a Secession Methodist Church. That prejudice,

however, has long passed away ; and there are very few

chapels now of any size in Yorkshire without an organ.

The feeling against " steeple-houses," against spires and

G^othic architecture, still, however, holds its ground,

although it is not so universal as it once was.*

In America modern Presbyterianism has during the last

twenty years followed the example of Scotland in regard to

the sumptuous architecture of its leading churches. This

is the case not only in the States, but in the Dominion

of Canada, and also, I believe, in Australia. In the States,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, and, above all. New York, may be

named as affording very fine specimens of modern church

architecture. In New York the Dutch Eeformed Presby-

terian churches, and the Presbyterian church of which Dr.

John Hall is the pastor, excel anything I have seen outside

of British Episcopalianism in respect of complete, costly, and

splendid provision of buildings for Protestant worship and

fellowship. In the Fifth Avenue the churches to which

* There can be no doubt that it is much more difficult to adapt the

Gothic style of architecture to the requirements of large Methodist

Societies in the north of England than of Presbyterian Churches in

Scotland. Where there is a congregation of more than a thousand,

a Sunday-school of more than five hundred children, with all the

class-rooms to be provided that are necessary for Society fellowship,

and also all the class-rooms required for the fit and full accommoda-
tion of a large Sunday-school, it is not easy to make all the provision

that is demanded in harmony with the requirements of Gothic archi-

tecture. In the case of Presbyterianism the Sunday-schools are

seldom, if ever, as large as in the case of Methodist Societies in

manufacturing districts, nor is there any need of Society class- rooms
for fellowship purposes, because Presbyterian Churches are not or-

ganized on the basis of mutual spiritual fellowship among tlie Church-

members distributed into Classes.
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I refer are only outdone as ecclesiastical structures by the

magnificent Eoman Catholic cathedral.

How little really the style and splendour of church archi-

tecture have to do with any such thing as Church doctrine

may be seen by passing from Scotch Presbyterianism to

Irish Eomanism. For rude and primitive simplicity of

architecture, no early Methodist chapel or ancient and

upland Presbyterian meeting-house can outdo the ordinary

type of Koman Catholic chapel in Ireland. It is, as I have

said, wealth, culture, modern ideas of taste, and ambition

that have revolutionised the outward aspect of Presbyterian-

ism in Great Britain. It is poverty, rudeness of taste, want

of culture, that account for the style of the " chapel " in

Ireland. If Eoman Catholicism in Ireland became wealthy

and cultivated, there would very soon be splendid " Catholic

churches " throughout Ireland, as, indeed, there are already

here and there, and particularly in Belfast.

I may have seemed to wander from my line in these last

observations, yet not far, I hope. Modern Presbyterianism,

the Presbyterianism of the future as well as of the present

and the recent past, is included in the scope of this chapter.

What I have been saying will serve to indicate that while

maintaining its connection with a great historic past, its

essential features of Church organization, and the grand

evangelical doctrines of Christianity, the Presbyterianism

of the future will be found adapted to modern ideas in

respect of the style of its public services and the aspect of

its churches. It has already greatly modified its presenta-

tion of the theology of " the decrees." We would fain hope

that in that respect in which it has been especially wanting

in the past, and of which so much has been said in these
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chapters—in respect of free and mutual spiritual fellowship

for its Church-members—the enfranchised Presbyterianism

of the future will conform to primitive principles. We see

signs encouraging this hope. The difficulties in the way

are not such as the Church of England has to contend

with. When this great point is met, how magnificent

a league of Christian forces will be presented by the Pres-

byterianism of the world !
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CHAPTER I.

AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE PRINCIPLES AND WORKING OF

INDEPENDENCY TILL RECENT YEARS.

npHE Church of England is a clergy-church. Its laity

are merely receptive. By its constitution it makes no

provision for any exercise by them of spiritual gifts, or of

active mutual Christian fellowship. Whatever of such

privileges may be enjoyed by them is by the personal

consideration and concession of the clergy. Regular

Presbyterianism, also, is little other than a clergy-church.

There is some show of election, by the communicants, of

the ministers, on their appointment to the charge of a

Church ; but of ordinary authority or faculty, whether legis-

lative or administrative, the communicants have nothinor.

The government of the Church, in every department,

according to the original principles and specific character

of Presbyterianism, is vested in the Ministers and ruling

elders—the term "lay-elder" being, as we have seen, a

misnomer, if we should not say a contradictory expression.

The Church-members, or communicants, also, according to

the original idea of Presbyterianism, are communicants and

Church-members as citizens, as members of the common-

wealth. I am speaking now of the original and historic idea

of Presbyterianism. In the " Free " Presbyterian Churches

this condition of things has, of necessity, been modified, and
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members are introduced into the Church on the nomination

of the Minister, and not without the concurrence of the

meeting of elders, or kirk-session. But nowhere has the

root-idea of mutual living fellowship found a place in

Presbyterianism, as furnishing the true and only legitimate

basis of Church-membership, as defining the very tissue and

growth of the Church's vital organization, according to the

teaching of St. Paul.* For the ordinary and constitutional

exercise of spiritual gifts, and of active mutual Christian

fellowship, on the part of its Church-members, Presby-

terianism, like the Church of England, makes no provision.

Congregational Independency differs fundamentally from

Episcopalianism and Presbyterianism in the respect of

which I have spoken. It goes, indeed, in certain respects,

to the opposite extreme. It recognises no clergy-nucleus

as the central element of force and extension in the Church.

It admits of no such thing as an organized clerical brother-

hood. A Congregationalist Minister is the chosen servant

and chief officer of his own particular and independent

Church. The office and ministerial relations of each

Minister are strictly limited to the one Church to which

he has been appointed, and in which he continues to be a

" pastor and teacher." The Church-members are not so in

virtue of citizenship, or hereditary connection and relation,

or of baptism, but only on the ground of individual con-

viction and profession of faith, and because they have been

accepted by the Church into its fellowship. Nevertheless,

even in Independent Churches the basis of Church recognition

is not found in a mutual and actively-maintained spiritual

fellowship, manifested after the pattern of the primitive

* Eph. iv. 13—16.
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and apostolic Church, but rather in a more or less general

confession of faith coupled with outward morality and

propriety of life. A living, active, mutual fellowship is

not the basis of Church organization. The experimental

element is scarcely recognised after the acceptance of a

member into the Church, and is hardly a leading element

in his acceptance. It was not so in the earliest times of

Independent confessorship. Barrow, the Independent martyr

(1593), taught that "the members of the Church being

divers, and having received divers gifts, are (according to

the grace given to every one) to serve the Church." " It

belongeth," he says, " to the whole Church, and none of

them ought to be shut out."* John Eobinson, pastor of

the Church of the exiles at Leyden, one of the most able

and distinguished among the early Independent leaders

and confessors, taught that all the members of the Church

who " have a gift, must prophesy according to their pro-

portion." He wrote a treatise in 1618, called The People's

Plea for the Exercise of Prophecy against Mr. John Yates^

his Monopoly : Yates being a pastor at Norwich, who wrote

to prove " ordinary prophepy " {i.e. preaching or exhortation)

" out of office unlawful." Eobinson, in his reply, says that

so far from its being, as Yates declared, a " disgrace " to the

officers of the Church for an unofficial member to prophesy

after them, such an idea was only " the effect of evil customs

infecting the minds of godly men." It was only, he said,

since those who ought to be " the servants of the Church "

have " become her masters," that " one alone in the Church

must be heard all his life long, others better able than he

sitting at his feet continually." The practice which Yates

* Barclay's Inner Life of Religious Societies, etc.
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condemned, he advocates as conducing to " familiarity and

good-will" between Ministers and people. It fitted men

for the ministry. It tended to the conversion of others.*

At the time when Eobinson thus wrote, all the Independent

Churches, whether Psedo-Baptist or Baptist, appear to have

held the same principle and maintained the same practice

which he so strongly defends. Nor was it, I think, till

the fusion of Presbyterians and Independents took place

in England towards the latter part of the seventeenth

century, producing a more or less Presbyterianised Indepen-

dency, that this original and congenial tenet of Independency

was abandoned. It is certain that among the Independents

of the Commonwealth it was strongly maintained. There

was no point of Independency that was more repugnant to

the Presbyterians. For nearly fifty years it was a continual

bone of contention between the two denominations. Pre-

latists were not more bitterly opposed to Independents on

this point than were Presbyterians, Doubtless some of the

" prophets " were empty and presumptuous talkers. It was

a great defect in the Churches that there was no sort of dis-

cipline or preparation for the advantage of these " prophets."

They were not under any kind of regulation. There ought

to have been "schools of the prophets"— or something

equivalent, though the prophets might continue simple

laymen ; and besides the public meeting, the " great con-

gregation," there should have been provision of minor and

more private meetings for simple and homely fellowship,

where the " gifts " of the " prophets " might in the first place

be exercised, and in being exercised, might be tested. In

short, the spiritual gifts and rights of the Church-members

* Barclay's Iwmr Life, etc.
, pp. 102—104.
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should have been at once distinctly recognised, and duly

controlled and limited
;
place should have been found for

them, and they should have been guarded from excess or

abuse in the Church organization and discipline.

If the Independency of the first half of the seventeenth

century was free and full of variety ; if in its spontaneous

energy and unfettered liberty it was liable to outbreaks of

eccentricity, and sometimes to wild disorders ; the Inde-

pendency or Congregationalism of the eighteenth century

was, for the most part, as tame and sterile as the deadest

and most formal Presbyterianism. No one can read Dr.

Waddington's Congregational History—and a friendlier or

better informed- authority could not be cited—without being

impressed with the fact that not only English Presbyterianism,

from which " Rational Dissent," in its most rationalistic form,

was directly derived, but, with rare exceptions, the Con-

gregational Churches of England generally, during the

middle and the latter part of the eighteenth century, were

tainted with doctrinal heterodoxy and blighted by spiritual

paralysis. Not until the influence of the Methodist move,

ment reached them did they show any signs of revival.

The influence of Whitefield touched them most directly;

but there were not wanting links more than a few, of

sympathy and unison, even after the death of Doddridge,

between the best of the Dissenting Ministers and Churches,

and the Countess of Huntingdon's Connexion. Besides

which,— and this was one of the more important factors in

the case,—a number of John Wesley's Preachers, of whom
John Bennet was perhaps the most able and the best known,

became Independents, and a larger number of Methodist

Societies became Independent Churches.
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From these causes, as Congregationalist historians enable

us to see, Congregational Independency began to share in

the Evangelical Eevival of which Methodism was the

centre. Old seats of Independency, such as Newport-Pagnell

and Basingstoke, were once again fired with spiritual life.

New Churches were founded, Evangelical " seminaries " or

" academies " for the training of young men for the ministry

took the place of the " academies " of an earlier date, which

had, for the most part, first become tainted with Arian or

Unitarian doctrine, and then died out. From the early

part of the present century the steady growth of an evan-

gelical revival may be traced throughout the Independent or

Congregational Churches, alike in the counties south of the

Trent, where Dissent was oldest and most thickly planted
;

and in West Yorkshire, where, entering upon the labours

of Ingham and of the Methodists, Congregational Inde-

pendency began to make great progress. The growth of

manufacturing populations, and the multiplication of large

towns—towns larger than the English provinces had ever

known before—afforded a congenial opportunity for the

spread of " democratic ecclesiasticism," which, especially in

its more modern form of organization, seems to be best

adapted to dense masses of population. In country regions

it of necessity assumed a form and modes of operation more

properly to be called Presbyterian than Congregational or

Independent—a form and methods indeed which not seldom

closely resembled Methodism.

For not a few years after the period of the French

Eevolution the Dissenting Churches generally ceased to be

political. In the middle of the eighteenth century the leaders

of the "liberal" advance in political agitation had been found
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chiefly among the Presbyterian, i.e., the Unitarian, clergy, of

whom Dr. Price and Dr. Priestley were the foremost. But

a strong reaction had set in among evangelical Christians

against principles and tendencies of which such heterodox,

corrupters of the faith had been the champions, and of

which, as it seemed, when pushed to their logical issues,

the French Eevolution had been the result. Without, how-

ever, contending that the principles represented by Dr.

Price necessarily led to such issues, we may easily under-

stand how the matter came to be almost universally

regarded in such a light by peaceful and loyal evangelical

Christians. Liberty itself indeed was discredited by the

revolutionary orgies of France. Hence evangelical Dis-

senters were, at the period of which I speak, some eighty

years ago, very little disposed for controversy or contention.

There was a kindly truce between Churchmen and Dis-

senters. In 1811, however, there was, in consequence of

Lord Sidmouth's famous, though abortive. Bill for limiting'

the right and liberty of public preaching, some revival of

political activity among Dissenters, a society being formed

entitled the Protestant Society for the Protection of

Religious Liberty. For a few years this society was active

and successful, chiefly in obtaining the removal of special

disabilities affecting the Unitarians. But after 1814 there

was a return to peaceful and non-political evangelical pro-

gress and development on the part of the Churches. Nor

was it till the agitation for Parliamentary Eeform set in,

that Congregational Independency entered upon that course

of politico-ecclesiastical agitation, which, for more than forty

years past, has been continually maintained. Tlie " old

school "—including such men as the Claytons, Jay, and James

11
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—never came heartily into this movement. Some of them,

indeed, opposed it. Even Dr. Robert Vaughan, the founder

of the British Quarterly Review, though a very resolute

Congregationalist and Dissenter, disagreed with the spirit

and methods of the new movement, as it was organized

under the lead of Mr. Miall, and established his very valu-

able journal as an organ of firm but moderate Dissent.

In all this long and eventful history the Independent

Churches never reverted to the primary principles and

instincts of free evangelical life. Political liberty, first,

then politico-ecclesiastical principles of independence and

democratic Church government—these were the distinctive

points of theory on which they founded their Churches.

After the spiritual degeneracy and decay of their Churches

in the eighteenth century had been checked and new

life had been infused into them through the influences of

which I have spoken, the Church-meeting, indeed, became

to some extent a fellowship-meeting
;
prayer-meetings were

sometimes enlivened by exhortations not only from the

pastor but from the deacons ; members, on being received

into the Church, were expected to make a statement re-

specting not only their theological views but their religious

experience ; the public services were redolent of the

doctrines of grace ; family religion was strictly cultivated

;

the pastor, aided by his deacons, visited his flock somewhat

after the pattern of the devout Nonconformists of King

William's time ; and, after a while, the Sunday-school

became a growing power among the young, especially in

manufacturing districts. Such a Church as that of Mr.

Roby, at Manchester, was a mighty spiritual centre of

influence and instruction. But yet there was, as a rule, no
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such thing as lay-preaching, nor was a lively and active

mutual fellowship maintained. Hence, in comparison with

the Methodists, there was a deficiency of aggressive force and

of versatile activity in winning converts, a deficiency, too, of

means for training and maintaining their spiritual activity

and vitality. Nevertheless, with whatever drawbacks, the

first forty years of this century were years of great con-

solidation and of remarkable usefulness among the Congre-

gational Churches. The nineteenth century was proving

itself to be the " age of great cities." For great cities, as I

have said, Congregationalism has special adaptations. The

Congregational Churches inherited the traditions of a trained

and well-instructed ministry. In this respect their services

often gave more satisfaction to minds of a certain class than

those of the Methodists. The evangelical clergy were far too

few to meet the demand, especially in the towns, for Grospel

preaching. Indeed, the number of such clergy was lament-

ably small during the first quarter of the century. As yet

the Church of England, speaking generally, had not begun

to revive. Congregationalism, accordingly, was a great

evangelical power among the serious classes of our large

towns of modem growth. It took hold especially of the

middle-class tradespeople. A host of famous names call to

mind the greatness of that age of Congregational Indepen-

dency. I have named Roby, of Manchester. But worthy of

association with his name, and in some instances perhaps yet

more illustrious, are such names as those of James .Scott, of

Heckmondwike ; Toller, J. Pye Smith, Greorge Burder, John

Leifchild, W. B. Collyer, Thomas Raffles, Thorp, Blackburne,

R. W. Hamilton, John Ely, James Parsons, and many more,

not to mention such men among the Baptists as Andrew
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Fuller, Robert Hall, Pike of Derby, and Mursell, and some

Congregationalist names to which I have already referred—

•

the Claytons, Jay, and Angell James.

During the period to which I have referred, Congregational

Independency was pre-eminently a religious power. It was

fitting the middle classes of England, by a training which

was profoundly religious, but also distinctly intellectual, for

the sober and conscientious use of the political power which

was brought to them by the constitutional revolution of 1832.

^ow the influence of Congregational Independency is not so

distinctively and dominantly religious. It is a politico-

ecclesiastical power, a power which seems to become every

year more and more directly and intensely political. One

of the leading gentlemen among the Congregation alists

expressed himself a few years ago to a friend of mine as

wearily impatient of the prolonged agitation, because, if that

were only at an end, and the Church of England disestab-

lished, there would no longer be any reason for maintaining

the attitude of Dissent and of separation from the Church.

Fifty years ago the devout Congregationalist was probably

a Whig or Radical in politics : he was opposed to religious

disabilities of every kind ; but he was a member of his Church

for his soul's good and for the sake of his children's souls as

well as his own.

The leading principles of Congregational Independency are

three, of which, however, the first is not always taken account

of, even by Congregational writers, although Dr. Dale in his

Manual on Congregational Indejoendency gives it its true

position and importance. They are (1) That every member

of a Church must profess, and must be assumed, to be a

spiritual believer in Christ Jesus, a believer " renewed in the
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spirit of his mind," and accepted as such by the fellowship

of the Church. (2) That the members of every Christian

Church form one distinct and collective assembly, self-

governing and independent of every other Church. (3) That

the Church-meeting as a spiritual republic is the fountain of

all authority and official position in the Church, and that in

regard to questions of Church-government and discipline

coming before the Church, each several Church-member

possesses equal rights with every other member.

The first of these principles, though so seldom adverted to

in connection with the claims and theories of Congregational

Independency, should be the most fundamental principle of

all. It is certain that, historically regarded, it is the original

and primitive tenet of Independency ; and that the deno-

mination was, in fact, at first—in England and on the Con-

tinent—difi"erentiated from others by this specific principle.

Indeed, it would not, I think, be difficult to show that, from

this principle, narrowly construed and more or less miscon-

ceived, the other two principles which I have stated were

derived. It was conceived that, from the common spiritual

life and relationship to Christ of the members of the Church,

equal Church-rights for each and all must be an inevitable

consequence ; spiritual privileges and claims being thus

confounded with provisions of Church government. It was

further seen to be impossible to maintain such a theory of

equality, in respect of all Church relations, both spiritual

and disciplinary, on the part of all the members of the

Church, on any» other basis than that of the complete auto-

nomy of every Church assembly, the independence of each

several congregation of the faithful.

In the early days of New England, these ideas led to the
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assumption that as each accepted communicant was, in virtue

of his spiritual standing and life, a member of the Church

republic, with full equality of rights as compared with any

other, so the Church assemblies in each town or township

which owned allegiance to one and the same congregational

communion, were entitled to supreme authority in the

guidance of all town or township affairs and in the definition

and prescription of principles of action. In these New Eng-

land Congregational communities, during the seventeenth

and part also of the eighteenth century, and in some far on

into the present century, Church and State were identified

in the towns or parishes, not on the Episcopalian or Presby-

terian principle which made every citizen of necessity a

communicant (or else a civil as well as an ecclesiastical

defaulter), but on the converse principle that the " saints
"

were entitled to govern the commonwealth, and the Church

of spiritual believers, as such, to lay down laws, so far as

needful, for the whole community in its civil aspect. It was

long, as is well known, before even the Independents gene-

rally learnt the principles of religious liberty. It was a

lesson scarcely to be learnt except through the teachings of

sectarian conflict and controversy, and of persecution. If

the Baptists learnt and taught it thoroughly earlier than

any other sect, the reason probably was that, till the Quakers

arose, they were of all sects the one most generally—indeed,

all but universally—spoken against, and for which none

seemed to have any sympathy. If the " Society of Friends
"

from the very first, thoroughly and with an absolute univer-

sality, apprehended, taught and practised the principles of

religious liberty, one chief reason of this doubtless was that,

from the first, George Fox and his followers were the common
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butt of scorn and insult, of persecution, always ignominious

and almost always also cruel, from men of every class, from

professing Christians of every sect, whilst they themselves

could have no hope of ever becoming an established or

dominant sect.

The Independents at any rate, as I have been showing,

when they found a wide iield in America, by confounding

spiritual faculties and rights with administrative functions

and disciplinary faculties and authority in the Church, lost

sight of the true spiritual principles which should have

governed in the organization of the Church. They made

very imperfect provision for the exercise of spiritual gifts,

for the " increase of the body "—the Church—in faith and

" in love," by " that which every joint " was competent to

" supply." Politico-ecclesiastical ideas and theories took the

place of those primary truths of free spiritual fellowship and

activity which the first principle of their communion, if it

had been received into hearts less addicted to political and

religious controversy, should have led them to recognise

and provide for in their Church-arrangements. And what

happened in America in one form has, in a less extreme

development, been repeated on this side of the Atlantic.

Here, also, politico-ecclesiastical ideas of equality have been

substituted for the provision of mutual edification and spon-

taneous fellowship which represents the first and fundamental

right of Christian believers and communicants in every

Church.*

• The pure principles of the best school of spiritual Independency,

represented by John Robinson, of Leyden, and the Churches of the

Exile, which had imbibed his large and truly evangelical spirit and

followed his doctrine, were carried out by the original Church of the

Pilgrim Fathers, at New Plymouth, which settlement was not absorbed
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As we have seen, this was not the case, or only in part,

during the earlier years of the present century. At that

time political ideas and tendencies did not, among Congrega-

tionalist Dissenters, rule in all the arrangements of the

Church, did not dominaif^e and inspire its public relations and

appearances. The candidate for Church-membership opened

his heart and unfolded his Christian experience, first to a few

of the official or senior members of the Church, including

usually the Minister, and then, though not always with equal

fulness, to the Church-meeting, the general company of

believers. The Church-meetings were more or less fellow-

ship-meetings. The prayer-meetings were also not seldom

fellowship-meetings, though in a more restricted sense. It

is true that, to the view and feeling of a Methodist, not

a little was wanting in these arrangements. The general

into the colony of Massachusetts till 1692. The principles of politico-

ecclesiastical Congregationalism were carried out in Massachusetts,

after that colony, under Endicot as governor, was compelled to adopt

Calvinistic Congregationalism as its public faith and profession. From

1629 to 1689 this form of established Congregationalism held absolute

sway in Massachusetts. It allowed no elective franchise to any

Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Baptist, Quaker or Papist. In 1631 the

General Court enacted, " to the end the body of the commons may be

preserved of honest and good men, that no man shall be admitted to

the freedom of this body politic but such as are members of some of

the Churches within the limits of tlie same "^all except Congrega-

tional Churches being disallowed. " The elective franchise," says

Bancroft, " was thus confined to a sniall proportion of the whole popula-

tion. The polity was a sort of theocracy ; the servant of the bondman,

if he were a freeman of the Church, might be a freeman of the

Company," i.e., of the Massachusetts commonwealth. "It was the

reign of the Church ; it was a commonwealth of the chosen people in

covenant with God." As to the whole of this subject 1 may refer to

Vol. I. of the late Dr. Egerton Ryerson's valuable work on Tht

Loyalists of America and tlieir Times.
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Church-meeting was too large to encourage the spiritual

confidences of sympathetic and earnest but timid souls, and

the meetings were too infrequent to satisfy the wants of

those who, surrounded with cares, distractions, and tempta-

tions, needed frequent refreshment for their spirits. The

weekly prayer-meetings were too public to meet such needs

and cravings. Young converts, shrinking but yearning

spirits, who would gladly have relieved their hearts by vocal

prayer and by simple utterance of some of the feeliags that

pressed upon their souls, could find no liberty of expression

under such circumstances. Besides the Minister, in fact,

none but the deacons or a few of the senior, more consider-

able, and bolder among the members of the Church, could

venture to take any part in the meetings, private or more

public, so far as these were spiritual meetings of fellowship

or prayer. In these respects the meetings of the Congrega-

tionalist Churches were far below the standard of liberty and

fellowship in spiritual life and utterance which was the

characteristic of the primitive Church. There was danger

lest " cold obstruction's apathy " should chill and deaden

the spiritual affections and aspirations of the convert, and

induce a chronic state of formalism, which would become the

too prevalent tone of the Church generally. Nevertheless,

in the hands of the best and most fervent "pastors and

teachers," always aware of this danger, and always

endeavouring by their pulpit ministry, in their Church-

meetings, and by systematic pastoral visitation, to counter-

act it, the Churches were guarded against these evils, more

or less effectually, and a fine tone of intelligent piety was

maintained. Granting this, however, with all heartiness,

and remembering that during the period to which I am
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referring, the Churches of Congregational Independency were

strongholds of intelligent evangelical teaching and influence,

it is necessary at the same time to note, as one of the great

lessons of our historic study, that, for want of moulding its

spiritual organization and arrangements in conformity with

the requirements of its original principle of spiritual liberty

and free Christian fellowship for spiritual ends, Congrega-

tional Independency was but partially successful in its

spiritual aims. Those Churches, nominally Congregational,

best escape from this tendency, which, by means of a sur-

rounding network of minor religious meetings, including

sometimes what are really dependent (not " independent ")

Congregational Churches—that is, by means of a quasi-

connexional organization and agency—imitate and emulate,

if they do not sometimes surpass, the methods and agencies

of Methodism. Of this sort are several powerful Churches in

the southern counties of England.

The observations last made, however, do not by any

means express the whole truth, or adequately describe that

which is the pressing peril, as respects the Congregational

Churches of the present day. I do not imagine any person

of authority will contradict me when I say that the Church

organization of Congregational Independency rests far less

on a basis of spiritual character and experience at the

present time than it did eighty or even fifty years ago, and

that convictions as to not merely Chuich-government but

the relations of Church and State now occupy a position and

fill up a space in the creed and qualifications of a Church-

member, not merely much more commanding than formerly,

but of a different character. The experimental religious

qualification has in many congregations diminished, with a
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steady continuity, until now it has become indefinite, while

the politico-ecclesiastical shibboleth, in a form of increasing

distinctness, has become, from year to year, a more indispen-

sable qualification. Under these circumstances, what is to

become in future of the spiritual qualification of the Church-

member ? Is not all that is expected now, in many

Churches, a profession, more or less vague, of orthodox

Christian belief—(although as to the orthodoxy, where is the

standard to be found ?)—a reputable position in society, and

sympathy with anti-State-Church principles ?
*

* See note, p. 202.



CHAPTEK II.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CONGREGATIONAL

INDEPENDENCY.

n^HE most fundamental and far-reaching error in the

theory of Congregational Independency would seem

to be the confusion of the laws of spiritual life and

activity in the kingdom of Christ with the principles of

government in a human commonwealth. But this error is

aggravated by the fact that the political theory which

Congregationalism assumes as the proper and rightful—if

not the Divinely-ordained—basis of human government, is

one of which the claims to universal acceptance are far from

being proved, and have been, and still are, denied by many

of the greatest and most earnest thinkers. There may be

at the bottom of this theory a true principle, imperfectly

understood ; but that principle is at any rate very difl&cult

to define as an abstract truth, and in its practical application

it must needs be directed and limited by reference to

political and social conditions in each race or nation respec-

tively. The same civil and political rights cannot be

claimed for all men everywhere. The principles of political

government as understood in England or America cannot

be applied as yet even in British India, much less in British

Kaffraria.

But even if the extreme democratic theory of civil and
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political rights and government were better founded than

it is, it may not be summarily transferred, as if of Divine

right, to the discipline and government of that kingdom

which is "not of this world." The governmental authority

and polity of all religious communities should be founded

on the commission and laws of Christ. Furthermore, and

this is a point which needs to be emphasized, the primary

rights of every Christian believer are not rights of ecclesi-

astical government^ but the rights of spiritual nurture and

fellowship, and of free spiritual activity. These spiritual

necessities, these vital demands of his soul, are his primary

claims.

To which it must be added, that the Christian Church is

not merely a settled commonwealth, to be governed and

maintained by a balance of the forces of human individuality

and conviction. It is, in one of its leading aspects, an

army, in a hostile world, acting under the orders of its

King, marshalled and led by its officers, who obey His

commands, continually advancing its borders and annexing

territory, living, if it is vigorous and victorious, in a state,

more or less, of perpetual aggression. No army could be

effectively disciplined and victoriously led, if the principles

of democratic republicanism ruled in every regiment, and

not only in every regiment, but in every company. Just

as little can the principles of democratic republicanism be

applied to the government of a Christian Church in all its

discipline and its activities.

And yet the fundamental principles of popular govern-

ment—that is, of wise and stable popular government

—

must not be lost sight of in Church organization. It is true,

indeed, that authority in the Church is not derived from
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the popular suffrage. It is true that no mere popular

suffrage can of itself convey the commission of a Christian

Minister. Nevertheless there must be a just blending

of obedience to primitive and apostolic rule and precedent

with a due regard for modern conditions and develop-

ments, with respect for the faculties, the sympathies,

and the judgment of the members of the living Church, in

their various gradations. How this is to be accomplished is

by no means a simple question. Nor will any particular

solution suit more than a class of cases. But from Scripture

itself much may be learnt in the way of suggestion, and

much may, and has been, learnt from the lessons of

sympathetic insight and of experience. What is certain is

that the simple political solution of the problem suggested

by Congregationalism is wrong. Only in a certain class of

cases can it even seem to work effectively ; and in these

cases its operation is invariably modified and its strict

principles are not carried out.

The difficulties and contradictions arising out of the

endeavours of Congregationalists to harmonize their demo-

cratic politico-ecclesiastical theories with the requirements

of Christian order and progress, and with the injunctions

and prescriptions of the New Testament, have been shown at

length by myself in a separate essay.* The late Dr. King,

also, to name one able Presbyterian writer among many, in

his work on Presbyterian Church Government, has very

effectually dealt with this subject. He abundantly demon-

strates his proposition that " Our Independent brethren,

to qualify the unworkableness of democracy, impose such

restrictions on the people as in effect to crush their freedom

* See Conncxional Economy, pp. 1—137.
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and lodge in the pastorate a despotic authority." " Dr.

Wardlaw asserts," he says, " in capital letters, that ' ALL are

NOT RULERS.'* He holds that pastors are the sole rulers."

Dr. Davidson, in his work on Ecclesiastical Polity, demands

that while the " elders," i.e., the Ministers, " rule," the

flock shall render " obedience." " In meetings of the

Church," he says, " no member should speak without per-

mission of the elders " (teaching elders or Ministers), "nor

continue to do so when they impose silence. In such

meetings no member should oppose the judgment of the

presiding elder" (i.e., the chief pastor). In his Christian

Felloiuship the late Eev. John Angell James affirms that

" real Congregationalism is not democracy;" that "Pastors

alone are the rulers of the Church," the chief and character-

istic merit of Congregationalism being that, " more fully
"

than other Churches, " it explains the nature and extent of

this authority." The " extent," however, as explained by

Mr. James, is wider than anything known among Presby-

terian or Methodist Churches, " As little discussion," he

says, " as is really possible should take place at our

Church meetings. . . . Nothing but the most obvious

necessity should induce a single individual to utter a

syllable." Mr. James gives the Minister an absolute veto

on the admission of members to the Church. Dr. Campbell

(late of the iNIoorfields Tabernacle), in his work on Church

Fellowship, goes even further, and not only gives the

Minister a veto, but makes the whole matter of admission

rest with him. It is no wonder that in Churches where

such an interpretation of the mutual rights of Ministers and

lay members is admitted and acted upon, there is peace and

* Wardlaw's Congregational Independency, p. 310.
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good order. But where are liberty and popular government,

and the fundamental rights of Church-members ?

The truth is that Congregational Independency is exposed

to a pressing dilemma. Where the pastor is a man of great

eminence and public power, having received the plehiscib'

of the Church calling him to office, he reigns thenceforth

sole and supreme. Where he is a man of inferior gifts and

force, he is under the yoke of the Church-meeting, and

reduced to the position, which Mr. J. Angell James describes

with so much of mingled pathos and indignation, of a

" speaking brother," a brother absolutely powerless in the

Church of which he is styled the pastor, being hired to speak

from the pulpit, but without any authority to rule—the

servant of an irresponsible majority. Or if such a " pastor
"

escapes from this position, it is by accommodating himself to

the taste and wishes of a select company, the elite of the

Church, which, though a minority in numbers, wields the

power of a majority by reason of the social position, the

property, or the general influence of its members, and itself

governs irresponsibly in the name of the quiescent majority.

In the midst of a large middle-class population, where an

intelligent Church has been gathered and built up by the

labours, during more than one generation, of a pastor or a

succession of pastors of high gifts and commanding Christian

character, the pastor of such a Church will—as I have

intimated—exercise a paramount influence, and all matters

will ba well and harmoniously ordered and organized.

Under such conditions Congregationalism is at its best, and

offers an impressive example of organized Christianity. A

considerable number of admirable men have, during the

course of the present century, held the pastorate in such
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Churches. Evangelical Christianity in England, and Non-

conformity in particular, owe very much to the character

and influence of these men. But such cases, it cannot be

denied, are not the rule, but the exception. Many Congre-

gational authorities of the highest mark might be cited to

prove this, if any were bold enough to deny it. Mr.

Angell James, in the earlier editions of his book on Christian

Fellowship^ gave a description of the position of a pastor in

such Churches as constitute the inferior class, but a large

proportion, of Congregational Churches, which he thought it

prudent to omit in the later editions, but which he would

not have written without good reason to know its truth in

too many cases. Speaking of the pastor in such Churches,

he says, " He has no official distinction or authority. His

opinion is received with no deference, his person treated

with no respect, and in the presence of some of his lay-

tyrants, if he has anything to say, it must be something

similar to the ancient soothsayers ; he is only permitted to

peep and mutter from the dust."

The abstract theory of Congregational Independency is,

in fact, radically unsound. There is as wide a disparity

between the theory of mechanical equilibrium and the laws

of life and growth, as between the politico-ecclesiastical

theory of Congregational Independency and the laws accord-

ing to which the Head of the Church has willed that the

vital growth and the living order of His Church should be

maintained and regulated. One of the primary laws of the

Church of Christ, as of all living things which have not

attained their final perfection, is that of growth, and

another that of propagation. But the theory of Congrega-

tionalism—I speak only of its theory—is opposed in its

12
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tendency to free expansion and growth, whilst it is absolutely

incompatible with that missionary propagandism which was

the great work of the primitive Church, and should be the

characteristic passion of every evangelical Church from age

to age. A Congregational Church cannot send a missionary

far away to act as a Christian pioneer without contradicting

its theory. Indeed, it is very difficult for it to do effective

Home Mission work without similarly violating its principles.

Congregational Ministers, according to this theory, stand in

relation only to the Church for which they have been

severally ordained pastors. They belong, as Congregational

Ministers^ to no ministerial brotherhood, a main part of

whose proper duty it is to take counsel for the spread of the

Grospel in " regions beyond," at home or abroad. Any

evangelist sent forth by a Con gregationalist body to do

pioneer or missionary work would, if he acted on the

Congregational theory, be a mere lay-brother on the new

ground, and would have to wait till there had grown up

around him a Church which he would have no prerogative to

organize, and till that Church—an infant Church, perhaps in

the midst of heathenism—had first organized itself on a

republican basis, and then called and elected him as its

pastor.

The primitive Church, besides its apostles, had evangel-

ists and prophets. Congregationalism has no equivalent

ministerial agency. By its apostles and evangelists in the

first and second ages, aided also by the " prophets, " and by

its brotherhood of bishops, first presiding-elders, and after-

wards, in the second and later ages, diocesan visitors and

rulers, the early Christian Church preserved its unity.

But any such thing as organic unity, as unity carrying with
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it any directive authority or any ministerial community and

intercommunity of charge and responsibility, Congregational

Independency cannot consistently admit. In all this it

seems to Wesleyan-Methodists to be unprimitive, un-

apostolic, and to be doing violence, for the sake of an

incompatible theory, to the primary laws of spiritual life and

of the Redeemer's kingdom.

" The old physical axiom that ' a thing cannot act where

it is not ' applies with a singular propriety to Independent

Churches. As Churches, they can consistently project to a

distance no influence, or only as a faint and evanescent

gleam ; they can initiate no enterprise abroad. They may

spread slowly, Church after Church, from place to place
;

but that is all. Their deposition is like that of crystals from

a chemical solution. Let the electrical conductor be

introduced into the solution at a particular point, and

crystallization will there commence, and therefrom and

around that first formation as a centre may crystal after

crystal be deposited, till the work is complete. >So, yet not

so surely or perfectly, might a system of Independent

Churches extend themselves among mankind."* " Each

Independent Church is a monad, self-contained and

complete. When most closely associated with each other,

they are still but an aggregation of crystals, each distinctly

entire, shaped and consolidated by its own internal forces,

existing independently by the affinities and cohesions of its

own constituent atoms."t

I am of course aware that the Congregationalist theory is

often much modified in practice. As some men are better

than their principles, so in its actual working Congregation al-

* Connexional Economy, p. 48. t Ihid., p. 142'.
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ism departs from its theory ; and the Churches are not in

reality so powerless for missionary work as they would be if

they strictly adhered to their principles. But, in argument,

we have to deal with a theory^ a theory which, precisely

because of its untenable and unpractical principles, is

attractive to a class of minds that are saturated with political

ideas and prepossessions, while they are not well instructed in

the laws of spiritual life and progress, and lose sight of the

high and Divine principles which should rule in the sphere

of Christ's spiritual kingdom. It is accordingly needful to

show the confusion of ideas, the tangle of fallacies, in which

Congregational Church theories are involved, and to which,

in fact, is owing the illusive charm which they possess for

people for whom certain political principles are a sort of

national and social gospel, a panacea for most of the ordinary

evils of society. It is no answer to such arguments as we

are suggesting against the distinctive principles of

Congregationalism, that the Churches escape from their

consequences by " modifying " them in practice. The

" modifications " are, in fact, in contradiction to the theory.

That the distinctive principles of Congregationalism require

to be to such an extent departed from in order to success in

practice is not any argument in favour of the principles in

question, but in favour of the contradictory principles by

yielding to which evident failure in some of the highest

functions of a Christian Church is prevented.

But, indeed, however often and to whatever extent failure

may be obviated and averted by a modification in working of

Congregationalist principles, there yet remains enough force

in them to produce in too many cases very injurious results.

That the description of principles and results I have given
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above is not a draft on imagination, but is based on truth,

may be shown from the guarded admissions of Congrega-

tionalists themselves. The following is a quotation from

the address of the late venerated Thomas Binney as

Chairman of the Congregational Union in 1850.

" If Independency," he says, " proceeds to the entire

insulation of every distinct and separate interest from all

others ; if each Society and every individual insists upon the

exercise of their own liberties, unaffected by all connexional

relationships ; if at the same time the voluntary principle

is carried to the extent of all Churches and congregations,

of all sizes, and in every place, each for itself finding

within itself the means of its own support, men mav say

what they please about Divine ideas, or primitive models,

or anything else, but the fact is that while on such a

system you might have perfect liberty, congregational

independence, separation from the State, freedom from the

' supremacy,* and so on, you could not have compactness

or power as a body, strength from union, defence from

scandal, nor the ability to provide for the spiritual wants

of small and poor patches of population. Independency

may, doubtless, be carried so far as that Independents shall

not be, properly speaking, a body ; the Churches shall not

be members of a body, or if members, only like so many

scattered and separate legs and arms."

From the writings of Dr. Davidson and of the late Dr.

Payne I might quote yet stronger and much more sweeping

language in the same sense.

Holding that each local Church should be absolutely

independent of any other, and that a Minister or pastor is

only such as related to the particular Church which he
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serves, and as elected to his office by the members of that

Church, the Congregationalist must, as we have seen, dis-

allow any organic ministerial brotherhood. There can be

no such thing as mutual discipline or oversight among

Ministers, although this also is one of the duties devolved

upon the brotherhood of Ministers in the writings of the

New Testament. To the weakness and scandals arising

from this cause, pointed reference is made in the passage

quoted from Mr. Binney. I have refrained from quoting

a passage much sharper and stronger in which, in the

course of the same address, he referred to this subject.*

* But I cannot refrain from citing here two striking illustrations of

the practical difficulties that beset the theory of Independency, and
the inconsistencies involved when the requirements of pastoral dis-

cipline come into competition with the supposed rights of the Churches,

which I have met with in Dr. Lindsay Alexander's Life, while the

present volume is passing through the press.

The first case is that of a minister called Cranhrook, the pastor of a

Congregational Church in Edinburgh, who was preaching unorthodox

doctrine in his Church. " Having no formal creed," writes Mr. Ross,

the author of the biography, "and no 'Church-courts' to deal with

cases of heresy, but holding by the principle that every Church is

independent of external control, it was difficult for Presbyterians, and
even for some Congregationalists, to see how Ministers and Churches

of the Congregational denomination could vindicate their reputation

for orthodoxy, and at the sanie time refrain from interfering with the

liberty of the Church and its pastor. No case quite similar having

ever been known in Scotland, some doubts arose as to the proper

course to take. At length, at a conference of Ministers in Edinburgh,

it was agreed that those Ministers who had taken part in the public

services of Mr. Cranbrook's 'induction,' or 'recognition,' should

ask Mr. Cranbrook ' to meet them in friendly conference.' Dr.

Alexander was asked to send a letter to Mr. Cranbrook inviting him
to the proposed meeting. Needless to say, especially in such a case,

Dr. Alexander's was a courteous as well as a clear letter. To this

letter Mr. Cranbrook replied in strong teimis, refusing to appear before

the ' newly constituted consistorial court and endiire the inquisition,'
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The principle is, indeed, a just one, that a Minister or

pastor is only such, in any proper or official sense, in

and stating that he was qnite prepared to endure ' the penalty of

losing the recognition ' of those in whose names Dr. Alexander had

written " {Lift, pp. 198—200).

The other case, briefly stated, was as follows. In the Glasgow

Theological Academy, in 1844, some of the students had adopted
" heretical" views. For this they were dismissed from the Academy

;

but it was then discovered that a number of the pastors in the west

and north "shared with the students in their heresy." The Churches

in Glasgow were appealed to on behalf of Calvinistic orthodoxy, and

in the end the Glasgow Churches withdrew fellowship from those in

Hamilton, Ardrossan, BeUshill, Cambuslang, and Bridgeton. Several

of the pastors, however, in Edinburgh and elsewhere, refused to

sustain the Glasgow movement, Dr. Alexander among the number,

at which Dr. Wardlaw felt disappointed and more or less grieved.

Dr. Alexander defends his own course in the following sentences

:

"Cordially at one with Dr. Wardlaw in his doctrinal views, I yet

could not see the wisdom or propriety of involving Churches in a

controversy when the point at issue was not whether the Churches

held the views stigmatized, but simply whether the pastors of these

Churches held them. In all our Churches, up to this time, it was

understood that forbearance was to be exercised with those who
could not see their way to Calvinistic views. It was only with pastors

that it was not a point of forbearance. The proper parties to judge

are, I take it, the pastors of the body to whom each candidate for

ordination has to make his confession before he is ordained. As it

was their sanction which first gave him the status of an orthodox

Minister of their body, so they are the only parties competent to

deprive him of that status if he shall afterwards swerve from his

orthodoxy " (pp. 126—128).

Here are singular elucidations of Independency furnished by the very

highest authorities. "There are no Church-courts," forsooth, and

every sepai-ate Church is " independent of all external control." And
yet a small handful of Ministers who had taken part in the induction

of a pastor into a Church could constitute themselves into a tribunal

for judging as to points of heresy, and of their own mere motion,

their own assumed authority, from which there could be no appeal,

could condemn a pastor as guilty of heresy.
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relation to the Church which he serves, and into the

ministry of which he has been elected. It is only within

the Wesleyan Church that a Wesleyan Minister is officially

a Minister. Until adopted by another Church, if he were

to leave Methodism, he could not be received as a pastor

or Minister within that other Church. It is a Popish

principle to maintain either the indelibility or the univer-

sality of the character and office of the ordained Minister,

merely as such. But it is the theory of the absolute in-

dependency of each separate Church which deprives the

Congregational Churches of the manifold benefits that flow

from the primitive principle and institute of an organized

ministerial brotherhood, just as the same theory, if strictly

adhered to, prevents the possibility of any true sisterhood

or any organic unity among Independent Churches. In

Wesleyan-Methodism the Churches which spring up around

a mother-Church are themselves part and parcel of the

same united family. The tendency of Congregationalism

is to make neighbour Churches into rivals in the same

field.

There is nothing in the theory of Independency necessarily

to forbid a plurality of Ministers or pastors in the same

Church, but one of the serious practical evils of Indepen-

dency is that it is found extremely difficult to work the

system on any arrangement but that of a sole Minister for

each several Church, except in the case of an assistant

pastor to an aged Minister. The exceptions to this state-

ment are exceedingly rare, nor have these rare exceptions

been usually found to work easily. The evils of Indepen-

dency are thus aggravated. To combine even two Churches,

if of anything like equal numbers, into a joint organiza-
.
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tion, with two pastors, would be a departure from the

principles of Congregational Independency.

Another result of the system is that, amongst Independent

congregations, lay-preaching, that great force of primitive

Christianity—lay-preaching, which must always be the main

strength of free and easily sustained evangelistic enter-

prise, is comparatively little known. The very fault of

Presbyterianism against which the earliest Independents

protested is, in modern Independency, reproduced in an

exaggerated form. There is, as a rule, but one speaker in

the Church, and he the Minister, who has no elders by

his side. If in some nominally Congregationalist Churches

there are lay-preachers, it is because these Churches have

preaching-stations. Such cases, however, are comparatively

few ; and if one of these preaching-stations grew into such

dimensions, or were situated at such a distance from the

Church centre, that the members could not attend the

central Church-meeting and receive the Sacrament at the

centre, such stations would have to be separated from the

parent Church. They would become distinct Independent

Churches, and would have a sacred right to govern them-

selves in all matters, whatever aid they might continue to

receive from the centre.

The difficulties arising out of such cases as I have now

described extorted the following protest from the late Eev.

John Ely, of Leeds. He is evidently referring to home

missionary work done by Congregational County Associations.

But the principle is the same as in the case I have sketched.

" Nor can I omit to remark," he says, " that a false notion

of the rights of Independency seems to me often to interfere

with missionary operations. A community of Churches,
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by missionary zeal, plant a village Church ; that Church

depends on their funds : as long as they yield support, they

have right of supervision and interference. It is with them

to appoint the agent or the Minister, to demand a state-

ment of operations, to exercise authoritative interference.

A vdo is the utmost that the Church can ask ; and in the

election of a Minister, this perhaps ought to be conceded." *

This is common-sense ; but it is not Congregational

Independency. In fact, the administration of Congrega-

tional Home Missions contradicts the professed principles of

Congregational Independency. It is no wonder that, some

years ago, at a meeting of the Congregational Union where

the principles and methods of the Congregational Home

Mission were discussed, the general sentiments of the

promoters being in agreement with the passage we have

now quoted from Mr. Ely, Dr. Joseph Parker disturbed the

harmony of the assembly by protesting that such fashions

of working as the meeting and its managing committee

favoured might be Presbyterianism or Methodism, but were

certainly not Congregational Independency.

The primitive Church maintained watchful discipline over

the Ministers as well as the members. It also encouraged

free exercise of teaching and preaching gifts among the

members generally. And its messengers and evangelists,

going forth far and wide to sow the seed of the kingdom,

carried with them the right to found and organize Churches,

and to exercise over them, especially at the first, the

needful authority and power of government and discipline.

In all these respects Congregationalism is otherwise.

The true mean as to government and discipline for the

* 'Ehjs Remains, pp. 95, 96.
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Church of Christ is to be found midway between the

Episcopalian theory and that of Congregational Indepen-

dency. Successionist Episcopalianism—Anglo-Catholic Epis-

copalianism—begins and ends with the clergy so far as

office, authority, spiritual function, are concerned. Con-

gregationalism, on the other hand, makes all Church office

and authority to be derived from the vote and original

authority of the members of the Church. The true mean

between these extremes recognises the fact that Church

movements. Church organization, the very existence of

a Church, depend, in the first instance, on the action

of the Ministers of Christ, but nevertheless that, in the

spirit of the primitive Church, provision must be made,

as early as possible, for the creation of officers and helpers

from among the members of the Church, for the association

of an effective representation of the converted brethren

with the Ministers in the government and administration

of each Church, and for a due representation of the different

Churches in the joint government and administration of

the united body or sisterhood of Churches. The assumption,

involved in the theory of Congregational Independency,

that ministerial authority is derived from the suffrages

^1 the assembled Church-members, is negatived by all that

Scripture teaches us on the subject. It will be well for

us to have this point settled definitively and conclusively.

At the beginning at Jerusalem all office and authority

vested in the Apostles. The Apostles at Jerusalem not

only " ministered the Word of God," but at the beginning

" served tables." They could not but have done so at the

first, although they embraced the very earliest opportunity

of escaping from an uncongenial employment and obtaining
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the appointment of godly men as " servants " (deacons) of

the Church to take off their hands this " serving of tables."

So in the first founding of all Churches the Preachers of

the Grospel have, for the most part, been compelled to

attend to every branch of labour and service necessary in

order to the gathering and holding together of converts.

All the offices of the Church reside initially in the first

founder, and he can only part with any of them, as the

Apostles did, when occasion calls for it, and fit men can

be found to take the work off his hands. As it was with

the twelve at Jerusalem in this respect, and with St. Paul

in laying the foundations of his Churches among the

Gentiles, so it was with John Wesley in the last century,

and so it has been with pioneer missionaries all the world

over and in every age.

At first the Apostles were the sole pastors and rulers of

the Church at Jerusalem ; its local government was abso-

lutely in their hands. Their commission they held direct

from Christ, and the Day of Pentecost was the Divine seal

to that commission. But their ministry could not be

limited to Jerusalem ; their office stood in relation to the

whole world. It was their express duty to lead the way

in the fulfilment of the Saviour's commission, laid upon

His disciples, to go into all the world, aiid " make disciples

of all nations." Hence the number of the Apostles resident

at Jerusalem seems to have been very soon reduced to not

more than three or four, while at the same time the

number of disciples had increased to many thousands.

Hence also, following in this respect most naturally the

Jewish order and precedent, at least in general, elders

were before long appointed to teach and rule in the
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Christian " synagogues," of which there must have been

many in Jerusalem, and which still retained a loyal con-

nection with the Temple and its services. Incidentally

we obtain a glimpse of these " elders " in Acts xi. They

stand out in distinct relief and full dignity in regard to

questions of discipline in chap, xv,, where they are associated

with the Apostles in the settlement of the concordat with

the Gentile Churches, That they were, indeed, really

subordinate to the Apostles in that transaction, although

taken into partnership with them, it is hard to doubt.

Nevertheless, it seems not improbable that James, of whom

we read in the record, and who took so leading a part in

the transaction, was no Apostle, but chief among the body

of elders of the different Churches, the Christian synagogues

of Jerusalem ; that is, in some sort, already " Bishop of

Jerusalem," as he is represented to have been by very

ancient tradition.

The apostolic office, in its highest sense and scope, the

office of the twelve, as appointed by our Lord to be His

personal witnesses and the founders of His Church, as thoee

whose names are inscribed on the foundations of the celes-

tial city,* was of necessity an office which could not

be continued or transmitted. In so far, however, as the

work of the Apostles related to the organization and

discipline of the Church—its continuous development and

the provision for its conduct and government—it was

necessary that they should organize a ministerial succession

to whom the government of the Church might be com-

mitted. This was done by means of the offices in the

Church which have been already spoken of. If the

* Rev. xxi.
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diaconate, as to the date of its institution, took precedence

of the eldership, the reason was that the Apostles at first

discharged the duties of the local pastorate. I omit

reference here to the prophetic office, as unconnected with

the established discipline of the Church, and as not destined,

in its primitive form, to a regular permanency in the

Church, although doubtless liable to revival from time to

time. The offices of evangelist and of presbyter, taking

bishop and also pastor and teacher as expressions equi-

valent to presbyter in the first age, sum up the organizing

and governing ministry of the primitive Church. With

them was the beginning of ministerial authority and prero-

gative. Upon them depended very mainly the order, life,

and progress of the Churches. By " evangelist " in this

connection I mean of course such Ministers as Timothy and

Titus. The elders or presbyters were, as local pastors, to

teach and to rule in the several Churches. But the evan-

gelists were the substitutes or deputies of the apostle.

Under the direction of the Apostle, they exercised decisive

authority in the organization of Churches. They appear to

have been not only supreme, but absolute, in their official

appointments. They not only appointed presbyters, but

exercised discipline over them. They are not found after

the first century, because the Apostles whom they represented

were no longer on the earth. The " apostles," of whom we

read in the Teaching, can hardly be regarded as their

equivalents, as seems evident from the brevity of their

meteor-like appearances. Eather we must find their

equivalent, or their revival, in the new and aggrandised

form of the episcopal office, which grew up after Apostles

and evangelists passed away, which, in the first instance,
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gave concentration and unity to the joint authority of the

presbytery, and which tended more and more to include

something like diocesan functions as the second century

advanced. The attempt, indeed, of our modern High

Churchmen to make Timothy into a diocesan Bishop of

Ephesus, or Titus into the Bishop of Crete or some wider

diocese, is altogether futile. Nor can they in any such way

piece out their fabulous hypothesis of apostolic and episcopal

succession. But their vain attempts need not prevent our

admitting that the idea of an episcopacy or a " general

superintendency " (to use the Wesleyan phrase), much wider

and of much higher authority and responsibility than the

office of the Ephesian or Philippian " presbyter-bishop " of

apostolic times, or of the " bishop " of the Teaching, is

to be recognised as implied in the work done by such

Ministers as Timothy and Titus in planting and founding

Christian Churches in the apostolic age.

Not any of the Ministers known in the Churches of

apostolic Christianity would seem to have been appointed

or chosen to office by the authority and vote of a Church-

meeting. We have indeed no evidence as to the appoint-

ment of the elders at Jerusalem. But considering how

early they were appointed, and the position which the

company of Apostles—especially Peter—held in the Church

at Jerusalem, it is repugnant to suppose that the elders,

however they may have been designated beforehand by

various evidence of public esteem and confidence and of

personal authority and influence, could have received their

office except by the direct and official appointment of the

Apostles. Even in the case of the Seven, although the office

was only secular—that of " serving tables "—and although
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the suffrages of the Church recommended the Seven to the

Apostles, nevertheless the Apostles reserved in their own

hands the authority of final and official appointment. It

was they who " set them over " the business. Much more,

in the case of the spiritual office of eldership, would the

appointment and investiture rest with the Apostles, either

in their own persons or through those whom they com-

missioned.

This view seems to be confirmed in the fullest manner by

the detailed record of St. Paul's action as given in the Acts,

and indicated in his Epistles. It seems impossible to

suppose that Paul would assume a power over Churches

composed of Jews and Gentiles greater than Peter and his

companions—the men on whom the Lord had " breathed,"

whom He had acknowledged as His beloved and chosen

friends, and had solemnly commissioned as His Apostles

—

exercised over the Church at Jerusalem. And we find that

everywhere, as he had opportunity, St, Paul used his

personal and undivided prerogative in ordaining elders.

What is more, the Apostle of the Gentiles delegated to his

trusted followers and representatives, men themselves not

claiming any such title or dignity as Apostle, the function

of "ordaining elders in every city." That is to say, the

Apostle appointed, of his own authority, not only elders or

bishops, but evangelists, who wielded a quasi-apostolic

power ; and when the elders were not appointed im^

mediately by the Apostle, they were appointed by men who

bore from the Apostle a commission to appoint then^.

That this principle was intended to obtain, without

condition or limitation, in regard to all Christian Churches

in the whole future, is a position I am not at all disposed
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to maintain. I should be bound to hold it, however,

if the primitive and apostolic Churches, in the details

of their organization and discipline, had been intended to

serve as a model for all Churches in after-times. The facts

of the first age are, in this respect, as inconsistent with

the pretensions to Divine right of Congregationalism as, in

other respects, they are contrary to the claims of High

EpiscopaHanism. But the candid student of the earliest

records of the Christian Church is not more likely to adopt

one of these views than the other.

A few words remain to be said as to the discipline of the

apostolic Churches in its relation to the principles of

Congregationalism. It may well be believed that there

were no set rules of discipline in the primitive Church.

The authority of the Apostles was, in fact, supreme and

absolute as it was unique. How Peter dealt with Ananias

and Sapphira we all remember. St. Paul also could deliver

ofifenders over to Satan that they might learn not to utter

false and malignant words of slander or contradiction.*

Kegular processes of discipline, it is reasonable to con-

clude, grew up only by degrees. When St. Paul enjoined

Timothy not to receive an accusation against an elder,

except on the testimony of two or three witnesses, he

was contributing to the foundation of such a process.

Dr. Dale, indeed, follows his leaders of the Congregational

succession in seeking to prove from 2 Cor. ii. 6, that modern

Congregationalist principles were established in the Corin-

thian Church, that matters of discipline at least were

determined in full Church-meeting by the vote of a majority.

I apprehend, however, that even in Congregational Churches

* 1 Tim. i. 20.

13
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it has been and is the general custom to investigate cases

of morality, involving an appeal to discipline, otherwise

than in a full meeting of a numerous Church, and that

the decision also in such cases is virtually settled before

a select company of the Church. The truth is, that the

matter referred to in the Apostle's letters to the Corinthians

was settled, in characteristic fashion, by that Church in its

full meeting, precisely because the Church was as yet un-

organized. And after all, it was not really determined by

the Church, but by the Apostle. At first the Church would

take no action in the case. They shielded the offender.

It was not till after the Apostle had remonstrated, rebuked,

and insisted, that the Church assembly, in and over which

had as yet been appointed no elders or bishops, repented of

its former scandalous laxity and obeyed the Apostle's com-

mand by excommunicating the gross offender.* It was, in

reality, Paul who, by his apostolic authority, issued the

sentence and insisted on its infliction. The majority

obeyed his behest.

Passing from the " pastors and teachers " to the diaconate

of the apostolic Churches, there is very little to be said.

No intimation is given, unless in the sixth chapter of the

Acts, of the manner in which deacons were chosen or

appointed, although rules are laid down to guide Timothy

and Titus as to the class and character of men who should

be appointed to the office. It would be natural to suppose

that, like the elders with whom they are so closely connected

as subordinates, they would, in the Gentile Churches, be

appointed in the first instance by the Apostle or by his

commissioned representative. Nevertheless, the example

* Cf. 1 Cor. V. 13 ; 2 Cor. ii. 6.
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of the sixth chapter of the Acts remains, at least to teach

a principle, if not as an actual instance and precedent to

rule the method of appointment. It cannot, indeed, be

confidently affirmed that the Seven were precisely deacons,

or that they held a permanent office. Still less can it be

maintained absolutely that this instance and precedent at

Jerusalem would govern the rules and usages of the Gentile

Churches in regard to the appointment of deacons. But

yet we may learn the lesson that, as far as possible, in the

administration of Church affairs, the officers of the Church

should have the confidence of the members as well as of

the Ministers, especially those officers who have charge

of the temporalities of the Church. This principle, in its

application to Church funds and what may be called

stewardships or treasurerships, was indeed signally respected

by St. Paul in regard to the collections made in the Churches

of the Grentiles for the " poor saints " at Jerusalem, and

which were committed to the charge of brethren chosen

for this purpose by the contributory Churches. The

Apostle's principle is very plainly expressed when he says,

" Avoiding this, that any man should blame us in the

matter of this bounty that is ministered by us : for we

take thought for things honourable, not only in the sight

of the Lord, but also in the sight of men." *

All, in short, that Scripture teaches as to the main points

which have been under consideration may be summed up

in a few words. The appointment of Ministers was made

by the Apostles or by their itinerant representatives, f It

is 'probable also that the already existing ministry, where

* 2 Cor. viii. 20, 21.

t Acta xiv. 23 ; 2 Tim. ii. 5 ; Titus i. 5.
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there existed any, joined in sanctioning and authenticating

the appointment.* How far or in what way the Church

in general concurred in such appointments is neither

declared nor in any way intimated. And in regard to

Church discipline, while it is taught with distinct emphasis

that the " elders " or " bishops " ought to " rule "—of course

with wisdom and equity—and the people loyally to "obey,"t

what limits should be set to ministerial authority, or what

rights are to be exercised by the people, are matters as to

which Scripture is silent.

On this general subject it may be well here to add the

judgment of the sagacious Neander. " As regards the

election to these Church ofEoes," he says in the first volume

of his Church History, " we are in want of sufficient infor-

mation to enable us to decide how it was managed in the

early apostolic times."

Even, however, if anything like fair evidence from Scrip-

ture could have been discovered in favour of the ecclesiastical

principles of Congregational Independency, as representing

the original usage of the primitive Church, it would not

follow that they ought to be accepted as the rightful prin-

ciples of Church organization for all after-ages. Let me,

against the pretensions of those who borrow the analogies of

secular government to supj)ort their own principles of Church

government, be allowed myself to use an analogy taken from

worldly commonwealths. At first the successors of Clovis

met all their freeborn warriors yearly on the Champ de Mai,

and these national congresses were the only legislative

assemblies ; but afterwards of necessity a more restricted and

* 1 Tim. iv. 14.

t 1 Thess. V. 12 ; 1 Tim. v. 17 ; Heb. xiii. 7, 17 ; 1 Peter v. 1—3.
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only partially representative assembly came to be convened.

So the early Witenagemot, at which all freemen had a right

to be present and vote, became afterwards confined to a small

number of constituents, and finally was modified into the

form of the English Parliament. For there can be no doubt

that the Parliament of Edward I. was a boon conceded to the

old English feeling of the nation, as a fair and practical sub-

stitute for the Witenagemot of their fathers in the days of

Edward the Confessor, and in the times preceding. So the

assembly of all the city burgesses came of necessity, and for

the better despatch of business, to be ordinarily narrowed to

the council of the mayor and aldermen. In short, individual

universal rights of government have everywhere given way

to representative popular government. And I venture to

think that the frank adoption by Congregationalism of the

principle of representative popular government in their

Church economy might enable them so to modify their

system as to escape from many of the difficulties to which I

have had occasion to refer. Already, indeed, something has

been done in this direction.

Congregational Independency is a powerful factor in the

religious life of England. It has a distinguished history,

and has been identified with many great and critical stages

in the moral and political advancement of England. But it

is capable of adapting itself in the future more perfectly to

the requirements alike of social and of religious progress and

improvement. What is needed is that its Churches should

be united into a mutually helpful organized array—let it be

called army or sisterhood, as occasion may require ; and that

its Ministers should be united into an organic brotherhood.

Congregationalism should be the true English Presbyterian-
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ism, with its town and also country presbyteries, its synods,

its General Assembly. The union need not be nearly so

close and mutual as in the case of Methodism, and the

ordinary local administration of the best-ordered Churches

need undergo little or no change. But the evils of which

Mr. Binney spoke so strongly in his address before the Con-

gregational Union of 1850 might thus be done away; rivalry

among neighbouring Churches might be prevented, and splits

in Churches be brought to an end. Arrangements also

might then be made,, without any of the present inconsis-

tencies and difficulties, for the aid of needy and the support

of dependent Churches. Joint and truly mutual provision

might be made for the training of Ministers, and for mutual

help and interchange among settled pastors. United Con-

gregationalism might then really have its own joint Home
Mission and Foreign Missions. Considering the views of

many eminent Independents, both in the earliest and in

more recent times, who have inclined towards Presbyterian-

ism, remembering the sj)irit of such Nonconformists as John

Howe, such a modification of Congregationalism as I have

indicated would surely be no departure from the best tradi-

tions and inspiration of the Congregational succession. Let

modern Congregationalism take up the joint inheritance of

the Presbyterianism as well as the Congregationalism of

England
; let it accept and harmonise into one grand system

and unity the best elements of both the great historic forms

of English Puritanism. Surely this would be a worthy aim

to keep in view.

There are not wanting indications of a movement in this

direction. Its frank accomplishment, with a wise breadth of

sympathy and purpose, would be a grand national blessing.
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At the bottom of such a movement, however, if it is to

be truly successful, must be the distinct recognition and

steadfast maintenance of that most fundamental principle

of original Congregationalism, that none but spiritually

awakened and converted persons ought to be members of

the Church, and that for all members of the Church there

should be privilege and liberty of true spiritual fellowship,

including the exercise of spiritual gifts. A large and effec-

tive liberty of fellowship, the play of which is felt as a real

force of impression, attraction, and suggestion, throughout

all the brotherhood of believers, could not but develop gifts

and energies and habits of counsel and care as to the affairs

of the Church, whether spiritual or temporal, such as would

naturally mark out for Church functions those best fitted to

discharge them, and prepare an unfailing supply of persons

to become deacons and Ministers. The one-man monopoly

might be done away. A large and various diaconate, equipped

and ready for every office of lay activity and service, whether

in administration or in preaching and testifying, might be

continually maintained. Under such conditions the historic

glories of Congregationalism in the past would, I may be

allowed to believe, be far outdone by its glories in the

future.

I have now done with criticism and argument so far as

Congregationalism is concerned, I could have wished that

the plan and purpose of this volume had allowed an escape

for me from the task of adverse criticism in this particular

case, and that for two reasons. One is that, to borrow an

expression of Mr. Guinness Kogers in the Congregationalist

for last September, which, though pleasantly used, is yet
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true in the sense intended, Congregationalism and Method-

ism are " natural enemies," and it was impossible to present

anything like an honest or thorough criticism of the Con-

gregational system, as seen from the position of a Methodist,

without taking an opponent's view almost throughout. The

other reason is, that notwithstanding this fact, the leaders

of Congregationalism have, for the last twenty years and

more, been generous in their behaviour towards Methodism.

It was impossible, however, to give a comparative view of

Church organizations, including Congregationalism as well

as Anglicanism and Presbyterianism, without treating all

alike with impartial fairness ; it was impossible to single out

one to be favoured at the expense of the rest. The object

of the articles was precisely to criticise all round on equal

terms, and to criticise from a special point of view, as de-

fined in the opening chapter of this volume. It is simply

impossible to expound or defend the principles of Methodism

without antagonising the principles of Congregational Inde-

pendency. At the same time, I have tried to do the fullest

justice to the excellencies of not a few Congregational

Ministers. I have not said a word to the disparagement

of any, I have brought into high relief the best lines of the

Congregational traditions, and I have cordially recognised

the great successes achieved by many Congregational

Churches, especially under congenial conditions.

I should not, however, like to close this chapter without

special reference to some of the able leaders of Congrega-

tionalism who have laid Methodism under obligation by their

Christian sympathy and public recognition, actuated, no

doubt, largely by a characteristic liberality of spirit, but

also, perhaps, in part by a chivalrous wish to be generous to
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the utmost towards their " natural enemy." Of these the

grand and massive Binney was one, whom I had the

privilege of knowing in his later years of ripest wisdom

and mellowed nobleness of spirit. Another was, and happily

still is, the able, catholic-spirited, and serenely impartial

Dr. Stoughton, who, as a Church historian, has won con-

fidence and respect from critics of every colour. Another

is the gifted and amiable Minister of Union Chapel, Dr.

Henry Allon. Still another is the famous City preacher,

Dr. Parker. There was also the loving and eloquent

Raleigh, a Scotchman, who h^d the rarest graces of the

most refined type of his countrymen, without a particle of

Caledonian hardness. All these, however, have owed not a

little, as they have delighted on fit occasion to testify, to

the quickening spiritual influence of Methodism, without

which they would hardly have been all that they have been.

Their testimony on behalf of Methodism was therefore the

more natural. Perhaps also the majority of them scarcely

represented the strictest principles of their denomination.

But, besides these, there are two of the stoutest champions of

Independency who have borne themselves very generously

towards Methodism. One of these is Mr. Guinness Rogers,

who, man of war though he is, and in some respects one of

the strongest representatives of the " dissidence of Dissent

"

—I borrow the expression of a great statesman adopted by a

well-known Congregationalist journal—has proved himself,

in his treatment of Wesleyan-Methodism, to be also a man
of remarkable largeness of view and breadth of sympathy.

The other is the very able and truly liberal pastor of Carr's

Lane, Birmingham, Dr. Dale, for whose address, in par-

ticular, delivered at the last Birmingham Conference,
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Tiniversal Methodism owes him lasting thanks, and who,

although so unlike his predecessor, Mr. J. Angell James, in

intellectual character and in political and ecclesiastical

feeling and policy, is not inferior even to that saintly man

in genuine catholicity of spirit.

Note.—In the passage to which this note refers (p. 171) as originally

published
(
JFesUyan Magazine, September, 1886), I had used the word

require where I have now substituted the word expect. I used it in

the sense of expect ; and I cannot help thinking the word might well

have been understood in that sense, for certainly the pages preceding

had not been characterized by a harsh judgment of Congregational

history and practice. However, in the Congregationalist for October

last I was made an offender for the word require, interpreted according

to the hardest meaning which it could bear, and the imputation

it wag supposed to convey was indignantly denied. I accordingly

published in the November number of the Wcslcijan Magazine the

following explanation :

—

"Thus far I had written before I read a passage in the Congrega-

tionalist for October, which gives a decisive negative to the question

with which my first paper on Congregationalism closed. (See Wesleijan-

Methodist Magazine for September last.) I frankly admit that on

re-reading my words I see that they are too unguarded, and are fairly

capable of a construction which I never intended them to bear. I

never meant to imply that any question with regard to his political

creed was put by any Congregational Church to a candidate for

Chiirch-membership. All I intended was, that whilst the old experi-

mental requirement in order to Church-membership had ' in many
Churches ' been abandoned or relaxed, the ' politico-ecclesiastical

'

element in modern Congregationalism was made more distinctly

prominent. If the last thirty volumes of the unfortunately now
extinct British Quarterly Review are compared with the first fifty or

sixty, or if the Congregationalist be compared with the Christian

Witness of five-and-twenty years ago, it will surely not be questioned

that the ' politico-ecclesiastical ' question has, in comj^arison with the

subject of religious life and experience in tlie pages of the more recent

publications, assumed largely developed proportions. I might further

have made an appeal to much voluminous and continuous cor-

respondence in the Nonconformist and Noncouformist and Independent
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newspapers between the years 1870 and 1880 as seeming stroni^ly to

support the impression under which I wrote the few lines to which

]\Ir. Rogers so sharply objects. Moreover, my strongest sentence

is not a statement, but an inquiry and an appeal. That inquiry has

been answered in the negative by one much better acquainted than 1

am with the present condition of Congregationalist Churches. That

he is able to return a negative so unhesitating and conclusive, I greatly

rejoice ; and I cannot altogether regret that the last too hastily

written sentence of my article was the occasion of calling forth this

reassuring denial. This being so, it is plain that a movement which

some few years ago was in full force has happily been checked. Of

course, my very question implied that I had reason for fearing that

the state of the case was not so favourable as it turns out to be.

The fact that the ' anti-State Church principle ' is part of the very

haus of the Congregational Union looks strongly in that direction.

And I may assume that the very able and very genial editor of the

Cungregationalist cannot have forgotten the movement of which he

himself was one of the most distinguished leaders—^the attempt to do

away with the inquiring into the religious experience of a candidate

for admission to Church-membership which had heretofore been one

of the most cherished traditions of the Independent Churches. In the

' series of essays ' by the most distinguished Congregational Ministers,

entitled Ecclesia : Church Problems Considered, not the least remark-

able is that on The Conyrcgaiionalism of the Future, by the Rev. J.

Guinness Rogers, B.A., in which, with an eloquent and argumentative

elaborateness, and by the space of full fifteen octavo pages (490—505),

he pleads for the discontinuance of that inquiry. The question was

vigorously discussed for a long time in the Nonconformist and the

Christian Witness ; and Dr. Eustace Conder, from the chair of the

Congregational Union, lifted up a warning voice against the so power-

fully advocated change. I am truly thankful if that warning has

been heeded.

" If I have been led, unwittingly, to write anything of which our

Congregationalist brethren can justly complain, I am truly sorry.

They, on their side, have of late years done nothing to provoke

unfriendly or unfraternal criticism on the part of Wesleyan-Methodists.

The tone of Bogue and Bennett, and of the learned and large-minded

Dr. Vaughan during our troubles in 1849—1854, when he seemed

really to exult in what he regarded as the inuninent disintegration of

Methodism, has not been heard for three-and-thirty years. Nothing

could be more kindly, more brotherly, than Mr. Rogers' own treatment
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of Wesleyan-Methodism in his Congregational lectures. I should be

ashamed of myself if I did not reciprocate his kindliness.

" On the other hand, it is fair, and indeed necessary, to say that the

Editor of the Congregationalist cannot possibly be unaware that the

present is a most anxious moment for JF^es/ci/a«-Methodism, a

determined attempt being made to involve Wesleyan- (!) Methodism in

the vortex of party politics. With that attempt, indeed, the Cungrega-

tionalist is in avowed and eager sympathy. In its August number, an

injurious statement was made on this subject which had no foundation

whatever in fact. And even the fine-spirited article on the Conference

in September distinctly takes a side with this endeavour to give this

' new character and tone to the Methodism of the day,' that is to say,

to make Wesleyan-Methodists 'political Dissenters.' Our Congrega-

tionalist brethren have but to reflect on the disastrous results of all

former attempts to complicate Wesleyan-Methodism with party politics

—those of Alexander Kilham in 1795-7, of the Leeds politicians in

1828, of Joseph Rayner Stephens, and of William Griflith—to be able

at least to understand the apprehension with which those who are

familiar with Methodist history, and old enough to remember the

heart-rending divisions of 1828, 1835, and of 1850, cannot but look

upon a repetitiim of the like ill-omened endeavour."

Since the original publication of the jjassage so severely resented,

I have had abundant testimony, in some instances emanating from

high Congregational authority, as to the substantial truth of the inti-

mation which I ventured to convey in that obnoxious sentence. I

have judged that there is no need for me to do what I had thought

of doing—that is, give conclusive extracts from correspondence in

Congregational newspapers on this subject.
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CHAPTER I.

THE DOCTRINE AND THE FELLOWSHIP OF WESLEYAN METHOD-

ISM—THE SPEEAD OF WESLEYAN DOCTRINE—THE MUTUAL

RELATIONS OF DOCTRINE AND FELLOWSHIP—THE SPECIAL

CHARACTERISTICS OF METHODIST PREACHING.

n\ /TETHODISM is universally regarded by its friends as a

-^'^-^ revival of primitive doctrine. It is not so universally

recognised that it was, still more characteristically, a revival

of primitive Christian fellowship and discipline—of primitive

spiritual life in the individual believer and in the Christian

community. This second point is not a whit less important

than the first. The two points also are implicated with each

other. The revival of the primitive doctrine produced, as

an immediate result, the fellowship and discipline, which

also proved to be a revival, both in spirit and to a large

extent also in form, of the primitive fellowship and discipline.

Of this the Wesleys themselves were not distinctly conscious

at first. But presently they recognised the remarkable

reproduction in their own Society of primitive and apostolic

fellowship, and admired the more the manner in which they

had been led by Providence, It was not their own deep

wisdom and foresight, but their single-minded practical

purpose to take the plainest and straightest way to satisfy,
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from day to day, the spiritual needs of themselves and their

converts, that led them to form and mould the fellowship of

Methodist Societies, which, by a man like Dean Paley, was

soon acknowledged to be the truest representation and

revival of primitive Christianity that had been seen in the

world since the earliest Christian times.

As a revival of primitive Christian doctrine^ the Methodism

of the Wesleys had two forms of error to combat : the

principles of Popish and Anglo-Catholic mediaevalism, and,

in particular, sacramental superstition, on the one hand
;

and Calvinism on the other. The predestinarian element in

Calvinistic Divinity was scarcely less directly opposed to the

experimental theology of primitive Christianity than the

superstitions of " Catholic " mediaevalism. The Methodist

Preachers taught that living Christianity in any man implies

a conscious spiritual life, a life of present consciousness and

presently realised spiritual power. This spiritual life in the

present was in their view salvation. And this salvation for

the present and for the eternal future, they held, was

available for every man to whom the Gospel was preached.

Whereas the Predestinarian regarded salvation as an im-

munity and privilege for eternity, conferred on the elect by

a Divine decree, and to be revealed as such hereafter by the

Divine sentence. When Calvinists spoke of a conscious

assurance of the salvation of the elect believer, they meant,

by this gift and blessing of assurance, a peculiar and super-

natural conviction given to the elect that his name would be

found in the Book of Life at last. They did not always

mean a sense of God's living presence in the believer's soul,

a consciousness that his whole being is touched and renewed

with a vital quickening of faith and spiritual power and
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inward peace. The Methodist Preachers did not often

or characteristically speak of " assurance ; " but when they

did use the word, it was in the sense I have just described,

and in that sense only. They preferred to speak of enjoying

peace with God, and the " inward witness," the " witness of

God's Spirit with their spirit that they were the children of

God."

The conflict, at this point, of Methodist doctrine with the

dogmas of Calvin, would seem now to have come to an end.

For many years, under the lead of Whitefield and with the

concurrence of the Countess of Huntingdon and her " Con-

nexion," the Calvinistic Methodists attempted to combine

the doctrine of conscious salvation with the theology of

the decrees. In reality the two are incompatible ; and as

years have passed, this has come to be more and more

confessed. The doctrine of a conscious present salvation

—

a theology at once experimental and evangelical—has pre-

vailed over the theology of the decrees. Experimental

theology has cast out predestinarian theology. Hence

throughout England and America the old Calvinism is

almost extinct. In Scotland also the same process which

has prevailed in England is rapidly making way. Calvinism

has been first modified and afterwards ignored. Experi-

mental theology even in Scotland has all but ousted the

theology of the decrees.

With sacramental superstition the conflict is more pro-

tracted. Anglo-Catholic leaders like Dr. Hook, Bishop

Wilberforce, even Dr. Pusey, have indeed contrived to

amalgamate not a little of Arminian experimental theology

—quasi-Methodist theology—with their own characteristic

teaching as to sacramental efificacy. But, in this case as

U
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in regard to Calvinism, Methodist experimental theology

cannot be logically or permanently united into the same

system with dogmas which at bottom are radically inconsist-

ent with the doctrine of conscious renewal and sanctification

through faith in Jesus Christ, our living Saviour. The

Methodist teaching is that of St. Paul :
" repentance toward

God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ." The

Methodist doctrine of inward and growing holiness is that

of " sanctification," not only " by the Spirit," but " through

the truth"—the "Word." The Anglo-CathoKc doctrine

teaches regeneration not through repentance, but through

baptism, and sanctification not through the saving truth,

spiritually received and applied by faith and obedience, but

through the duly administered and reverently received

eucharistic rite. This, according to the Anglo-Catholic,

is the essential foundation ; all other lessons and growths

of sanctification are founded on this, the Sacrament being

received implicitly as in itself a quickening rite. There is

no way of reconciling such contradictions as these. In

the end, lingering as the conflict may be, the sublime

experimental doctrine of salvation through faith, sal-

vation through the Spirit, and through " the truth as it

is in Jesus," received and assimilated by living faith,

will assuredly displace the doctrine of quasi-magical

transformation through the Sacraments.

The philosophical or metaphysical system of fatalism

which Calvin interwove with his otherwise admirable system

of theology had the effect of injuriously rationalising

Protestant theology in Great Britain and over not a little

of the Continent. It hung a weight round the heart of

Keformed doctrine which prevented it from rising and
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expanding to meet the needs of the world. On the other

hand, Lutheranism, retaining the roots of sacramental

doctrine, at once provoked scepticism and intellectual

rationalistic rebellion, and also involved its devotional

theology in perplexed and intricate mysticism. Methodism

gave to Protestantism, to the Reformed theology of England,

a breadth and vigour and buoyancy, a hopefulness and

a missionary faith and energy, which have sent it forth

winged and inspired to undertake the conversion of the

world. The specific and differentiating doctrines of Con-

tinental Calvinism and of Lutheranism, especially as these

forms of doctrine and discipline were Erastianised by

artificial and mechanical State-Church settlements, tended

equally, although in different ways of influence and

operation, to engender rationalism, to produce formalism,

to fetter the energies and localize the range of Christianity.

Experimental evangelism and missionary instincts and

expansiveness are not the natural and congenial results

of the theology either of Greneva or of Augsburg. It is

the Methodist revival which, in the ordering of Provi-

dence, has brought back to Christianity the apostolic

impetus and the inspiration of primitive evangelistic faith

and zeal.

Still it is not mere doctrine by means of which this result

has been accomplished. The Pentecostal inspiration can

only be retained so long as not only the " Apostles'

doctrine," but the primitive "fellowship," is sacredly

maintained. The " doctrine " and the " fellowship," in

truth, as I have already intimated, cannot long be main-

tained in vital reality apart from each other. Let the

fellowship be dissolved, and the doctrine even of experi-
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mental and evangelical theology will gradually become a

mere sentimental or metaphysical theory, a sort of Broad

Churchmanship either of the indefinite Latitudinarian school,

such as in the Church of England may be typified by the

teaching of Dean Stanley, or of the philosophic universalist

school, such as that of Maurice. In fact, when Arminianism

ceases to be experimentally evangelical, it tends, as has

been shown especially in the history of the Church of

England, to Latitudinarianism of the laxest type. Nor can

Methodism flatter itself with the dream that examinations

and doctrinal standards will avail to preserve its Ministers

from rationalism. Where a whole communion gradually

loses religious vitality, standards and examinations afford

no guarantee of continued orthodoxy. The meaning of

words and phrases insensibly changes its colour and content,

alike for pulpit and pew. It is the heart alone that can

keep the standard of doctrine true, as it is the true ear

alone that detects and resents the false note in music. It

is the true tradition of evangelical experience which affords

the only living and transmissible test of genuine ex-

perimental orthodoxy in the public teacher. If the

spiritual fellowship of Methodism should gradually decline

into a dying formalism, if her Class-meetings become

mere companies on paper, and her Love-feasts come to

an end, the Arminianism of Wesleyan-Methodism will no

more retain its evangelical character than the Calvinism

of Greneva has done. The evangelical experience not only

answers to the saving doctrine—it tests, preserves, and

reproduces it.

When the Wesleys, aided by their Moravian teachers,

rediscovered the primitive evangelical doctrine ; when.
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finding that doctrine in the Homilies of the Church of

England, they preached the doctrine of the Homilies,

illuminated and interpreted to them by their own experience

and that of the Moravian brethren, apart equally from the

Calvinism and the High Church mixtures with which, in

the Homilies themselves, it is variously combined—the

apostolic doctrine flashed a sudden illumination on the

dark background of the national ignorance and insensibihty

as to spiritual truth and the life eternal. The Preachers

reasoned, and the Holy Spirit " convinced " the hearers " of

sin, of righteousness, and of judgment ;
" of repentance,

faith, and holiness ; of the forgiveness of sins, and the

renewal of the heart ; in a word, of the new life in Christ

Jesus : and the like result followed as in Jerusalem. There

came the new life ; and the new life immediately found

expression in the new fellowship. The new converts

gathered instinctively into bands ; they poured out their

fresh experience as it welled up from within ; they met

almost day by day, or night after night; their fellowship

was vivid, free, and mutual, and most commonly " from

house to house." In the spirit also of the Jerusalem

fellowship, their bounty flowed freely and largely forth

towards such as were in need.

Like the early Christians also, they were assiduous

attendants at the public " prayers " of their people. After

their conversion, they went to church with a zealous assiduity

and with a regular frequency before unknown. They

delighted also, after the primitive pattern, in the Holy

Communion, and took every opportunity of being present

at " the breaking of bread."

Like the first Christians, moreover, they were full of joy
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with the light of their Saviour's countenance. Gladness

and singleness of heart are terms strikingly descriptive of

their experience. And even though persecuted, they still,

like their prototypes, " rejoiced that they were counted

worthy to sufiFer shame " for the name of Christ.

In still another respect the Methodists were like the

early Christians at Jerusalem. They began as a Society

within a Church, and only by degrees did they acquire a

special and independent organization. As the Apostles

appointed deacons, so Wesley appointed Stewards and

Leaders, just as need arose, and according to the indications

of Providence. The whole Methodist economy unfolded in

this way, as did the organization of the early Church.

Thus the spiritual economy of Methodism is a vital

product, an organism which has grown by virtue of the life

within, and is accordingly a true index and a fit vehicle of

all the spiritual activities which are necessary to its integrity

and its efficiency. But however it may be fitted to develop,

it can never create that inner life. On the contrary, if that

life decays and fails, this highly developed and organized

economy will prove a cumbrous burden, and will rather

hasten than hinder decline.*

Thus the doctrine, the spiritual life and fellowship, and

the special organization which has grown up for the satisfac-

tion of that life and in response to the instincts of that

fellowship, are all in necessary relation to each other, and

must stand or fall together. Unless all are maintained,

none can permanently endure. It is with a spiritual com-

munity as it is with a nation. The vigour and vitality of a

* Some of the preceding sentences are taken from a published

sermon of the writer's.
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nation, the virtue of its institutions, and the character of its

men and women, can only be maintained by the actual

working out of the national life at once collectively and in

the history of the living men and women individually. The

character of a noble ancestry can only be reproduced in their

descendants if each generation lives after the spirit of its

fathers, if the successive generations are vigorous, healthy,

and vivid in their lives, and if their children are bred and

trained according to the best habits and traditions of the

race. Literature and sentiment alone will not keep alive a

nation's greatness. The mere name, the idea, the history, of

a great race, the mere letter and memory of great institu-

tions, will not avail to preserve the nation from decline, or

the institutions from fatal decay. So Methodism cannot

live upon its past achievements, nor can its mere organiza-

tion save it. It is the vivid, faithful, self-denying life

and service of the present which can alone reproduce

and transmit as an inheritance for the future the great

truths, the precious experience, the vital forces, of original

Methodism.

At the same time, it is a point to be noted that the easiest

way for Methodism to decline is the neglect of the means of

spiritual fellowship. It is not always seen, although nothing

is more certain, that without the maintenance of these the

pulpit ministry will presently lose its vital savour and its

spiritual power ; and it is easy to forget that mere periodic

manifestoes of doctrine can never compensate for the loss of

those less formal and more frequent helps of both doctrine

and fellowship which are provided by Wesleyan-Methodism,

such as exercise a continuous influence, such as bring home

to our social conditions, and apply to daily experience in
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all the privacies and bye-paths of life, the vital and saving

truths of religion. So students are apt to forget that exer-

cise and fresh air are as needful to health, and not seldom

even to life, as regular meals. It is certain that nothing

could compensate Methodism for the loss of its simple,

primitive means of fellowship and occasions of spiritual

activity.

Indeed, there is not only the life-quickening which the

fellowship of Methodism ministers : there is the specific

training of gifts and faculties which it affords. The oppor-

tunity and the easy liberty, in a simple and congenial circle,

for the earnest and overflowing soul to voice forth in homely,

heartfelt, unstudied words of prayer the feelings which press

for utterance, calls out and informally trains the gift and

faculty of prayer. The habit of free, though reverent,

mutual conversation as to religious subjects and matters of

spiritual experience, coupled with the exercise of social

prayer in private fellowship-meetings, such as the Class-

meetings of Methodism, calls out, again, and informally

trains, the gift and faculty of religious exhortation, plain,

unpretending, extemporaneous in its actual form and utter-

ance, although the result of reflection as well as of experi-

ence ; and thus the exhorter, the extempore speaker, the

earnest and telling lay-preacher, makes proof to others, and

becomes more or less conscious to himself, of his gifts for

the service of the Church. In this way, in and by the

Class-meeting, the Love-feast, the stirring prayer-meeting,

Methodism obtains knowledge and use of its prayer-leaders,

its Class-leaders, its Local Preachers. The Class-meeting is,

as it has been often called, the germ-cell out of which the

whole vital economy develops. First the gifts are ascer-
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tained and more or less developed ; thus the fitness for

office comes to be recognised both by Ministers and people,

usually by the people in the first instance. In this way the

necessary elements disclose themselves, the fitting charac-

ters and personalities, which, gathered and ordered accord-

ing to their faculties, as Class-leaders in Leaders' Meetings

and as Local Preachers in Local Preachers' Meetings, form

the material and basis of official organization and govern-

ment for the Societies of Methodism. The Societies being

severally organized, the Circuits, each of which is an aggre-

gate of the Societies for a particular neighbourhood, naturally

find in the collective assemblies of the officers diffused

throughout the Circuit the common council for the Circuit.

Thus the liberal Presbyterianism of Methodism, with its

large, active, and capable assemblies for purposes of admi-

nistration and discipline, is dependent, for its definition

and development, on the maintenance of the elementary

spiritual fellowship of the Societies. From that primitive

life-tissue the whole growth of the system has been evolved.

Let that wither, and all must decay ; let that die, and

Methodism, as such, with all its special qualities, must

come to an end. "What sort of a caput 7)iortuum might

in such a case remain, it is hardly worth while to

speculate.

I come back to the position which I have been endeavour-

ing to make good : that the spiritual fellowship of Method-

ism is necessary in order to the life of its evangelical

doctrine. Its characteristic doctrine is not only evangelical,

but yet more strikingly and specifically is it experimental.

Experience—vivid and inspiring experience—is essential to

the character and life of Methodism. Such experience
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cannot permanently subsist without its appropriate and

accordant organization, such as is the fit vehicle and expres-

sion of its emotions and its activities, any more than the

organization can be maintained in life and vigour without

the experience.

The fundamental characteristics of Wesleyan-Methodism

being such as I have endeavoured to define and exhibit,

the style and method as well as the staple material of its

pulpit ministrations have been marked by corresponding

characteristics. Methodist preaching, not very long ago,

was easily recognisable by its special features. No Method-

ist could mistake its identity; and those, not being

Methodists, who had once been introduced to it, could not

fail afterwards to identify it. If this is no longer so gene-

rally the case to-day, the chief reason is that the Methodist

doctrine and manner of preaching have spread into other

than Methodist communions. Many who have been im-

pressed under Methodist preaching have become Preachers

in English Congregationalist Churches. Not a few clergy-

men of the Established Church were brought up under

Methodist influences ; or perhaps, as in the conspicuous

instance of the Aitken family, a Methodist tincture of

doctrine and experience has descended from father to son.

There are many Anglican Preachers, especially among the

" missioners " of their Church, whose preaching is eminently

awakening and experimental. Of these Preachers, as might

be expected, a considerable proportion are extemporaneous

in their utterances. Where the appeal is from heart to

heart, from conscience to conscience, where all the forces

of mutual sympathy between Preacher and audience should

be brought into play, where all that is said, as to matter,
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manner, phrase, and timing, is to be adapted with full and

precise fitness to the character, the condition, the circum-

stances of those addressed, the only method for the Preacher

is that of extempore address, free, unconstrained, sympa-

thetic, at times altogether impromptu. It is impossible to

conceive of the original Methodist Preachers, any more

than of the Apostles, as delivering their pleadings and

exhortations from a manuscript. It ought to be as im-

possible for read sermons to become the custom with

experimental Preachers, with Methodist Preachers, as for

barristers in a criminal court to read their addresses to the

jury. It is impossible, as a rule of ordinary practice, for

sermons which are the instruments of awakening and per-

suasive appeal to the conscience to be read sermons. This

is a truth which is coming to be recognised in the Established

Church. It is, I venture to say, a discouraging symptom

that some of the younger Preachers of the Methodist

ministry are taking to the habit of reading their sermons.

Canon Liddon's sermons are written and read, but they are

of a very special class, as he is a man that stands alone.

They are usually condensed and eloquent arguments, dealing

with fundamental points of Christian faith and controversy.

Such sermons can never be the ordinary staple of any

ministry. Not one man in a thousand is called habitually

to attempt any such work as a Preacher; in Methodism

especially, men whose faculty assorts with the practice of

reading sermons, and is at the same time a high and

valuable faculty, must always be very rare, while the con-

gregations to whom such Preachers can fitly and profitably

minister must be yet rarer. In the biography of our own

eloquent Preacher W. 0. Simpson, a man whose instance
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admirably exemplifies the meaning and value of extempore

power, we find him quoting a saying of Dr. Osborn's, at

the Conference of 1871, to the effect that "extempore

preaching is vital to Methodism ; he who has it not is not

a Preacher." I also venture to endorse that saying. The

power of the Methodist ministry must decline in proportion

to the growth among us of the habit of reading sermons.

It may not be improper to read a commemorative historical

discourse at a special crisis, or an official and argumentative

manifesto of faith and doctrine, or an Ordination Charge,

but habitually to read the sermons delivered in the ordinary

course of the ministry is an ominous departure from

Methodist practice and traditions.
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OUTLINE OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL ORGANIZATION OF WESLEYAN-

METHODISM.

X MUST now pass from the primary considerations on which

-*- I have thus far been dwelHng to some other points of

scarcely inferior importance connected with the organization

of Wesleyan-Methodism.

It has been shown, as I hope, that, besides being, first of

all and most essentially, a spiritual fellowship wherever it

was found, and whether its Societies were large or small, the

primitive and apostolic Church was distinguished by its

unity of principle, of spirit and sympathy, and, as far as this

was practicable, of government. The congregations within

the same town and even within the same province were one

community, as in the case of Palestine, of Syria and Cilicia,

of Achaia, of Ephesus and Proconsular Asia ; the unity of the

general government of all the Churches founded by St. Paul

was maintained by his own authority and by his visits, and

by the delegated authority of his representatives, such as

Timothy, Titus, and Erastus ; the essential unity of the

Churches, and their acknowledgment of a common para-

mount authority, on the widest scale, was strikingly illustrated

by the " decrees " of the Council of Jerusalem, which were

by Paul and Silas delivered to the Churches in Syria and

Asia Minor to be by them obediently observed. The indi-
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vidual Churches, indeed, were too few at that time, and too

far apart, communications also were too rare and too

difficult, to allow of a close organic connection of the

Churches ; but the spirit and tendency were altogether

opposed to isolation, and in favour of the closest possible

connection of the Churches and union of counsel and

authority in their government. The very troubles of the

Apostle in Galatia and Achaia arose, to a large extent, from

the recognition in the Gentile Churches of a sort of natural

primacy as belonging to the Church of Jerusalem and its

rulers. It is true that the Apostle found it necessary to

restrain this tendency and assert his own co-ordinate

apostolic authority. But he nowhere asserts or implies the

independency of the several Churches. Rather he shows,

in his Epistles alike to the Galatians and to the Corinthians,

that there ought to be no discordance or disunion among

them ; that Peter and himself were associated in council

and agreed in the same conclusions ; that both were one in

and under Christ ; that there was and could be no disagree-

ment in any essential or important point between Jerusalem

and his own Gentile Churches.

The connexional union of Methodism is closer and more

complete than could be the union of the Churches of distant

regions in the apostolic ages. But such union is in strictest

harmony with the spirit of primitive Christianity. So also

the responsibility and power, with which Methodism invests

its Ministers, to take the lead in all evangelistic enterprise,

to initiate Christian missionary effort wherever it is possible

to make advances from the ground already occupied, is a

point of organization and discipline in which Methodism is

in the strictest harmony with apostolic Christianity. The
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close mutual brotherhood, again, of the Ministers, and their

common responsibility for the appointment of their col-

leagues and successors, and for the exercise of moral and

spiritual discipline over their fellows—these are points in

which Methodism, more completely than any other form of

Presbyterianism, carries out the original principles of

apostolic Christianity.

In respect of the manner in which the laity are associated

with the Ministers of Methodism in administrative and in

disciplinary functions, it is sufficient to claim that the spirit

of the apostolic precedents is well observed in Methodism.

The precise mode in which this point is kept in view and

carried out has been determined by the growth and history

of the Methodist Connexion. The manner of the growth and

the facts of the history determined the law of organization.

As in the primitive Churches, so in Methodism, need and

aptitude were the two factors which, from time to time,

governed the steps of development and adaptation in the

organic growth of the united community. The distinction

between clergy and laity is one which had no application,

no meaning, in relation to Methodism in the earliest stages

of its history. Methodism was at first merely a Society,

a sort of extended spiritual guild. As such, it was most

effectively managed and governed. There were Classes and

Class-leaders for spiritual fellowship; each Society had its

Stewards, who took charge of the moneys contributed in

the Classes and congregations, and who saw to their proper

distribution. When in the course of time the Preachers,

who had at first been merely lay-helpers of the Wesleys,

grew into the character of Pastors, and when the aggregate

•Society or union of Societies developed into a Church, the
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Leaders and Stewards became the Local Church-council of

each Society. The whole guild-system was, in fact, gradually

transmuted into a Church-organization. The Leaders and

Stewards were invested with disciplinary functions ; they

became a sort of diaconate, the Stewards being godly men

whose attention was mainly devoted to the secular business

and responsibilities of the Church, the Leaders being the

class of deacons who were chiefly (not exclusively) placed in

charge of the spiritual character and condition of the

members. Official authority and position were thus founded

on appropriate gifts and on service rendered to the Church

;

gifts were the qualification for official status and rights of

government.

Another sort of office in our Methodist Church—which

some have regarded as. a branch of the diaconal service, and

others as the modern equivalent to the office of prophet in

the early Churches—is that of Lay or Local Preacher. There

is in Wesleyan-Methodism a distinct Local Preachers'

Quarterly Meeting, over which the Superintendent Minister

of each " Circuit " presides. There are also for the "Circuit"

generally officers called " general stewards "—or " Circuit-

stewards '—who receive the moneys from the various

Stewards of the Societies, There are trustees of the chapels,

and trustees' meetings ; the trustees, who are members of

the Society, being also members of the Circuit Quarterly

Meeting. All the Society and Circuit officers are, according

to the practice of the early Church, approved and appointed

to office by the Ministers, but approved and chosen also by

the members of the meeting into which they are to be

introduced ; the Ministers and the members of the meeting

exercising thus a joint veto, as well as a joint approval, as
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to every appointment. The administration of the spiritual

afifairs of each Society, or local Church, is vested in the

Leaders' Meeting, and that of the general business of the

Circuit in the Quarterly Meeting, or collective assembly of

the lay-officers of the Circuit. A Circuit of a thousand

members may be estimated, on an average, to have a

Quarterly Meeting of not less than a hundred and twenty

members. These powerful bodies invite the Ministers,

determine and raise their " allowances " (i.e., money pay-

ments), review all the interests of the Circuit, and send

memorials to the District Meeting or Conference. They

have also the right to appoint a Circuit-jury of appeal from

the findings and verdict of a Leaders' Meeting in certain

cases of discipline. Moreover, in case of the enactment by

the Conference of a new law, intended to be binding on the

Circuits and Societies, each Quarterly Meeting has the right

of suspending, if it so determine, the operation of the law

for one year, until it shall have been reconsidered by the

Conference.

The Conference itself—that is, the Annual Assembly

which governs the whole Connexion—has, like the local

organizations of the Connexion, grown up into its present

form and functions according to the suggestions of necessity

or pressing convenience. The Conference cannot alter the

" Kules of the Society," or the settlement of the chapels, or

the provisions of the Deed of Declaration by which, in 1784,

it was by Mr. Wesley legally constituted and defined.

Before that date, the Conference was the annual assembly of

such of Mr. Wesley's Preachers as he called together to take

counsel with himself. In 1784 he gave it a legal constitu-

tion and certain authority and rights in regard to the

15
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chapels of the Connexion and the appointment and the

disciplinary control of the Preachers. These rights, and

others with which the Conference has in various ways been

invested, have received the fullest and most explicit recogni-

tion from the highest legal tribunals of the country. The

Conference, at the present time, combines two functions—it

is, in part, an assembly of co-pastors, annually meeting to

exercise mutual discipline and to take mutual counsel in

regard to such questions as are specifically pastoral subjects

;

and, in part, it is a conjoint assembly of Ministers and

lay-brethren convened to receive reports and to deliberate

and determine in regard to the general interests of the

Connexion. All the points as to its order and method of

procedure, and the classes of questions to be dealt with

respectively in the two distinct but correlated sessions, are

exactly defined. In the first capacity it sits for about a

fortnight, in the second for a week, the periods being

consecutive, and the Conference being, throughout both

terms of session, regarded as one continuous assembly. The

legal body which gives unity and, in a sense, identity to the

Conference in both its sessions, is what is called the " Legal

Conference," a body of one hundred Ministers, constituted

and perpetuated in virtue of the provisions of Mr. Wesley's

" Deed of Declaration," already referred to, and which, as a

matter of necessary legal form and solemnity, adopts and

endorses what has been done in the two sessions of the

General Conference.

Intermediate between the Conference and the Circuits of

Methodism are the District Meetings, which are in efifect

provincial Synods. These assemblies are aptly and effectively

organized as Committees of the Conference, and, like the
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Conference, are, for and during the transaction of certain

business—what has been defined as properly pastoral business

—merely ministerial or pastoral assemblies, while for all other

business, and during its consecutive transaction, they are

mixed assemblies, the Circuit-stewards, the District treasurers

of Connexional funds, and the lay-members of District

Sub-Committees having charge respectively of chapel affairs,

of Sunday and day-school affairs, of Home Mission affairs,

and of the interests and District organization of the Foreign

Missionary Society, being members of the District Meeting

for the transaction of such business. At the District

Meetings the pastors exercise mutual discipline, including a

strict inquiry into character and administration ; they recog-

nise, and take counsel in regard to, their common and also

their respective pastoral responsibilities and duties, and the

spiritual interests of their work ; they conduct theological

and pastoral examinations in regard to candidates for the

ministry and probationers for the ministry provisionally

accepted by the Conference. These are their special or

pastoral responsibilities. In regard to all other points of

administration, the Ministers and laity deliberate and act in

common. The general religious interests of the work of

the Church, including both the condition, spiritual and

financial, of the Circuits, and general action on the part of

the District as a whole, so far as that may be practicable,

are considered in the full District Meeting. These meetings

are accustomed to send suggestions or recommendations to

the Conference on the points which come under review. The

Conference also is accustomed to remit questions for

consideration to the District Meetings, nor can any legisla-

tion adopted by the Conference become binding law for the
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Connexion till it has been ratified by the majority of the

District Meetings. The District Meetings are courts of

appeal from the Circuits. To the pastoral District Meeting

appeals lie on questions of ministerial character or of

discipline.

It is natural that such an organization as that of which I

have now given the slightest possible sketch should be

regarded by persons outside the circle of Methodism as not

only highly complex, which it is, but as artificial. But, in

fact, it is the product, not of art, but of experience ; it is not

a mechanism so much as a growth ; it is not the creation of

theory, it is no constitution or organization a la Sieyes, first

of all speculatively excogitated and committed to paper ; it

is, from first to last, the outgrowth of living work, and has

developed, at every step, in response to actual and well-

tested need. It is the result of the co-operative evangelical

working of the most practical and successful Christian

workers that modern times have seen. Complex, moreover,

as it is, no serious difficulty is found in working it thoroughly

out. There is less friction in its working now than there

was forty years ago, when its complexity was not so highly

developed as it is to-day. Above all, this Conferential

system of Methodism, in its general plan and principles,

with complexities similar and equivalent, if not the same, is

at work all over the world ; and everywhere is working with

a success which other communions confess and sometimes

almost seem to envy. A great Church, indeed, cannot work

thoroughly and effectively under modern conditions without

becoming complex. Modern Presbyterianism is far more

complex than early Presbyterianism ; in Scotland, especially,

it has become a highly complex system. The stage of
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simplicity is over also as regards the Church of England,

alike in parish, in diocese, and in province. That Church is

multiplying very rapidly the details and infoldings of its

organization ; and if it is to meet the demands of its most

earnest spirits or the requirements of the age, it must

speedily develop new and larger and very bold measures of

parochial, diocesan, and provincial or national organization.

Of necessity Wesleyan-Methodism is imperfect. Its

working, too, is not without its inconveniences ; it has the

" defects of its qualities." To only one point, however, of

this sort can I refer in this general outline of a vast and

manifold organization. It is one on which, for some time

past, there has been here and there a disposition to dwell.

I refer to the Itinerancy.

In this case, as in other matters to which reference has

been made, a special characteristic of the Wesleyan-Method-

ist Church has grown out of the history of early Methodism

,

and has become fixed and settled owing to the exigencies of

the system as worked in Wesley's time and under his own

hands. To keep the system one, to preserve its integrity

and its efficiency, it was necessary that Wesley should visit

every part of it, and that his " helpers " should be at his dis-

posal to go wherever there might be need of them. After

he had established yearly Conferences of his Preachers with

himself, it became convenient that, in consultation with

them, he should at each Conference assign to each of them

the station where, unless some emergency arose calling for

his removal, he might expect to labour for the following

year. Mr. Wesley, however, had complete authority over

his " helpers," and could at any time remove them from their

station. They were, as a rule, men of little education ; and
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at first it was found that twelve months was long enough for

a Helper to labour on one " round." Freshness and energy

were pre-eminently necessary for the work they had to do.

If, however, Wesley at first seldom retained them more than

a year on the same ground, he sometimes brought them back

again to the same ground after an absence of not more than

two or three years. After some years had passed, however,

some of Wesley's Preachers had so developed in character,

attainments, and influence, that Wesley and his Conference

judged it well to reappoint them to the same " round " for a

second year. In 1784, when Wesley gave a legal constitu-

tion to the Conference, he concluded that it would be wise

to give that Body the power of appointing Preachers to the

same chapel or chapels for three years in succession, if the

Conference should so determine, but not for more than three

years. An exception was made in the case of ordained

clergymen. Some clergymen, being beneficed, had been

stationed on Wesley's Minutes of Conference to " Circuits."

Such " Preachers " as these could not itinerate from Circuit

to Circuit. Some clergymen, again, were fixed in London

that they might read prayers, bury the dead, and administer

the Sacraments, at City Eoad and elsewhere. These also

could not itinerate. It was therefore necessary to insert in

the Deed of Declaration constituting the Conference, and

giving it legal powers, a clause of exemption from the law

of the Itinerancy in the case of ordained clergymen stationed

by the Conference. These cases, however, all died a natural

death, in due course, after Wesley's own labours came to an

end, and there has been no revival of them. For a century

accordingly the law of Itinerancy has held good in the

case of Preachers " called out " and appointed to chapels
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or Circuits by the Conference. Besides the century's usage,

there is the legal obligation embodied in the very instru-

ment by which the Conference is legally defined and con-

stituted, and in virtue of which it possesses the right of

taking into connection with itself and stationing Ministers.

This usage and obligation some Ministers desire to break.

But even if a considerable majority of the Circuits and of

the trustees' meetings were in favour of such a change, so

long as even a small proportion of the Circuits and of the

trust estates held out against it, the legal obstacles would be

insurmountable, as I think. The opposition of a small pro-

portion of the Circuits to the change of a legal usage and

requirement embodied in the Foundation Deed of the Con-

nexion, and ruling unbroken for more than a century, would,

I apprehend, be sufficient to prevent Parliament from giving

any power to the Conference to alter the existing law ; while

it seems to be more than doubtful whether any power what-

ever, even the authority of Parliament, could be invoked to

force upon a single opposing trustees' meeting a rule of

administration in direct contradiction to the trust deed

when no natural impossibility exists in the way of carrying

out the deed. I am no lawyer, but I venture to think that

the attempt, by whomsoever made, or on whatever authority,

to appoint a Minister for a fourth year against the will of the

trustees to a chapel duly settled, would simply have the effect

of detaching the chapel from the Conference and vesting the

appointment of Ministers in the trustees.

But I have no doubt that a large majority of the Con-

nexion, whether we regard the members individually, or

the Circuits, or the trustees' meetings, as representative of

the Connexion, is strongly opposed to any extension ot
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the term of Itinerancy. Forty years since, when I began

to study this question, I was of opinion that, if it were

practicable, it would be desirable, that a Minister of not

less than twenty years' standing, being the Superintendent

of a Circuit, might, if he were invited from year to year

to remain, be at liberty to continue in a Circuit for five

or six years. I still think that, abstractly, there is more

than a little to say in favour of such a view. But I have

learnt in the interval that there is more to say against it

than I thought of forty years ago ; and my doubts as to

the legal possibility of such an arrangement have indefinitely

deepened and strengthened. There is, in fact, a widespread

prejudice against prolonged terms. Change is popular, and

is generally believed to be beneficial. For years some of

us, led, in the first instance, by a former esteemed and

influential editor of the Wesleyan-Methodist Magazine, the

late Mr. Thornton, endeavoured to obtain the abolition of

the limitation which obliges a Minister, after six years' con-

tinuous residence in the same town, to leave it, nay, to leave

even London, which is an aggregate of towns. But our

labour was in vain ; and when, in my own London District

Meeting, I found not a single Circuit-steward to support

me, while opposition was not left without expression, on

grounds showing how deep-seated in London itself was the

objection, I learnt how hopeless it is to look to the public

opinion of Methodism for a modification of the existing

rule as to Itinerancy. Some years ago the Scotch District

petitioned for the relaxation in Scotland of the rule which

forbids a Preacher's returning to the same Circuit till after

six years. To this request, although not without opposition,

the Conference consented. But the like liberty has never
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been extended to England. The Circuits do not ask for

it. Even in Scotland very little advantage indeed has been

taken of its exceptional privilege.

Meantime, the pressure of the inconvenience of frequent

removals on Methodist Ministers, as compared with the

clergy of other Churches, is hardly so great as it is supposed

to be. The average term of years of residence in the same

charge among Congregationalist Ministers does not much

exceed three. Among clergy of the Church of England, if

beneficed INIinisters are left out of account, the average

must be less ; and as to the beneficed clergy, who may

preach more or less frequently in their parish churches,

according to taste or circumstances, and who have their

curates by their side, the case is not parallel. If, instead

of being Methodist Ministers, we had been Congregationalist

pastors, unless our abilities had been of a very high order,

we should have had to bear changes perhaps not quite so

frequent, but under circumstances often far less satisfactory

and hopeful than is usually the case when Wesleyan

Ministers change their Circuits. The removal of their

books is doubtless a growing inconvenience in the case of

modern Wesleyan Ministers. But every inconvenience to

which our rule of Itinerancy exposes us has its bright

side.

I could, indeed, wish we had in all our towns Circuit

Ministers resident who had had time, as well as character

and faculties, to become well-known and permanent powers

in the place. I sympathise not a little with the longings

and aspirations of some of those who are in favour of the

extended term. But, meantime, let us remember that

there would be danger as well as convenience in any such
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arrangement, if it were possible. There are already diver-

gences of tendency, even differences of tone and character,

between Circuits in one part of the country and Circuits in

another, between districts and districts, between town and

country. An extension of the term of residence in Circuits

would tend directly to aggravate this serious evil and

to impair the unity of the Connexion. Where there

is a common pastorate throughout a large Connexion of

Churches, all of which are under obligation to observe the

same discipline and expect to hear the same doctrine ; and

where that common pastorate includes many hundreds of

Ministers ; it is impossible to maintain a solid essential

unity or the needful identity of organization without the

frequent and systematic interchange of pastors among the

Churches ; and such interchange can only be organized upon

a principle of rotation or Itinerancy such as that which is

one of the leading features of our Wesleyan system. Of

this system Wesleyan Ministers feel the necessary incon-

veniences, but they do not know the difficulties, the frequent

miseries, of the system of a settled ministry. How thankful

would many a pastor be, and many a Church, outside of

Methodism, if some effective form of itinerant arrangement

could be applied in regard to their rule of demand and

supply ! And what other principle than that of our

Itinerancy could secure a Minister from being at any time

left without a charge or any pecuniary resource ?



CHAPTEE III.

THE DISTINCTIVE ECCLESIASTICAL PRINCIPLES OF WESLEYAN-

METHODISM — COMPARISON WITH " REGULAR " PRESBY-

TERIAN CHURCHES WESLEYAN-METHODISM AND METHODIST

SECESSION.

'TTTESLEYAN-METHODISM, in this respect like the

^ ' British Constitution, is a highly developed example

of the balance of forces ; it abounds in mutual checks and

compromises. From its earliest legislation after the death

of Wesley, in which it recognised and adjusted the mutual

rights of Ministers and lay-officers and members, of Circuits

or Societies, also, and the Conference, it has worked on this

principle. Though, in many respects, it must be regarded

as a form of Presbyterianism, yet, strictly speaking, it is

neither Episcopal, nor Presbyterian, nor Congregational, but

blends some of the characteristics of all the three com-

munions. More popular than the two first, it is less

democratic than the third. Yet, though less democratic,

it is more pervasively and practically popular than Con-

gregationalism. At the same time, its Superintendents,

its Chairmen of Districts, and its Presidents of the Confer-

ence give to it some of the spirit and characteristics of

Episcopacy.

The Episcopacy of the Anglican Establishment, like that

of Popery, ignores the laity in the ordinary conduct of
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Church affairs ; Independency is in danger of ignoring the

Ministers, as such. In the first, the clergy are the Church
;

in the second, they cease even to be a class. In neither is

there any ordinary constitutional check to the abuse of

power. In Wesleyan-Methodism the Scriptural prerogatives

of the ministry and the legitimate influence of the people

are made to limit and direct each other.

A saying of John Wesley reported by Samuel Bradburn

in his pamphlet entitled "Are the Methodists Dissenters?"

is sometimes quoted. What the founder of Methodism

said, according to Bradburn's report, was that after his

death Methodism would become a " regular Presbyterian

Church." But it is evident that this reported saying cannot

be strictly taken. Bradburn himself calls Methodism " mild

Presbyterianism." Methodism is Presbyterian as opposed

to prelatical Episcopalianism, and again as opposed to Con-

gregational Independency.* But there are essential and

profound antitheses in Wesleyan-Methodism when it is

compared with a " regular Presbyterian Church."

In the first place—and I mention this point first because it

is fundamental—" regular " Presbyterianism, unlike Method-

ism, is not rooted and grounded in spiritual life and growth.

Alike in Greneva and in Scotland it was founded, as I have

* " We are not Episcopalians," says Mr. Bradburn ;
" we cannot be.

We are not Independents ; we will not be. Therefore we must be

Presbyterians, whatever we may choose to call oux'selves." He also

says, "Our Quarterly Meetings answer to those Church meetings in

Scotland called the Presbytery ; our District Meetings agree exactly

with the Synod, and the Conference with the National Assembly."

These are vague and general analogies. Much more minute and

remarkable correspondences might be pointed out between the disci-

pline and economy of the Friends and the Methodist economy.
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already shown, on citizenship. Even in the great Non-In-

trusion controversy in Scotland, out of which the Free

Church movement of 1843 took its beginning, the rights of

the " heritors " bulked mainly in the contentions of the

Free Church champions. Very much was said, indeed,

about the headship of Christ as against the claims of the

temporal power in relation to the established Church of the

nation ; but the question of the spiritual relation of the

members of a professed Church of Christ to their living

Head, of their personal union with Him, was beside the con-

troversy. Nor to this day has the formal basis of the Free

Church as to this point been changed. A doctrinal profes-

sion of faith, coupled with a reputable character, is the

qualification for Church-membership ; and the community

of such members, by a formal election, choose their Minister

and their life-long " ruling elders," after receiving advice

from the presbytery or the Kirk-session as to the character

and qualifications of the persons proposed for the offices

that are to be filled. Not spiritual life, not spiritual

fellowship, not spiritual gifts, spontaneously elicited and

naturally unfolding into official service and consecration,

constitute the basis of organization and of official work and

status, but the acceptance of a creed and catechism and, as

the qualification for office in the Church, a process which

savours all too much of electioneering and its ordinary spirit

and motives. It is not by imitating this precedent that the

organization of Methodism is to be improved. I would not

have written this but that recent suggestions, circulated

among Wesleyan-Methodists, have compelled me to do so.

I am about to quote, as confirmation and illustration of these

remarks, a passage which I have met with, while preparing
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these pages for the press, in the biography, just published,

of the late eminent Dr. Lindsay Alexander, of Edinburgh.

In a conversation with one of the leaders of the Free Church

party, on the eve of the disruption of 1843, according to his

own report, he expressed himself as follows. " I pointed out

to him," he said, '' the fine opportunity he and his friends

had for lifting the subject above its merely ecclesiastical

and political position, and making a bold effort to form a

new Presbyterian Church on spiritual principles, and aiming

at having a Church-membership based, not on a mere pro-

fession of religion, but on personal piety ; and I stated my
conviction that though by adopting this principle (which is

a distinctive one among us Independents *) the seceding

body would be numerically weaker than by taking over

members of the established Churches as they were, it would

be infinitely stronger for all the high purposes of a Christian

body and a branch of Christ's Church. My friend admitted the

force of what I urged, for he sympathised with our views on

purity of Church-fellowship ; but he said that that was a

matter that could not be pressed at that critical time. They

wanted first to get the people over to their side ; and when

they had them, they would do their best to raise the tone of

spiritual life among them." Mr. Alexander added that though

the Ministers got the people over from the Establishment,

they found that the somewhat " mixed multitude " that

formed the new body did not in many instances prove so

accessible to high spiritual influences and teaching as the

more pious among them anticipated.! It is further stated

as Dr. Alexander's view that " mere multitudinism " had, to

* I.e., in 1843.

t Zi/e and Work of Dr. Lindsay Alexander, pp. 117-8.
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too large an extent, been inherited by the Free Church

from the Establishment, and that " the movement had

become more ecclesiastical than spiritual," Such was, and

continued to be, in the judgment of Dr. Lindsay Alexander,

the defect of the Free Church of Scotland. Whatever

reasons may be assignable to prove that, in the circumstances

in which the Free Church and its leaders were placed, it

was impossible to carry out Dr. Alexander's suggestions, or

substantially to change the basis of organization for the

new Church, a point as to which I can venture no opinion, it

is evident—and that is the one point now in question—that

no analogy can be fairly drawn from the constitution of a

comparatively formal and quasi-national Church, like the

Free Church of Scotland, to direct us as to the basis of

organization in the case of a spiritual growth and organism

such as Wesleyan-Methodism.

I have not written the foregoing paragraph by way of cen-

suring the Free Church, or for the sake of criticising Presby-

terianism. But unfortunately an ill-considered cry has been

raised that Wesleyan-Methodism should be reformed into a

regular Presbyterian Church. It is therefore necessary to

show how entirely distinct and different in nature, genius,

and tendency, is Wesleyan-Methodism, regarded as a living

organism, from " regular Presbyterianism." Methodism

may be destroyed, but it cannot be transformed in the way

suggested. Presbyterianism has its own grandeur, as I have

shown in former chapters. The " Free Church " has carried

out an impressive protest, founded on great principles. But

the world cannot afford to have Methodism broken up or

twisted out of its identity for the sake of a politico-eccle-

siastical theory. True Methodism is a distinct species, and
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must be preserved pure in blood and true in form, or it will

cease to be fruitful and multiply.

The community of the pastorate, again, in Wesleyan-

Methodism, coupled as it is with the strictly observed

rotation and "itinerancy" of the Ministers, is a radical

distinction between it and any Presbyterian Church, a

distinction very far-reaching indeed in its consequences.

It is this principle in Wesleyan-Methodism which renders

fitting and necessary that mutual oversight of the Ministers,

that strictness of mutual inquiry, not only into character,

but into the performance by each of his pastoral and

disciplinary functions, which is the peculiarity of true

Methodism. It is a case of strict partnership, and each

partner is directly interested in the professional character

and conduct of all the other partners, in their fidelity to

the common covenant, and in the condition of that part of

the common field of labour and responsibility of which each

has charge for the time.

In " regular Presbyterianism," with its separate and

permanent pastoral charges, there is nothing like this. Yet

upon this as its main basis rests the distinction, which is

essential to Wesleyan-Methodism, between the pastoral and

the mixed or general sessions alike of the Conference and

of the District Meetings.

Furthermore, the Synods and Assemblies of the " regular

Presbyterian" Churches consist, as I have shown in my
chapter on Presbyterianism, exclusively of ordained office-

bearers of the Church, of " teaching " Ministers or elders,

and of " ruling elders." Deacons were unknown in the

regular Presbyterian Churches of Wesley's day, and are

all but unknown in "regular" Presbyterian organization
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to-day. Neither deacons nor any lay representatives, 'pvo-

jjerly so called, are members of the great Church courts

of " regular " Presbyterianism, whereas in the assemblies

of Wesleyan-Methodism the true laity, in large variety

of character and status, are united with the Ministers.

Being thus composed wholly of " elders "—that is, of

ordained Church pastors—there was no distinction of

faculty or responsibility called for among the members of

the Presbyterian Synods and Assemblies. Even cases of

theological heresy, it might naturally be thought, would not

unfitly be referred to the whole multitude of such presbyters

of the Church, although many of them might not be teaching

Ministers, but only ruling elders. The experiment indeed

has not served to demonstrate the fitness of such courts for

trying causes of doctrinal heresy. The clamour, confusion,

and violence attending on such trials, in many notorious

cases, have afforded scandalous entertainment to scoffers, and

have greatly grieved the godly. Nevertheless the theory on

which the arrangement is based is intelligible. But it is

altogether in contrast with the theoryof Wesleyan-Methodism,

which, denying any radical distinction between teaching and

ruling presbyters, reserves (so far, indeed, like Presbyte-

rianism) the determination of questions of doctrine and

discipline for the pastors of the Church, but, to carry out

this principle, common as it is to Presbyterianism and itself,

is compelled, in its large and mixed governing assemblies,

to call the Ministers together, apart from the other members

of the Conference or District Meeting, in order to deal with

all such pastoral matters. It would be manifestly unfitting

that, while the Ministers alone submit to mutual and

regular examination as to character in all their stated

16
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annual assemblies for purposes of administration and mutual

consultation, the laity, themselves free from such examina-

tion, should take part in the disciplinary examination of

the Ministers in such assemblies. The absolute community

of the pastoral relation, the relation of a common and co-

extensive pastorate to a common and co-extensive flock,

while it renders such mutual discipline necessary between

the Ministers, equally renders it necessary that they should

hold their own distinct and separate pastoral council.

Nor are we even yet at the end of the necessary distinc-

tions between a Wesleyan-Methodist and a "regular Presby-

terian" annual Assembly, or Synod, constituted for purposes

of formal ecclesiastical government. The itinerancy of

Wesleyan-Methodism compels the Ministers to be removed

from, and to be appointed to, their Circuits or stations at the

yearly meetings of the Conference. In such a case, for the

Ministers year by year to be stationed directly, and after

discussion of their merits, by a mixed assembly of their

brother-ministers and of the laymen, who would be contend-

ing for some and against other Ministers or objecting against

them and contending for other Ministers, these laymen, too,

being in many cases the authorities on whom the quality

and scale of the Ministers' maintenance would directly

depend, would surely be an unseemly and injurious arrange-

ment. Such an arrangement could not but lower the

character and status of the Minister, and place him in a

false and intolerable position. It would, in short, be a

degrading arrangement, quite incompatible with pastoral

independence and self-respect, incompatible therefore with

pastoral fidelity or efficiency. In a Presbyterian General

Assembly there is no such work as this of " stationing

"
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the Ministers to be done. In short, the two cases are not

parallel, but in contrast.

According to the view, indeed, held by such politico-

ecclesiastical theorists, as apply to the afifairs of Christ's

kingdom the extreme principles of democratic republican-

ism, the arrangement I have spoken of would be " the

correct thing." These theorists hold the view which the

good and wise Angell James so emphatically denounced,

and which may in part have caused such writers as Dr.

Wardlaw and Dr. Campbell to advance for the pastorate,

by way of precaution or of protest, claims so much higher

than any Wesleyan Minister ever made, at least in

writing. That view is, that the Minister is no more than

a " speaking brother," that he is the paid servant of the

Church that employs him as a Preacher and manager, and

nothing more. A principle in accordance with this view

has, in fact, been embodied in the polity of the different

secessions which, from time to time, have separated,

after a protracted politico-ecclesiastical agitation, from the

parent Wesleyan-Methodist Church. But a principle which

in theory is so inconsistent with all that we know of

primitive Christianity, and which in practice could not

but be so fatal to ministerial independence, as might

have been expected, has not proved successful in actual

working. The successive agitations, originated always

in the midst of political excitement and passion, and

prosecuted in undisguised alliance with extreme political

principles and movements, have had power to grievously

disturb and divide the Methodist Church, have driven away

many tens of thousands from her folds, but have not proved

fruitful in gathering new converts to Christ. In 1797, in
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1835 and the period immediately preceding, in the epoch

marked by the year 1849, the Conference and the great

majority of the Methodist Societies stood firm by the prin-

ciples of primitive Christianity and of primitive Methodism

as to the point of pastoral responsibility and pastoral duty.

These same principles were sealed afresh by the happy

settlement of 1876-7. Neither the Conference nor the

people of Wesleyan-Methodism are likely to depart from

them now. It is true, indeed, that once again political

influences of a disintegrating and extreme character are

abroad ; it is unhappily true also that some seem to have

set their heart upon transforming Wesleyan-Methodism

into a political organization ; and it is further true that

during thirty years of profound peace the study of the

distinctive principles of our connexional economy has fallen

into neglect. But the lessons of history still remain ; the

principles of our own economy and of the earliest Christian

Churches only need to be restated and enforced afresh ; the

essential spirit and aims, the vital sympathies and the

governing tendencies, of both Ministers and people in the

Wesleyan Connexion, are essentially what they have ever

been ; there is no need to fear the result. Such a biography

as that of Joseph Entwisle would just now be a very

seasonable book for Ministers to read ; while the forth-

coming completed Life of Dr. Bunting, as I have the means

of knowing, will be full of instruction for all Methodists,

and especially for those of the junior generation.

Political analogies, when applied to questions of Church

government, must always, for reasons explained in my

chapters on Congregationalism, be altogether misleading.

But they are most of all at fault when applied to purely
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voluntary Christian Societies. It is one thing to give power

and prerogative to clergy who, both as respects their eccle-

siastical appointment and their maintenance, are independent

of their flock, and quite another thing to concede prerogative

to Ministers who cannot retain their position except by

the consent and goodwill of their flock, and are directly

dependent on them for their support. It has often been a

ground of hostile criticism on the part of the friends of

Church Establishments that the Ministers of voluntary

Churches, being pecuniarily dependent on their flocks, and

especially on the wealthier official members of their Churches,

are unable to exercise an honest and impartially faithful

ministry. Where, besides the pecuniary dependence, the

position of the Minister is in other respects that of a mere

agent or em'ploye of the Church, this difficulty becomes

exceedingly great and serious. It is true, indeed, that the

" elders " are enjoined by St. Peter not to exercise their

"oversight" or " bishopric " as " lords over God's heritage
'

(1 Peter v.). But it is equally true that the Ministers are

repeatedly spoken of as "rulers" in the Churches (1 Tim.

iii. 5 ; Heb. xiii.) ; that the members are exhorted to " obey
'

them (Heb. xiii.) ; that they are described as called to

" watch over souls as those that must give account" (ibid.)
;

that it was not only their duty to " admonish," but might

be, and in the case of the deliberately immoral, or in the

case, after a first and second ineffectual admonition, of the

factious and unruly, would be, their duty to " reject
"

members of the Church (1 Thess. v. ; Titus iii.). Such

passages as these I have now cited cannot, of course, be

held to imply that all discipline was to be carried out

personally by the elders or Ministers, without any proper
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process or due order ; but it cannot mean less than that the

pastor must have a special responsibility in regard to the

conduct and discipline of the Church, and special rights of

initiating inquiry and securing the due enforcement of

discipline. It would scarcely warrant the exalted claims

of the Congregationalist authorities I have quoted, but it is

utterly incompatible With the theories which have been

deliberately and explicitly adopted as the basis of the

" Methodist " organizations to which I have referred.

Eichard Watson thoroughly understood this question.

He was a man of very wide views, and of generously liberal

tendencies. He left the Wesleyan Church to join the

" New Connexion " at one period of his life, but, after a few

years, left that Connexion, and returned, as a private member,

to the "old Connexion." Some time afterwards he was

received again into the ministry of the Wesleyan Church.

He was not betrayed into any reactionary views as the

result of his experience. Breadth, candour, moderation of

view, distinguished his writings and all his opinions to the

end of his life, especially as to questions of ecclesiastical

government. But he wrote with the insight, the dis-

crimination, and the force of one whose experience was

exceptionally large and various, whilst his intellect was

peculiarly acute and comprehensive. The following passage,

on the point as to which I am now writing, appears to be

eminently worthy of attention :

—

" The only view in which the sacred writers of the New
Testament appear to have contemplated the Churches

was that of Associations founded upon the conviction of the

truth of Christianity and the obligatory nature of the

commands of Christ. They considered the pastors as
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dependent for their support upon the free contributions

of the people, and the people as bound to sustain, love,

and obey them in all things lawful ; that is, in all things

agreeable to the doctrine they had received in the Scriptures,

and in things indifferent to pay respectful deference to

them. ... A perfect religious liberty is always supposed by

the Apostles to exist among Christians ; no compulsion of the

civil power is anywhere assumed by them as the basis of

their advices or directions, no binding of the members to one

Church, without liberty to join another, by any ties but those

involved in moral considerations, of sufficient weight,

however, to prevent the evils of faction and schism. It was

this which created a natural and competent check upon the

Ministers of the Church ; for being only sustained by the

opinion of the Churches, they could not but have respect to

it, and it was this which gave to the sound part of a fallen

Church the advantage of renouncing, uj)on sufficient and

well-weighed grounds, their communion with it, and of

kindling up the light of a pure ministry and a holy discipline,

by forming a separate Association, and bearing its testimony

against errors in doctrine and failures in practice.

" In places where now the communion with particular

Churches as to human authority is perfectly voluntary, and

liberty of conscience is unfettered, it often happens that

questions of Church government are argued on the assumption

that the governing power in such Churches is of the same

character, and tends to the same results, as where it is

connected with civil influence, and is upheld by the power

of the State.

" Nothing can be more fallacious, and no instrument has

been so powerful as this, in the hands of the restless and
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factious, to delude the unwary. Those who possess the

governing power in such Churches are always under the

influence of public opinion to an extent unfelt in establish-

ments. They can enforce nothing felt to be oppressive to the

members in general without dissolving the Society itself."

" The true view of the case," says the same writer, " appears

to be that the government of the Church is, in its pastors, open

to various modifications as to form ; and that it is to be con-

ducted with such a concurrence of the people as shall guard

against abuse, and yet not prevent the legitimate and efficient

exercise of pastoral duties, as these duties are stated in

Scripture." *

The connexional character of the Wesleyan-Methodist

Church aifords special facilities for dealing with such difii-

culties in regard to the mutual relations of Ministers and flock

as some that I have glanced at. The Minister is sufficiently

dependent on his present flock to make it very inconvenient

and perilous for him to show anything like arrogance or

impropriety in his conduct among them, or to " lord it over

the heritage " (Heb. xiii.) ; and yet, as one of a wide brother-

hood, and as in relation with a wide sisterhood of Churches,

he is never so dependent as to make fidelity on his part

endanger his livelihood and the prospects of his family. In

the case of diff"erences, moreover, between himself and his

present flock, both parties have the power of appealing to

connexional arbitration, if necessary, for relief or redress.

The position of the pastorate in Methodism in regard to

cases of Church-discipline is distinctly defined and happily

balanced. It is in perfect accordance with the view given

* Watson's Instituts, Part IV., Chap. I., Works, xii., pp. 187—191.
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by Mr. Watson, and in particular with the last sentence I

have quoted from that able and judicious writer. The

Minister is regarded as not merely the pastor of the Church,

whose calling it is to feed his people with spiritual know-

ledge and instruction and to watch over their souls, but

also, to quote the Liverpool Minutes* as a " Home Mis-

sionary," who is to lead in all the wise and fitting ways of

Christian enterprise and Church extension. He is to be at

once captain and shepherd, evangelist and pastor.

Being in this full sense called to the Christian ministry,

he is, as has already been intimated in the general sketch

of the Methodist polity and organization given in the pre-

ceding chapter, surrounded and sustained, and at the same

time guided and informed, by various bodies of official

helpers. Of these the chief, as already explained, are the

Local Preachers' Quarterly Meeting, and the Leaders' Meet-

ing which should, if possible, meet weekly. As to this

cardinal part of Wesleyan-Methodist organization, the

Leaders' Meeting, a few more words than I have already

said may fitly come in here.

The Leaders' Meeting is, for the particular Society to

which it belongs, the court of discipline and the local

council of the general pastorate, that is, of the " Ministers

of the Circuit." The Stewards, usually two for the Society

Fund towards the general expenditure of the Circuit for

the support of the ministry and two for the local poor's

fund, constitute a true diaeonate for the departments

which they represent. The Leaders are the helpers of

the Ministers in regard to the personal spiritual instruc-

* See Dr. Williams's Constitution and Polity of IVesleyan-Method-

ism, Appendix III.
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tion and discipline of the Church-members, the mem-

bers of the local Society, and also collect and pay in to

the Society Stewards the contributions of the members

of their several Classes towards the ordinary expenditure of

the Circuit. Each Leader meets weekly for the purpose of

close spiritual fellowship a Class of the " Society," or local

Church, each Class consisting usually of from ten or twelve to

thirty members, ten being an undesirably small number,

and more than thirty undesirably large. Some, in support

of the spurious analogy between Wesleyan-Methodism and

regular Presbyterianism, have compared the Class-leaders to

ruling elders and the Leaders' Meeting to a Kirk- session.

The comparison, however, is more than inexact : it is mis-

leadincr. The differences between the office of Class-leader

and that of ruling elder are important and indeed essential.

The ruling elder stands in formal and explicit relation to

the whole Church to which he belongs, and is solemnly

ordained to his office. He is one of the presbyters of the

whole Church, a co-presbyter with the Minister.* Whereas

the Methodist Class-leader has the spiritual undercharge of

a fractional part of the Society, which Society is itself only

a part of the whole spiritual community of which the

Ministers of the Circuit are the pastors. The Class-leader

is not ordained as a presbyter or pastor of the Church, and

stands in relation to the local Society only in so far as he

is a member of the Leaders' Meeting, that being the

Ministers' council for the Society. The Ministers of the

Circuit themselves are the co-presbyters both of the Circuit,

and of each local Society included within the Circuit, there

* See Knox's Liturgif (Glasgow University Press, 1886).
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being two or more Ministers in a duly organized Circuit.

Each Minister presiding for the occasion over a Leaders'

Meeting has ministerial colleagues or co-pastors who usually

preside in their turn, while, on the most important occasions,

the co-pastors are often present together at the Leaders'

INIeeting. The Leaders, accordingly, are not presbyters or

co-pastors, but form a spiritual diaconate of the very highest

value and efficiency. Their Classes are visited each quarter

by a Minister of the Circuit, who at that time gives notes of

trial for Church-membership to those recommended by the

Leader, and gives or renews " tickets " of Church-membership

to those fully received into "the Society."

A Leaders' Meeting is a much more numerous meeting,

in proportion to the number of Church-members represented

in the Society, than a Kirk-session is in relation to its Kirk

or Church, and, unlike that meeting, is not purely pastoral

or presbyteral. Moreover, as the Stewards are every year

changed or re-elected, it is frequently refreshed by changes

in the 'personnel of its members.

This meeting, as I have stated, is the council of the Circuit

Ministers in regard to the spiritual condition and all the

spiritual affairs and enterprises of the local Society, and

is also the disciplinary court of the Society. No member,

it need hardly be said, can be put away from the Society

by the mere prerogative of the Minister. Every member,

before he is separated from the Society, or, for any cause,

ceases to be recognised as a member, can claim a trial before

the Leaders' Meeting, who are to pronounce, by the verdict

of a majority, as to the guilt of the accused member, both in

respect to the fact charged as an offence, and the meaning

and intent of the law he is charged with having violated.
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When a verdict of guilty has been given, it is provided and

enacted that a week's interval should elapse before sentence

is pronounced by the Superintendent Minister of the Circuit,

after consultation with his co-pastors. In all cases there lies

an appeal against the sentence from the Superintendent to

the District Meeting, and in the final resort to the Con-

ference. There is nothing in Wesleyan-Methodism that

commands more confidence than its disciplinary arrange-

ments and its appellate jurisdiction.

The essential distinctions, as to the pastoral office, between

the principles of the Wesleyan-Methodists and of Congrega-

tionalism, have already been indicated in the chapter on

Congregationalism. And the essential differentia which

distinguishes between the constitutional principles of

Wesleyan-Methodism and those of the Methodist Secessions

already referred to, and of which I shall speak more particu-

larly in the next chapter, is, that these Secessions have adopted

the fundamental principles of Congregationalism, and have

endeavoured to amalgamate them with a connexional orga-

nization. The resulting amalgam is of necessity full of

theoretical inconsistencies and practical incongruities and

dilemmas.

The position of the Minister in the Leaders' Meeting,

including pastoral prerogative in cases of discipline, was one

of the points on which Mr. Kilham and his followers in 1797

separated from the Conference. They adhered to Mr. Kil-

ham's radical republicanism as applied to Church organization

and administration. They insisted that the Minister was

the mere servant in all points of the majority of Church-

members. They made the principle of decision by majori-

ties of Church-members, of whatever age or stage, a funda-
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mental and all-pervasive law and force in their whole

organization. From time to time their original contention

of 1797 in regard to the Minister in the Leaders' Meeting

was revived by the successive agitations, all founded on

similar political principles and analogies, which disturbed

the parent Connexion. The last argument on this subject

of which I have knowledge was closed in 1852 by a pam-

phlet of admirable masterliness from the pen of the Rev. W.

Arthur. From that pamphlet I quote a few sentences.

" That, after a member of the Church was convicted of

offences, the Minister was to administer or to omit ecclesias-

tical discipline at the dictation of the majority, is a principle

which the Methodist Conference has never adopted \ but, on

the contrary, the Conference of 1797, on which that principle

was urged" [by the founders of the "New Connexion"],

" perspicuously guards, in every one of its documents, the

freedom of the Minister in dealing with proved transgressors;

and the discontented of that year felt that this freedom was

held inviolate. But in maintaining this, that Conference

did give to the people a just and powerful check against its

abuse, by providing that no Minister should have power to

exclude a member until the Leaders, on a hearing of the

evidence, had solemnly pronounced his crime proved. The

Leaders are judges of the fact and of the guilt, the Minister

is responsible for the sentence—this was the constitutional

balance established in 1797, and this is the constitutional

balance maintained at this day. . . .

" As to whether Christian Ministers accept or ought not

to place themselves under the direction of the majority, and

to administer their Master's law on 'proved transgressors

according to the command of the majority, you honestly
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believe they ought ; I honestly believe they ought

not." *

Such is Wesleyan-Methodism, and such are the main

principles on which it is founded. They are, as I believe,

in harmony with the essential principles of primitive

Christianity, although they are in contrast with the eccle-

siastical principles of Congregationalism, and are only in

partial agreement with the economy and discipline of

" regular " Presbyterianism. They are, moreover, in harmony

with the whole spirit and history of the Methodist revival,

from its beginning hitherto. The Congregational postulate

that all power in the Church of Christ is derived from the

Church-members, and that all authority and movement

must rightly emanate from their majority decisions, is

opposed to all the experience of Christ's work as carried

on by John Wesley and his followers. It is as contrary to

the history of Wesley as it is to that of St. Paul, or to the

records of the primitive Church. And if we leave the

personal history and acts of Wesley, and regard the history

of the Wesleyan Conference, it is no less in contradiction to

its whole course. The case of Wesleyan-lMethodism is, in

fact, both as respects history and theory, the precise reverse

of that of Congregationalism. In Independency the Church

e'xists before the Minister ; the ]\Iinister holds his pastoral

office directly from the people. Whereas in the Wesleyan

Connexion it is quite otherwise. There the Connexion of

Circuits depends, and has ever depended, on the prior union

of Ministers, and the existence and maintenance of indivi-

* Hm tha Conference Broken Covenant ? By William Arthur, A.M.
1852.
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dual Circuits on the prior existence of the Connexion of

Circuits. The united Conference, from the first, has been to

Methodism the central directive body, possessing a collective

authority and oversight over the whole.

It is, of course, always a question of delicacy and difficulty

to decide what checks and limits should be placed upon the

pastoral authority in any Church, how difficult may be

conceived from a remarkable saying of Dr. Dale's saintly

predecessor at Birmingham, in the first edition of his book

on Chi^stian Fellowship. " The tyranny of a Minister," he

goes so far as to say, " has some shadow of excuse in the

circumstance of his being invested with an office the duties

of which are not defined with accuracy ; but the tyranny of

a Church over their pastor is without apology, as thev have

no office, and therefore no power." This is a very strong

utterance, and if it had come from the pen of a Methodist

Minister, it would have been quoted by some people as

evidence of the arrogance belonging to such a system as

Wesleyan-Methodism. I may fairly quote it, however,

although Mr. James omitted it from the later editions

of his excellent little book, as an illustration of the

difficulty of defining the just limits of ministerial pre-

rogative. Even from among the Ministers of the New

Connexion, a voice is occasionally heard which shows

how hard it is for any earnest Preacher and pastor to

accept a position of mere subservience, to consent to such

an obliteration of all specific official prerogative as the theory

of the New Connexion involves. The Rev. T. Hulme,

writing, apparently by authority from the New Connexion

Conference, an address to the members of that Connexion,

dated September, 1846, after half a century of New Connexion
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history, uses such words as these :
" The same spirit has

betrayed itself in withholding Ministers the respect to which

their character and office Scripturally entitled them. The

authority of the 'pastor^ as the ruler of the Church, has been

reduced to a mere name ; he has often been left to struggle

alone, or, thwarted and dispirited, he has sunk into indiffer-

ence."

The general principle, however, may be safely laid down

—a vague principle, it is true, but not on that account

worthless—that, as far as possible, in the spirit of apostolic

Christianity, the people shall, in all matters of Church

regulation and discipline, be taken along with the ministry.

The voice of brotherly love persuades to this ; Christian

equity requires it ; sound and provident policy prescribes

it.

But then it must also be borne in mind that the extent

to which it is possible for the people thus to be united in

administrative functions with the Ministers must vary

according to varying circumstances.

" For example " (if I may be allowed to quote here what

I have written elsewhere), " it will be admitted by all that

it would be simply absurd to give to a newly gathered Church

of South African troglodytes, or Ceylonese tree-lodgers, or

Australian savages, the same powers and functions which

have been exercised by the Church of a Jay or a James in

England. It would be an unchristian farce to do this.

Such untutored children of the wild must be informed and

trained before they can be prepared to take any part whatever

in Church discipline, or possess any share of ecclesiastical

authority. Now, these extreme cases prove the principle.

And scarcely less sunk in brutal ignorance than the African
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negro, or less savage than New Zealanders, were some of

the converts gathered into Church association by John

Wesley a hundred years ago.

" But, in proportion as the laity of a Church advance in

intelligence and the discipline of Christian culture, it is fit

and right that they should be taken into closer and more

frequent association with the ministry in Church counsels

and decisions. Many men in many Churches are eminently

fitted to tender advice, and to add authority in questions

and decisions connected with ecclesiastical regulation and

administration. And it is the duty of the Church to use,

and to find scope for, every faculty possessed by its members."

It is on this principle that the development of the

Wesleyan-Methodist organization has proceeded since the

death of Wesley. In 1795 the pastoral rights of the

Minister were settled, in response to the urgent representa-

tions and solicitations of the Methodist people. In 1797

the fundamental rights of the laity in relation to the

Ministers and of the Circuits in relation to the Conference

were determined. For nearly half a century afterwards, as

is shown in Dr. Smith's History of Methodism, and still

more fully in the Life of Dr. Bunting, now passing through

the press, there was a steady development of lay power and

influence, in connexion especially with the District Com-

mittees, the Connexional Committees of Management, and

the annual Committees of Eeview, this development having

been chiefly guided and worked out under the master-hand

of the late Dr. Bunting, who, until the feebleness of age

began to touch him, and many cares and trials had abated

his energy, was the great and the truly liberal and progres-

sive leader in Connexional organization. In 1852, after the

17
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agitation of 1849—1850, Dr, Beecham and the Rev, John

Scott led the way in further adaptation and development,

bringing the laity into larger, closer, and more influen-

tial association with the Ministers in the counsels and

administration of the Church. This process was continued

without break, in accordance with the growth in all respects

and the dimensions of the Connexion, until the happy and all

but unanimous settlement of the definitive concordat and

constitution of 1877, practically inaugurated at the Bradford

Conference of 1878, of which I had the honour to be the

President, and which settled in detail the respective func-

tions of the ministry and laity in the Conference and in

the Committees of the Connexion, and the relation of the

Conference to the District Meetings and to the Circuits.

Since that epoch, the same process has steadily continued,

the new development having been built upon the foundation

laid in 1877.*

At present, accordingly, the laity have a most influential

position in Wesleyan-Methodism. At the hazard of some

slight repetition, let me here sum up the case.

In regard to all matters except such as the Connexion

at large, under the lead of its most distinguished laymen,

and throughout all its Circuits, has agreed and resolved

with unanimous accord, to recognise as bound up with the

* I have referred above to Dr. Smith's Hx&iory of Methodism. That

invaluable work, however, only brings the history of our Connexional

development down to 1860. For a view of what has been done since

I must refer to Dr. Williams' Cuiistitutloti and Polity of Wesleyan-

Methodism, to my own volume on Tlte Connexional Economy of

Wesleyan-Methodism, and to the successive yearly volumes of the

Minutes of the Conference, all of wliich publications may be obtained

at our Connexional Book Room.
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proper and common pastoral responsibilities of the united

pastorate of the body, the laity are joined in equal numbers

and on equal terms with the ministry in the supreme

representative body of the Connexion, that is, in the Con-

ference during its representative session. The laity are

also and analogously united on equal terms with the

Ministers in the District Committees of the Conference,

usually called the District Meetings. No new law can be

enacted formally by the Conference which has not received

the sanction of a majority of the District Meetings. The

Circuits, besides, have the right, each severally, of suspend-

ing for a year the operation of any new Connexional law.

All the Society and Circuit officers who act with the

Ministers as a diaconate—i.e., all the Leaders and all the

Stewards, whether local or general—are nominated by the

Ministers, with whom they have continually to act, and

whose confidence they ought to possess, but must be

elected by a majority of the meetings to which they re-

spectively belong. In regard to the appointment of laymen

to other offices the Ministers as such have no special right

of nomination.

[n the administration of ecclesiastical discipline the

Minister is, as we have seen, bound to act upon the verdict of

the Leaders' Meeting ; and although the power of censure,

suspension, or excision finally rests with him, it is surrounded

by such checks and guards, that he is in little danger of

acting harshly or rashly in any instance. The danger now

is undoubtedly in the other direction : lest he should find

himself too feeble and dependent to exercise necessary

discipline in the Church. It is, no doubt, possible that he

may, in some instances, fall into the opposite fault of haste
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or extreme severity. But this is much less likely than that

an irresponsible majority of lay-officers should do so. And

if the Minister does wrong, he is not only personally and

alone responsible to public opinion, and dependent upon that

opinion, to a considerable extent, for his comfort and

respectability, but he is directly responsible to the superior

Connexional courts, the impartiality and resolute justice of

which have been repeatedly evinced.

There are two points, however, which to alter would be to

destroy Methodism. The constitution of the Legal Con-

ference is fixed by law, and could only be altered by statute.

The system of Methodism, furthermore, is so adjusted in all

its departments to this leading fact, that it could not be

altered, even if the law would permit, without bringing

confusion, discord, and imbecility into the whole working of

the system. And the ministerial prerogative in the govern-

ment of the Societies has been reduced to the 'niini'mwm,

compatible with ministerial responsibility either in enter-

prise or in discipline, and especially, in respect of discipline,

with fidelity to Christ and His law. The supremacy of the

Conference is, of course, a primary postulate in a Connexional

system such as that of Wesleyan-Methodism.
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The Innermost Need of all Churches, and the Gtreat

Lesson to be Learnt.

Looking back over the preceding pages, I venture to

restate the great lesson which I have striven to elucidate.

The most vital defect in any Church system is to have no

equivalent for the fellowship of the primitive Churches.

This fellowship may be provided in different ways, though

a Methodist may be allowed to prefer the arrangements of

his own Church to those of any other. But to have no

provision for such fellowship is of all defects the most

fundamental and fatal in a Church. If this were only

effectively supplied in all the Eeformed Churches, how

mighty would be their united antagonism to the errors of

the Church of Eome, fatally strong as that Church is by her

perversions of the true principles of Christian communion !

How splendid is the history of Presbyterianism ! yet in this

respect there has been defect. How great have been the

great men and the strong Churches of Congregationalism !

how special is the strength of the system in certain respects !

But a little modification, and in this respect, in particular,

a true return to first principles, are needed to make Con-

gregationalism powerful, stable, and vital, as it has never

yet been even in its palmiest days. The various Churches

have each its special genius, each its adaptation to special

tastes and stages of development, intellectual or social.

Wesleyan-Methodism is, in various respects, weaker, while,

in other respects, it is stronger, than the other great

Churches. But in this one cardinal point it is stronger

more primitive, more apostolic -than other Churches

—
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that its fellowship is wide open to all who desire to come

to Christ, and to make their " calling and election sure ;

"

and that this fellowship is distinctively spiritual and evan-

gelical. " Whosoever will may come ;
" and only persistent

and deliberate neglect of the fellowship, or proved mis-

conduct, can separate a member from that closely knit and

widely diffused Society which is now fully developed and

organized as the Wesleyan-Methodist Church. If only all

Churches were vital fellowship Churches, how greatly would

they be strengthened, and their Christian fruitfulness

increased ! Their variety of form and colour and character

would only multiply the attractions and add to the strength

of our common Christianity.



CHAPTEK IV.

(supplementary.)

methodist secessions and methodist union.

rriHE Methodist secessions referred to in the last chapter

-^ as having resulted from agitation, and as based on

politico-ecclesiastical considerations, are those at this time

represented by the Methodist New Connexion and by the

United Methodist Free Churches. As to each of these

it is necessary, in order to complete the general exposition

and argument of this volume and especially to answer ques-

tions which have been lately raised very widely among the

Methodist Societies, that more exact explanations should

be given than could conveniently be inserted in that

chapter. It has become necessary also to deal thoroughly

with the whole question of Methodist union. I shall

proceed accordingly in this final chapter to speak both

of Methodist secessions, as matter of history, and of

Methodist union, so far as regards the questions of

principle and of policy involved in that subject.

In the new edition of the Encyclopcedia Britannica, the

subject of Methodism, including all varieties of organization

embraced under that general title, was entrusted to me by

the editor ; and I did my best to give a clear and dis-

passionate summary of all that related to the subject, so

far as the limits of space would allow, avoiding, as far as
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possible, all irritating or fairly disputable matters. As to

the New Connexion my statement is very succinct :

—

"No sooner was the Sacramental controversy [of 1791-5]

settled, than the further question as to the position and

rights of the laity came to the front in great force. A

comparatively small party, led by Alexander Kilham, im-

ported into the discussion ideas of a republican complexion

[it will not be forgotten that this was the epoch of the

French Revolution], and demanded that the members in

their individual capacity should be recognised as the direct

basis of all power ; that they should freely elect the Leaders

and Stewards ; that all distinction in Conference between

Ministers and laymen should be done away (elected laymen

being sent as delegates from the Circuits in equal number

with the Ministers) ; that the ministry should possess no

official authority or pastoral prerogative, but should merely

carry into effect the decisions of majorities in the dififerent

meetings. In the course of a very violent controversy,

pamphlets and broadsheets, chiefly anonymous, from

Kilham's pen, advocating his views and containing gross

imputations on the Ministers generally, and in particular

on some not named, but distinctly indicated, were dissemi-

nated through the Societies. The writer was tried at the

Conference of 1796, condemned for the publication of

injurious and unjustifiable charges against his brethren,

and by a unanimous vote expelled from the Conference.

In the following year, he founded the 'New Connexion,'

the earliest of the organized secessions from Wesleyan-

Methodism. Views much more moderate than Mr. Kilham's

prevailed in the Connexion at large."

In a later passage in the article the following sentences
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are added: "The Connexion after 1797 had a long, unbroken

period of peaceful progress. .The effect of the ' Kilhamite
'

separation, indeed, was after 1797 not greatly felt by the

parent body. The number of Methodists in the United

Kingdom in 1796, the year of Kilham's expulsion, was

95,226; in 1797 it was 99,519; in 1798 the New Con-

nexion held its first Conference, and reported 5,037 members,

the number of the parent body being 101,682. Nor was

it till 1806 that the New Connexion reached 6,000."

In October, 1885, a valuable article appeared in the

London Quarterly Revieiv, entitled "The Origin of the

First Important Methodist Secession." This article has

been attributed to me, but the writer was the Eev. John

S. Simon. It is a strictly historical article, authentic

throughout, founded on large and undeniable documentary

evidence, rigidly temperate in its tone. It gives Mr.

Kilham also credit for the abilities and organizing faculties

which he undoubtedly possessed. If it is in any sense hard

upon Mr. Kilham, it is not the epithets or invective of the

writer, but the facts brought clearly out from Mr. Kilham's

own writings, which make it hard. The last paragraph of

the article has so close a bearing upon the argument in

the text that I will quote it almost entire :

—

" We have given to this article a title which recognises

the secession led by Kilham as important. Its importance

consisted chiefly in the settlement of principles to which it

led. Among many good practical suggestions, of which not

a few were either adopted at the time or have been adopted

since, Kilham's proposals included three which were

fundamental, and which the Conference could not accept.

The Conference would not accept the principle that the
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Minister was to be essentially little, if anything, more or

other than the hired Preacher and officer of the Society,

pecuniarily dependent on the one hand, and on the other

denuded of all pastoral authority or prerogative whatever.

Nor would they be parties to the breaking up of the

Conference as the common pastoral council of the Connexion,

in which the united brothei'hood of ]Ministers consulted with

each other as to their special and distinctive duties and

responsibilities, and kept watch over each other as well as

over their common charge. Nor would they consent to

introduce the principle of elective republicanism into every

Church meeting, and even into the spiritual fellowship

meetings, as, for example, in the choice of Leaders for the

' Classes.' On these principles the ' New Connexion ' was

constituted. The result of the respective principles of

constitution for the two Connexions, the ' old ' and the

' new,' is to be found in the development and in the

present position and condition of the two communities. In

no spirit but that of friendliness and entire good feeling

would we refer to these matters of old history. But old as

they are, they are of cardinal importance ; and for Methodists

their interest can never be exhausted, nor their lessons

become obsolete."

I have given the number of members with which the New
Connexion started on its course in 1797 as 5,037. In 1886 it

numbered in England and abroad 31,847, and in Ireland 959

(including those on trial), the corresponding numbers for

the parent Connexion being 488,868 and 25,369.

The slowness of growth in the New Connexion is all the

more remarkable because the proportionate rate of increase

in a Church is usually greater when it is small than when
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it has grown very large. It might not be difficult for a

Society of six members to double itself in a year, but

would scarcely be possible for a Society of a hundred

thousand. When any Association has once made itself felt

throughout a whole community and attracted to itself from

among those not firmly attached to rival Associations all

in that community to whose sympathies it could offer

strong attractions, it cannot be expected afterwards to

increase as rapidly as during its earlier history. This

principle must be borne in mind in forecasting the future

of the Salvation Army. It has received ample illustration

in the history of the " Primitive Methodist " Connexion.

The want of increase in the case of the New Connexion

is all the more noteworthy because it has received large

accessions from among the seceders who left the parent

Wesleyan Connexion in 1835-6, and again in 1850-1.

It is a pity that it should have become necessary to revive

the history of the first Methodist secession in so pointed a

manner. Those, however, must bear the blame who have,

prematurely and without allowing any proper opportunity

of considering the question or its conditions, raised aloud

the question of, as it would seem, almost unconditional re-

union. While using every effort to excite public and Con-

nexional feeling about the abstract sentiment of reunion,

these parties have reversed the only wise order of dealing

with a matter of such delicacy and gravity. Had the

New Connexion come forward to seek for reunion and asked

the Wesleyan Conference to consider the question of terms

and conditions, the case would have been widely different.

By the manner in which the question has been raised,

Wesleyan-Methodists have been condemned to receive what
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has the practical effect of a rebuff, a rebuff not likely

to further the prospects of reunion. The President of the

New Connexion is not to be blamed for writing a manly

letter in which he declares that his Conference a,nd Con-

nexion stand upon their original ground, and that full and

complete surrender must be made by the Wesleyan-Method-

ist Conference. The blame i-ests elsewhere.*

In regard to the other politico-ecclesiastical secessions from

Wesleyan-Methodism, I proceed to quote some passages from

the article on Methodism already referred to in the En-

cydopccdia Britannica

:

—
"The development of the pastoral position and character of

the Ministers of the liody after 1797 could not but advance

on a line parallel to the development of the position and

claims of the laity. In 1818 the usage of the Conference

was conformed to what had long been the ordinary un-

official custom ; and the Preachers began to be styled in the

Wesleyan-Methodist Magazine and in other official publica-

tions ' Reverend,' a fact which may seem trivial, but which

in reality was of important Significance.

" In 1834, after the idea had been long entertained and the

project had been repeatedly discussed, it was determined to

establish a theological institution for the training of minis-

terial candidates. . . .

"In 1836 the practice of ordination by imposition of hands

was adopted.

"Such advances, however, as these in the general organiza-

* For full and exact information in detail as to Mr. Kilham's case

and the origin of the New Connexion, I would refer to the second

volume of Dr. Smith's excellent and most authentic History of

Methodism (Longmans and Co.). Dr. Smith was an eminent Wesleyan
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tion and development of the Connexion, and especially in the

status and professional training of the Ministers, could not

be made in such a body without offence being given to some

whose tendencies were to disallow any official distinction

between the ministry and the laity, and who also objected to

the use of the organ. This levelling element was strong in

the West Hiding of Yorkshire; and in 1828, on the placing

of an organ in Brunswick Chapel, Leeds, by the trustees,

with the consent of the Conference, a violent agitation broke

out. The consequence was a disruption, the first since 1798,

and the formation of a new Methodist sect under the title

' Protestant Methodists.' But this was absorbed, some years

later, in a more considerable secession.

"In fact, the Connexion was in 1828 entering on a period

of agitation. The current of political affairs was approach-

ing the rapids of which the Eeform Act marked the centre

and the point of maximum movement. A body like

Wesleyan-Methodism could not but feel in great force the

sweep of this movement. . . . Accordingly the elements of

disturbance which only partially exploded in the Protestant

Methodist secession continued to make themselves felt, in

different parts of the Connexion, during the following years

of political controversy. The decision of the Conference in

1834 to provide a college for the training of ministerial

candidates gave special offence to the malcontents. Such an

occasion was all that was wanting for the various discontents

of the Connexion to gather to a head. The demands made

by the agitators proceeded on a basis of democratic ecclesi-

layroan and Local Preacher, a Comishman of great ability and learning,

no mean author, and in theology and ecclesiastical history a man of

remarkable attainments.
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asticism such as it is very difficult to apply successfully to a

system of associated Churches. The result was a third

secession, based on the same general ground of ecclesiastical

principles as the two preceding, which was organized in 1836,

and with which the • Protestant Methodists ' eventually

coalesced. This new secession was known first as the

< Wesleyan-Methodist Association
;

' but for a number of

years past it has been merged in a still larger body of

seceders, designated ' The Methodist Free Churches.' Its

leader at the first was the Kev. Dr. Warren, who left it, how-

ever, not many months after it was formed, and took orders

in the Church of England.

"The effect of the secession of 1836 on the general progress

of the Connexion was not great. The number of members

reported in 1835 in Grreat Britain and Ireland [and on the

foreign mission stations] was 371,251 (there being a decrease

in England of 951), in 1836 381,369, in 1837 384,723. For

the next ten years the advance of the Connexion in numbers

and in general prosperity was apparently unprecedented.

The Centenary Fund of 1839-10 amounted to £221,000.

In the midst, however, of all the outward prosperity of

Methodism—partly, perhaps, in consequence of it—very

perilous elements were at work. The revolutionary ideas

of the Chartist period (1840-48) and of Continental politics

( 1848-49) reactedon Wesleyan-Methodism as the political ideas

of 1791 and of 1831 had done at those epochs. The embers

of old controversies—ecclesiastical, quasi-political, and per-

sonal—still smouldered, and at length burst into fresh flame.*

* I have not cared to go into the painful details of this agitation.

I may refer any who desire fuller information to Dr. Smith's History

of MetJwdism, vol. iii.
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" A disastrous agitation followed. No distinct secession

took place until after the Conference of 1850. The union

of the ' ^Methodist Free Churches,' in which was incorpo-

rated the ' Wesleyan Association ' (of 1836), was formed

by the seceders. The ' New Connexion ' also received some

thousands of the seceders into its ranks. But by far the

greatest part of those who left went with neither of these

bodies.

"Between 1850 and 1855 the Connexion in Grreat Britain

and Ireland lost 100,000 members, and not till 1856 did it

begin to recover. In that year the numbers [for Great

Britain and Ireland, excluding the Foreign Missions] were

returned as 282,787, showing a small increase over the pre-

ceding year. Since then peace and unity have prevailed

unbroken."

The last returns, as we have seen, amounted to

514,000 members at home and abroad, including those on

trial.

Five-and-thirty years have thus passed away since the last

terrible secession came to the end of its disastrous history,

and thirty years since restored peace began to bring back

renewed prosperity. In those thirty years the Connexion

has increased fifty per cent, in its numbers ; and in many

respects, including its Sunday-school work and its home

missionary activities, has increased much more largely.

During the same period, or at least the latter part of it,

the history of the United Methodist P^ree Churches has been

by no means one of settled unity or of continuous progress.

From the article in the Encyclopcedia I take the following

brief summary of the principles of this body of Methodist

Churches :

—
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United Methodist Free Churches.

" This organization in its original form must be identified

with the Wesleyan-Methodist Association of 1836. That

body first absorbed into itself, in great part, the ' Protestant

Methodists' of 1828. It was afterwards greatly increased,

and its organization in some points modified, when a large

number of the seceders from the parent Connexion in 1850-52

joined its ranks. The main body of its Conference does not

consist, like that of the New Connexion, of an equal number

of Circuit Ministers and elected Circuit lay delegates, but of

Circuit delegates, whether ministerial or lay, elected without

any respect to office, ministerial or other. Its Circuits also

are independent of the control of the Conference. The Con-

nexional bond, accordingly, in this denomination is weak,

and the itinerancy is not universal or uniform in its rules

or its operation. The amalgamation between the Wesleyan-

Methodist Association and the ' Wesleyan-Methodist Re-

formers ' of 1850 took place in 1857. At that time the

combined Churches numbered 41,000."

The number of members, as we have seen, in 1857 was

41,000, a small remnant gathered from successive secessions.

But the fact of the union gave eclat and impetus, and during

some years the increase was large. Many of the members

whom the agitation had left stranded or scattered came in

to the new body. Of late years, however, the condition of

things has gravely altered. The return of members for

1885 was 67,081, being an increase over 1875 {i.e., in ten

years) of only seven and a half per cent. In a characteris-

tically manly article in the United Methodist Free Churches'

Magazine for August last, the Rev. Marmaduke Miller gives

his views on this subject.
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After referring to the decreases among the Free Churches

during the preceding ten years and to the smallness of the

total increase during that period, an increase smaller than

that of any other Nonconformist Church, except the Friends,

Mr. ]Miller says :

—

" In the first place, there is little doubt that the decay of

our Class-meetings is one chief cause of our decreases. In

some Circuits they are completely gone, and in many others

they are slowly dying. No doubt this is an incalculable loss

to the community. A Class-meeting, conducted by one who

is fitted for the post, is a most helpful means of grace. . . .

Where there are no Class-meetings, a member of the Church

may gradually absent himself from public worship without

a single person making any inquiry concerning him. . . . We
may take it for granted, that unless some other system of

shepherding the flock be adopted, there will Idc great leak-

age in Churches and Circuits where Class-meetings have

been given up.

"Next to the decay of our Class-meetings, we think the

chief cause of our want of progress is the lack of the

evangelistic spirit. We lack enthusiasm and enterprise.

The population of the country keeps rapidly increasing, but

we are putting up few new chapels, and the number of our

preaching rooms is decreasing. . . .

" The decrease in the number of our Local Preachers

during the last decade is another sign of the lack of the

evangelistic spirit."

That is to say, as the gifts of Local Preachers are, in their

earliest beginnings, stimulated and elicited in the Class-

meeting, and as the Class-meeting (i.e., the fellowship-life of

primitive Christianity) is the very spring and seed-^^lot of all

18
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that belongs to the evangelistic spirit and character, the

disuse of the Class-meeting, in a body originally organized

as an evangelistic fellowship, leads directly to spiritual decay

and apathy.

Besides the two Methodist bodies to which the preceding

pages refer, there are other two, not accurately to be

described as organized secessions, to which, for the sake of

clearness and completeness, I must refer in this chapter.

These are the " Primitive Methodists " and the " Bible

Christians." Both of these were irregular outgrowths from

Wesleyan-Methodism, founded by lay-preachers who did

not find within the liberties of Wesleyan-Methodism, as

regulated by the 3Iinutes of Conference, free or adequate

scope for their own methods or the working out of their

own ideas. Both have been developed under very similar

impulses and inspiration, although there are material

differences in their organization. Both alike were organized,

in all earnestness and simplicity, without any reference to

questions of pastoral authority or of the pastoral office in

any sense. In both it has been found scarcely possible, as

the bodies grew in numbers, to rectify this original defect.

If we could imagine the Methodism of John Wesley sud-

denly deprived of the guidance or presence of the Wesleys,

of Fletcher, of any clergyman, of any scholarly men like

Benson or Adam Clarke, of any men of general culture and

superiority like Henry Moore or Joseph Cownley, with only

those among the most fervid of the lay-preachers, to act as

itinerant evangelists, who were also the least instructed, such

a residuary Methodism of Wesley's middle period would not

inaptly correspond in character with these fervid and hard-

working revivalist communities in the earliest stages of
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their history. Of the origin of the " Primitive Methodist
"

Connexion a candid and kindly account has lately been

given in the London Quarterly Revleiv by the writer

of the article to which I have already referred on the

origin of the New Connexion, who also intimates his hope

of being able soon to give an account of the origin of the

Bible Christians.

From the article on Methodism in the Encyclopcedia

Britannica I extract the following brief statements as to

the organization of the two bodies :

—

Pkimitive Methodism.

" In this earnest and hard-working denomination the

Ministers, of whom some are women, are very literally ' the

servants of all.' The Conference is composed, in addition

to twelve permanent members, of four members appointed

by the preceding Conference, and of delegates from District

Meetings. The principle of proportion is that there should

be two laymen to one Minister or ' travelling Preacher,' and

the ' travelling Preachers ' have no pastoral prerogative

whatever. The Conference is supreme, and the Connexional

bond is strong. This body was founded by Hugh Bourne

and William Clowes, Local Preachers who were separated from

the Wesleyan Connexion, the former in 1808, the latter in

1810, because of their violation of Conference regulations as

to camp-meetings and other questions of order. The Con-

ference had, in 1807, pronounced its judgment against camp-

meetings, which had been introduced into the country from

America, whereas Bourne and Clowes were determined to

hold such meetings. Founded thus by zealous and ' irre-

gular ' lay-preachers, ' Primitive ' Methodism, as the re-
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suiting new body called itself, bears still in its organization,

its spirit, and its customs strong traces of its origin. It has

been a very successful body, aiming simply at doing evangel-

istic work, and is now numerous and powerful, numbering

among its INIinisters, not only many useful Preachers, but

some of marked originality and power, and also of superior

cultivation. There has for many years past, if not from the

beginning, been a very friendly feehng between the old

Wesleyan Connexion and the Primitive Methodists."

Bible Chkistians.

" The Primitive Methodists sprang up in the midland

counties, the Bible Christians in Cornwall. These closely

resemble the ' Primitives ' in their character and spirit.

Their founder was a Cornish Local Preacher called O'Bryan.

Hence the Connexion is often known as the Bryanites, and

Cornish emigrants have propagated this denomination widely

in the colonies. The Conference is composed of ten Superin-

tendents of Districts, the President and Secretary of the pre-

ceding Conference, lay delegates, one from each District

Meeting, and as many of the travelling Preachers as are

allowed by their respective District Meetings to attend. In

general it may be said that the ministerial and lay members

of the Conference are about equal in number."

There has never been any controversy between Wesleyan-

Methodism and either of the two zealous offshoots now in

view. It has been generally recognised among Wesleyans

that their co-operation has helped in the most important

way the total work of evangelization for the country and the

world. Nevertheless, the differences in organization and

the divergencies in tendency have been much too important
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to admit, among serious and responsible leaders of opinion on

either side, the expectation, at least in the near future, of

organic union, or the belief that if such union were

attempted, it would conduce to the " unity of the spirit in

the bond of peace."

As having a direct and important bearing on this point

and on the whole subject dealt with both in this and in

the preceding chapter, I will here quote the following

passages from the article to which I have referred on the

" Origin of the Primitive Methodist Connexion :

"

—

" In searching for the origin and tracing the development

of the Wesleyan-Methodist Church, the investigator is

constantly compelled to ask, ' What is the peculiarity of

character, organization, and work which justifies Methodism

in assuming and retaining a position which separates it from

other English Churches?' The justification of a separate

Church lies in the fact that by the retention of its position it

answers a purpose, and effects moral and religious work

which otherwise would be lost to the world. Methodism

possesses qualities which differentiate it from all other

ecclesiastical communities, and those qualities fit it for the

special sphere which it is designed to fill. It is pre-eminent

for its evangelistic enterprise and success. But evangelism

does not exhaust its definition. Some of its most treasured

and effective doctrines demand the treatment of the cool and

lucidly profound expositor. In the hands of the mere

mission-preacher they are apt to become sources of mental

and spiritual danger. The work of the awakening evangelist

in Methodism is initial. It must be taken up and continued

by other men. When the 'revivalist' has done his initial

work, the converts whom he has won pass into other hands.
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The Class-meeting receives and trains them, and they are

instructed from the pulpit by men who are specially fitted

to explain to them the deep things of God. They are led

through the stages of progressive experience until they

leave the first principles of the doctrines of Christ and go on

to perfection. Conversion and Christian perfection are the

distinguishing doctrines which especially define the objects

of the Methodist Church, and both the evangelist and the

' pastor and teacher ' are necessary to their full expression.

The ideal Methodist Preacher is a man in whom these offices

are united. He is equally at home in a revival prayer-

meeting or when initiating the most mature Christians into

the hidden wisdom of God. The mission of Methodism is to

rescue men from the world, and to educate them in the

highest truths of the Christian religion. The attempt to

compel Methodism to consider itself exclusively as an agent

for the conversion of the degraded masses is fatal to her

special mission. The doctrine of conversion fascinates

ardent young workers, and never loses its force of appeal in

the heart of a man who has himself experienced tlie sorrows

and joys of awakening and renewal. But those who look

before and after, and who have large discourse of reason,

cannot be acquitted of unfaithfulness if they do not keenly

watch questionable movements, and emphatically rebuke any

spirit which endangers the mission of Methodism. Whilst

thus explaining the Methodist position, we wish it to be

understood that we have not the slightest desire to cast any

reflection upon those Churches in which revivalism is an

exclusive characteristic. They, too, have a special work to

perform; but the work that they have to do is only part of

that which Wesleyan-Methodism has to accomplish.
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'*' Another lesson may be learnt from the history we have

reviewed—viz., that it is not easy for one and the same

strictly organized Church to provide with efficiency and

completeness for the evangelization and for the spiritual

instruction and development of ' all sorts and conditions of

men.' The Grospel itself is adapted to all varieties of class,

grade, and social or national development, but it cannot be

said that each, or perhaps that any particular, Church is

so adapted. The ' Primitive Methodist Connexion ' has

adapted its methods and organization to the social conditions

and special tastes of certain classes of society. Wesleyan-

Methodism could have met the needs of these same classes

;

but if to their tastes and 'preferences everything else had

been sacrificed, it would have lost hold of the middle classes,

and would not have had a ministry adapted to deal with

persons of solid thought and educated mind and character.

The Primitive Methodists in their earlier history did a work

not altogether unlike that which has lately been done by the

' Salvation Army.' Though they affected no military titles

or trappings, their spirit and tone, and even many of their

methods, were not dissimilar. Since those earlier times the

tone and methods prevailing among the Primitive Methodists

have, to some extent, been modified. They have now among

them an appreciable proportion of well-educated persons, not

a few middle-class people of good social standing, and many

able Ministers. They are developing culture in all directions,

and find it necessary to do this, if they are not to decline.

The consequences of this development, necessary as it is, are

not all favourable to ap[)arent progress— to present advance

in numbers—though doubtless they will contribute to

consolidation and permanence, and to eventual progress
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and success. The ' Salvationists,' with whom even the

" Primitives ' cannot compete in their special line, are

occupying part of their field. Altogether they suffer from a

temporary apparent conflict between the needs and demands

of the more thoughtful and educated among their people

and the tastes and wishes of the less educated. In the end,

however, true taste and Christian sobriety will prevail

against their opposites. Wesleyan-]Methodism is now doing

more work among the lower classes than for many years

preceding. Education is, in fact, reaching many among the

lower classes, and elevating their standard of taste and

propriety ; while, on the other hand, thoroughly educated

Ministers and members of the Church, in the spirit of the

founder of Methodism, are learning more and more how to

preach the Grospel to the poor. Still, however, there is, and

is likely to be in the future, a need among Christian

Churches for ' division of labour.' Episcopacy, Presbyte-

rianism, and Congregationalism,. Wesleyan-Methodism,

Primitive Methodism, and the Bible Christian body (the

' Primitives ' of the west of England, of whom and their

origin we hope to speak in another article), and also, we

must add, although we wish we could do so with less of

inward qualification and misgiving, the ' Salvation Army,'

are all contributing to meet specific wants and tendencies in

different classes of society, and are helping forward the

Saviour's kingdom. They ought to regard themselves as

different branches of the great visible Christian Church, and

to make it their sacred and cherished purpose to maintain

' the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace, and in

righteousness of life.'
"

The passages quoted above apply in spirit, and indeed
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almost in every word, to the case of the " Bible Christians
"

as well as to that of the " Primitives." I may add, however,

that the organization of the " Bible Christians," on the

whole, resembles that of Wesleyan-Methodism more closely

than that of any other of the Methodist bodies to which I

have referred, and that at present it appears to be the most

prosperous. Whether, when it has attained to the dimen-

sions of the " Primitives," it will still retain its present

apparent superiority in cohesion and success, is a question

which remains to be solved.

The preceding historical discussion has not, however,

exhausted the considerations of primary importance relating

to the subject of Methodist union, although it will have

suggested several which lie at the threshold. It may be

doubted, indeed, whether some considerations which are

less obvious are not still more critical and important. Let

us ask ourselves what is involved in a project of union

between two denominations. Many speak and even write as

though all that were necessary in order to a union between

two denominations were the favourable disposition of a

number of the leading persons in the two bodies, backed by

the pressure of some outside opinions, or what a sanguine

person might describe as public opinion. A few years ago,

on this hypothesis, assuredly the Scotch Free Church and

the United Presbyterians ought at once to have coalesced.

There were an absolute identity of doctrine and an all but

absolute—a radical, and largely also a detailed—identity of

discipline, while as to practical ecclesiastico-political ques-

tions there appeared to be no real difference between the

two bodies. Moreover, it seemed for several years as if a
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majority in both the Greneral Assemblies were favourable

to the fusion and union. And yet the union was found

impracticable. Similarly there is identity of doctrine and

discipline between the two great American Methodist

Episcopal Churches ; there is a general feeling outside

these bodies, and there is not a little inside, especially

within the larger and more powerful one, favourable to

union between the two. Nevertheless, such union seems

farther off to-day than five years ago.

Even if a majority of the two Conferences representing

two Methodist Churches were predisposed in favour of union,

that would not of itself be a conclusive argument in its

favour, and might be impotent actually to bring about a real

fusion and union of the two. The most vital question is

whether the Societies which by a decree of union between

the two Churches would have to be fused with each other,

and the Circuits which would have to admit new Societies

and additional Preachers and chapels into union with them-

selves, are prepared to accept and to carry into effect the

proposed union. Conferences cannot in Christian equity,

nor in wisdom of policy, force Societies together against their

will, or compel Circuits, without their cordial consent, to

admit into organic union with themselves important elements

which are likely quite to change the conditions and character

of the Circuits. Any attempt to do this would be as essen-

tially unjust and oppressive as it was for Italy to hand

over Savoy to Napoleon for a consideration. The final

decision of any question of union must lie with those who are

to be directly united, not with majorities not immediately

affected. Whatever resolutions might be adopted by Con-

fereniial majorities, there are hundreds of Societies which,
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with their local history and local knowledge, would regard

with dismay, and with a sense of grievous and oppressive

injustice, any attempt to compel their union in the same

close spiritual fellowship and the same ecclesiastical home

with other Societies, with whose members, nevertheless, as

neighbours of other Christian denominations, they live on

terms of cordial friendliness.

But we must look yet more carefully and more fully into

the question.

The union of two Methodist Connexions with each other

is a very different thing from what outsiders can imagine,

who are supposed to make or to represent "public opinion."

It is an operation very different indeed from what any

realize who have not thought it out closely, far more

complex and manifold, far more profound in its stirring

and searching of all the life, all the organized faculties

and functions, of the Connexions that are united with each

other, than can easily be understood. It is altogether

different from the mere union of two provinces into one

dominion ; it has no analogy with the mere bringing together

of two collections of electrical or galvanic forces into one

dynamic combination, or with the mechanical union of two

aggregates of mechanical force. It is infinitely more than

the entering into partnershij) of two closely knit companies.

Even a Siamese-twin analogy would completely fail to

indicate what such an operation must mean. It means the

transfusion into each of the uniting bodies of the life and

life-blood of the other; it means the complete interfusion

throughout each of the whole circulatory system of the

other, the interfusion throughout the two made one of

the conjoint circulation of both ; it means, at the same
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time, that the two centres of the two systems should be

concentred into one homogeneous common heart. It is the

united and itinerating pastorate, and all that is involved in

that central fact, which makes the operation such as I have

described.

The union of two Methodist Connexions witli each other

involves, in fact, a number of distinct and difficult opera-

tions. A large number of Ministers would have to be

received into each Connexion who have not been accepted as

candidates or trained for the ministry in that Connexion,

whose standard and style of preaching have been formed

under conditions more or less foreign and unknown, and who

have been accustomed to administer a discipline differing

more or less (in the cases in question dififering essentially)

in its principles. As the effect of the union, also, would be

to amalgamate some, perhaps many, Societies and congrega-

tions, whilst all the Ministers would claim to be provided for

in the united Connexion, the number of ^Ministers would

thus be increased out of proportion to the number of Circuits,

of chapels, and Societies, a disproportionate augmentation

which might prove, in various ways, a serious inconvenience.

A large number of chapels would have to be taken over,

with their chapel-debts. This, in the case particularh^ in

question, would be for Wesleyan-31ethodism an exceed-

ingly serious consideration. The Wesleyan Connexion, it

must he remembered, has spent infinite care and pains

during half a century, and hundreds of thousands of pounds,

in relieving its trust-estates from debt. To begin the work

again would be a very painful and burdensome operation.

The Leaders' Meetings of the Wesleyan Connexion are

organized and conducted on essentially different principles
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from those of the other Methodist bodies. These principles

have secured for the Societies of Methodism settled peace

and a close spiritual fellowship, such as one may be forgiven

for dreading" to see disturbed or changed in its nature by the

infusion of new and strange elements into the management

alike of Leaders' Meetings and of Class-meetings. There is

nothing so sacred to Methodism as its Class-meeting fellowship

and its Leaders' Meetings. It is pardonable to pause long

before, for the sake of adding a small fraction to the

number of its members, we infringe on rules and traditions

which are coeval with Methodism, and which have con-

tributed to make the spiritual fellowship of English Method-

ism the envy of other Christian Churches, even of other

Methodist Churches, throughout the world.

At present Wesleyan-Methodism has maintained, even in

these perilous times, its clear utterance and its evangelical

orthodoxy in its pulpit ministrations. It may be doubted

whether any other Methodist Church in this country can say

the same with equal frankness of meaning and fulness of

confidence. It is certain that among the New Connexion

the doctrinal guards have been, from the beginning, less

strict, and that the history of that denomination shows that

heretical \iews have more than once prevailed considerably

among them, even to the extent of producing a very serious

schism and eventual heavy loss of members. I have no

wish to mention the names of the heretical Ministers who

disturbed the doctrinal purity and stability of the Connexion.

There were, however, three of very considerable influence at

different times. From the first, indeed, Kilham led the

way, as a matter of principle, in cutting himself and his

followers loose from the doctrinal standards of Methodism.
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Of late years the theology of the New Connexion seems to

have become much more settled. But the guards and

securities of Wesleyan-Methodism are wanting in the

constitutional settlement of the New Connexion, although

Dr. Pope's Theology is used as a leading text-book in their

theological college and their official examinations. The

history and the characteristic principles or provisions of the

New Connexion in regard to the vital point I am now

touching upon make the question, already referred to, as to

the wholesale acceptance by the Wesleyan-jNIethodist

Conference of all the Ministers, to which must be added

all the Local Preachers, of the New Connexion, the more

serious and difficult.

Such are the points which, in addition to those vital and

fundamental questions of (Jhurch principles, the principles

of organization and administration, referred to in the

preceding pages, necessarily arise when we come to a

practical and thorough consideration of all tliat is involved

in the question of Methodist union.

So far as I have gone, I have applied the principles indicated

in this note especially to the case of the suggested union

w^th the New Connexion. If the case were that of union

with the " Free Methodist Churches," the question arising

on the point relating to doctrine would not be less

grave. As to other points the difficulties would be at

least as great ; as to constitutional principles they would

be even greater. The principle of Circuit independency,

which is a fundamental point in the " Free Church
''

polity, and of the working of which some idea may be

gained from Mr. ^Miller's remarks already quoted, is so

absolutely contradictory to connexionalism, that the New
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Connexion have found this alone fatal to the project of

their union with their " free '' brethren ; with whom,

on the whole, and not with the Wesleyan-Methodist

Conference, we should have expected them to look for

union, since on all points of any importance save this one

there would seem to be no material variance between them,

and as to this one the " Free " Methodists have but gone

farther in the direction in which the '" New " Methodists

led the way. That fatal principle, however, is now sensibly

and even visibly producing such broad variations and such

manifest disintegration in the " Free Churches " that it

is intelligible why the New Connexion prefers to remain,

with its small numbers, still isolated, rather than join

the less settled and more disorganized, although larger

and more powerful, body. If, however, the small and

isolated New Connexion shrinks from union with the " Free

Churches " because of the still larger concession to demo-

cratic and local majority principles which would be required

of it, far as it has itself gone in the same road, how can it

be supposed that, for the sake of securing the accession to

itself of the very small body of New Connexion adherents,

the great and peaceful Wesleyan Connexion, with its

organization but lately revised and now so complete in its

compass and its working, would consent to violate the inte-

grity of its organization, to abandon its most characteristic

principles, and to make full surrender and do public

obeisance to the New Connexion ? All considerations that

can influence an historical Church—considerations of policy

and principle, considerations of human credit and expediency,

and of the highest Church efficiency in relation both to

doctrine and discipline—combine to negative the proposal.
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The question of union between Wesleyan-Methodism and

the two revivalistic offshoots of Methodism, the "Primitives"

and the " Bible Christians," is one which has not as yet

been very seriously pressed, one indeed which the most

practical among the leaders of the Primitives have dis-

countenanced. The account already given is sufficient to

suggest the reasons why this is the case. Of the two bodies

the difficulty, on some accounts, would, in respect of disci-

pline and organization, be less in regard to the " Bible

Christians" than the other Church. But the extent to

which the pastoral principle is in abeyance in both these

bodies would of itself be sufficient to render union imprac-

ticable. There are also educational standards and conditions,

as related to the ministry and all that ought to surround it,

which in a question of organic union between Wesleyan-

Methodism and other Methodist bodies cannot be ignored.

The want of pastoral influence and prerogative has indeed

been the great defect of the " Primitives," felt more and

more as the body increased in numbers, and it may be

anticipated that the same want will be felt increasingly

among the " Bible Christians "' as their denomination in-

creases in numbers. Six-and-thirty years ago it fell upon

me to defend the principles of Wesleyan-Methodism, during

our great agitation, from the attacks, delivered at that

convenient season, of writers who represented the then

existing Methodist secessions, including one New Connexion

divine with whom I was some 3'ears afterwards, and till his

death, on the friendliest terms, and in whose pulpit I have

preached. This gentleman, whose name I shall not mention,

referred in a certain publication to the increase of the Primi-

tive Methodists as neutralising my argument, or one of my
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arguments, on behalf ofWesleyan-JNIethodism. I shall venture

to quote my words in reply to him, because they are as

applicable to-day as they were six-and-thirty years ago, and

because they will serve to illustrate the point I have just

touched upon. The following then were my words in 1851 :

" I reply that the simple reason why I made no reference

in my essay to the numerical statistics of the ' Primitive

Methodists ' was, that I had no controversy with them what-

ever. They have ever conducted themselves (as a whole)

peaceably and kindly towards the old body. It has not

been their wont to mingle with hostile intent in the contro-

versies which have agitated our community. We wish

them, then, Grod-speed. We do not attempt to criticise

their Church-organization and discipline, since they are

content to leave ours unassailed. We would labour together

harmoniously in the j&eld of the world; and we wish our

own chief care, as that of the Primitive Methodists, ever to

be, not to be the apostles of what is called ' ecclesiastical

and political progress,' not to dispute about forms of govern-

ment and unprofitable niceties of religious polity, but to

' seek and to save that which is lost.'

" The Primitive Methodists have largely increased. We
thank God for it. But what is the reason of their increase ?

Not the excellence of their polity, but the zeal and labours

of their Preachers and members, and the singleness of pur-

pose with which they have so perseveringly laboured. . . ,

'' Notwithstanding, however, the great real success of the

Primitive ]Methodists, their success is, after all, considerably

greater in appearance than in reality. Had their discipline

been stricter, and their standard of requirement for member-

ship in all respects higher, their numbers, I cannot but

19
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.

think, would have been less, but, at the same time, their

real influence for good greater and more permanent. With

the unquestionable good which they effect, there is ordi-

narily mixed a considerable alloy of evil. In this opinion

Wesleyans proper are not singular. ... In the Jubilee

Volume of the New Connexion occurs the following remark

:

—
' Whether the Primitive Methodist Connexion is adapted

for perpetuity is a problem often propounded in conversation

by intelligent observers of the constitution and operations

of the religious sects in Great Britain. Perhaps time only

will solve the problem.' " *

Such were my frank words at that time, words which, I

venture to think, the generation that has passed since they

were written has confirmed. I never met with or heard of

a Primitive Methodist who resented these words. I have

received the greatest kindness, the most cordial respect, from

some of the leading Ministers of the Primitives during the

interval. All the real primitive Wesleyan-Methodists

highly value the labours of the secondary " Primitives," who

doubtless, in certain respects, have had not a little of the

primitive spirit. Nor is there after these thirty years any

question as to the permanence of the '' Primitives." At the

CEcumenical Methodist Conference the masterly ability, the

clear-cut thought, the tempered boldness, of several of their

Ministers, were conspicuous among all the members of that

assembly. Few abler men, or men with clearer insight into

the needs of the times, were found among the whole

assembly. And yet their Church has had to struggle of

late, and is struggling still, with the results of ill-regulated

zeal and of lax discipline. I, for my part, follow their

* Principles of Wesleyan-Methodise second edition, pp. 122-3.
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course with sympathy and admiration. But I do not see that

it would be the best or happiest thing for their body to be

organically united with the Wesleyan-Methodist Connexion
;

or that any such result is necessary in order to secure true

Christian unity, the best possible mutual feeling, and the

widest and largest results of Christian fruitfulness. Such

results, I am inclined to think, can be best promoted by

each body pursuing its own course, learning something the

while continually from the other.

I can understand, indeed, and, in certain aspects, sympathise

with, the desire for an actual union among all the Methodist

bodies, if such a union could be really effected, a thorough

union, in the sense already indicated, a union in which

Wesleyan-Methodism would lose nothing of spiritual power

or influence, would maintain and even improve upon its

present eflficiency of discipline, its Christian culture, its

peace and unity, its missionary power. I can see that the

Methodist Church would become a very numerous Church,

might exercise a large public and, if so disposed, political

influence, would before the world bulk much vaster than it

has hitherto done. But I have indicated some of the difii-

culties of the problem, which seem to me to be insurmount-

able. Nor can I regard mere numbers or bulk as in

themselves matters of the highest importance. A vast

Conference is by no means a necessary blessing. To be

choice and good, to be spiritually powerful, to set an

example to the whole Methodist family not unw^orthy to be

followed, to live in true though unostentatious union of

spirit with all that is best in the other Methodist commu-

nities, and to cultivate the kindliest relations with them

—

these ends seem to me to be more certainly right and good,
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and to be better worthy of desire and effort to attain them,

than a mere organic union under existing circumstances. I

can see no real ripeness for such a union, judging according

to the criteria which I have endeavoured to indicate.

How long is it since Methodists began to hold the view

that organic union was the true unity by means of which

the kingdom of Christ is to be advanced ? That has been

ever the doctrine of the Eoman communion, and of those

Churches which arrogate to themselves the title " Catholic,"

especially the " Anglo-Catholic " section of the Church of

England ; but it has not hitherto been the doctrine of Pro-

testant Nonconformists. Is. there any reason why the view,

which has been held so widely outside of the " Catholic
"

Churches, that Christ's work, within due limits, was best

carried on by varieties of agency and by " division of labour,"

so to speak, among different organizations, should not also

hold good as among and between the different Methodist

Churches ? Griven the common link—a very precious one,

if it be only held good and true—of experimental fellowship

among the various bodies of Methodists, are there not great

and marked distinctions and divergences in other respects

among those who own this common link, such as make

separate organizations very desirable ? Who can doubt that

there not only are, but are always likely to be, many persons

who are not able to distinguish between the sphere of

religious and of political organization, who must carry their

political instincts, sympathies, tendencies, with them into

their Church-meetings and arrangements of every descrip-

tion ? If there are such men, whether is it better, that they

should remain conflictingly mixed up in one Church with

those who distinguish sharply between ecclesiastical and
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political organizations and agencies, or that they should be

united in communities organized after their own heart ? Is

it not the fact, again, that there is another class of Method-

ists, and a very large class, who cannot endure to breathe

a political atmosphere, and to be pursued by political ideas

and aims, in connection with spiritual agencies and worship

and enterprises, and of whom many, if they could not find a

peaceable habitation in a non-political Methodist Church,

would undoubtedly retreat from the sounds of political or

quasi-political agitation, or exhortation, or insinuation, or dis-

course, or allusion, into the haven of the Church of England ?

Is it wise, by insisting on a fusion of all Methodist bodies,

to distress these peaceful and simple-hearted (perhaps at the

same time able and cultivated) experimental Christians, of

the ancient Methodist type, and to drive many of them

out of Methodism altogether ?

The existing Methodist denominations make full and, on

the whole, convenient provision for such varieties of

character, cultivation, taste, and religious tone as I have now

indicated. They make provision also for those who have

dominant revivalistic tendencies, and likewise for such a

division of labour as reaches the lowest sections of society

and the most out-of-the-way corners of the land, such a

provision as could never be accomplished by the agency of

one vast, unwieldy, and heterogeneous denomination, the

polity of which, as a united denomination, would have to be

modified in ways hitherto unexampled, modified, too, in

such a way as to give to each individual of the great

multitude a very greatly diminished opportunity of reaching

the centre of affairs, or being brought into any direct

personal relations with the great governing body.
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I may be told, indeed, that there are two cases of

Methodist fusion or union, lately carried into effect, which

afford a practical demonstration of the feasibility and

advantage of such union.

Let us examine these cases : the case of Ireland and that

of Canada. We shall find, I think, that in their conditions

they are remarkable contrasts to the problems with which

in this country we have to deal. They do not, I think,

disprove, but go to confirm, my arguments ; they are of the

nature of " exceptions " which " prove the rule."

First, then, as to the case of Ireland. The " Primitive

Wesleyans," a very different body from the Primitive

Methodists, and exceedingly small in numbers, coalesced, in

1878, with the original Connexion, itself numbering not very

many more than twenty thousand members. This " Primi-

tive " secession was formed in 1816, because the Irish Wesley-

ans, following after twenty years the English example, had

resolved that their own Societies might receive the Sacra-

ments at their own chapels and from their own Ministers,

instead of at the parish church. After the disestablishment

of the Anglo-Irish Church in 1870, this small body seemed

to find its basis dissolved. The reason of their separate

existence was discredited by the parliamentary action taken

in regard to the Church to which they had clung as a

national Church, and as a link with the State and Church

of England. The result was a strong desire on the part

of the Preachers and the leading men of the body to be

united to the Anglo-Irish Methodist Church. They ac-

cepted fully and absolutely the constitution and all the

rules and regulations—the whole discipline—of the Wes-

leyan-Methodist Church in Ireland, and were absorbed
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accordingly. This accomplished, Methodism in Ireland was

left one undivided body. The transaction was accomplished

with happy unanimity, at least in the contracting Con-

ferences, and by effective majorities throughout the Circuits.

In the completely changed circumstances of the " Primi-

tives," an Act of Parliament was obtained without difficulty

providing for the transfer of the chapels and the needful

change in the trusts. It will be seen how simple a question

this was. No principles were at stake. It is true that in

the Primitive Conference there had been no distinction

between pastor and people ; how could there be when the

Preachers had no pastoral status, and never administered the

Holy Sacraments ? There was therefore no sacrifice of

principle, when the Irish Primitives came over, in accept-

ing the pastoral distinction in the united Conference and

District Meetings of Methodism, as maintained in Ireland no

less than in England. And it was no mean result to have

regained for Ireland the absolute unity of Methodism.

Nevertheless, for this most desirable result there was a very

heavy price to pay, a price which, as actually paid out from

year to year, was found to be heavier than had been antici-

pated. There was more discontent with the arrangement

among the members of both communities, than had been

anticipated. Of the annexed community not two-thirds of

the estimated number of members—out of nearly 7,000

scarcely more than 4,000—actually came over to the united

Church. But all the Ministers, to the number of sixty,

came over, an accession which involved complex and difficult

financial operations, and which compelled the Conference

for some time to refrain from accepting any candidates for

the ministry. The chapels had all to be taken over, with
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all their debts, a very serious burden. A very large fund

had to be raised in order to meet the expense of the whole

transaction, without which the operation must have been

financially impracticable, and which has not sufficed to

prevent serious financial difficulties. I think it will be

evident that such a case affords no parallel and no en-

couragement for any suggestion of Methodist union which

might be raised in this country.

In the case of Canada the conditions were singularly

favourable for Methodist union ; and the advantages to be

gained, if the problem could be well solved, were very

great indeed. The Wesleyan-Methodist Connexion in the

Dominion was not only much the largest Methodist body,

but it stood, in its principles and organization, centrally

between somewhat widely separated extremes. In all re-

spects it held the key of the situation. There was at one

extremity—at the high pastoral and quasi-episcopal pole, so

to speak—an ancient offshoot of the ^Methodist Episcopal

Church of America, itself episcopal, and with the highly

developed pastoral prerogative of Methodism as it reigns

in the great republic ; at the other extremity there were

Societies belonging to the New Connexion, the Primitives,

and the Bible Christians. The economy of Wesleyan-

Methodism was the happy medium between the opposite

extremes. Then as to the pastoral position in the Conference,

that was not likely to cause trouble in respect of the New
Connexion or the other bodies whose Conferences in England

ignore or minimise the pastoral distinction, because, as a

matter of fact, there was in Canada no Conference belonging

to these bodies. To join the proposed union was to gain

real rights and pri^ileges ; to stand out on grounds of theory
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because of the constitution maintained in their Conferences

in England would have been an unavailing loss to them-

selves. To which it must be added that on Canadian soil

there were no polemical Methodist traditions ; that in an

entirely middle-class country, without an established Church,

like the Dominion,—as in the United States, but much

more so,—political questions are not identified with religious

and social distinctions, and do not enfibre themselves with

Church institutions, with Church organization and adminis-

tration, nor lend a bitter tone and an offensive colour to

(hurch distinctions. The question in particular as to the

pastoral office and lay rights is not an embittered question,

or one mixed up with secular politics. Moreover, the equality

and similarity of educational and social conditions strongly

favoured ecclesiastical unity and identity ; while, at the

same time, the sparseness of the population throughout the

Dominion, with the exception of the Roman Catholic city of

Montreal and two or three considerable towns besides, made

the existence of two, three, or four different forms of Method-

ism in the same place peculiarly inconvenient and dis-

advantageous. All these reasons together gave special

advantages in dealing with the subject, difficult as it was

with the difficulty of complexity, and at the same time

made it worth every effort safely and wisely to accomplish it.

To secure one united and powerful Methodism, a Methodism

founded on well-balanced principles, and animated by a

peaceful and kindly spirit, in a thinly peopled but grand young

empire like that of the Dominion, was worth the united efforts

of the best men in all the various Methodist communities.

The successful result has been a great achievement. It is true

that there has been some friction, but certainly not more
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than might have been expected. All our sympathies will

go along with the united Methodism of the new Dominion.*

As respects that great field and the union there accom-

plished, I may fitly quote some passages from tlie Address

of our late British Conference to the Conference of the

Dominion :

—

" We have heard with much interest of the successful ac-

complishment of the project for the union of the different

Methodist Churches of the Dominion. In a country like

yours, free from the extremes of society, and lacking the

varieties of social condition which are found in our own land,

a country also where the people are scattered over a vast

territory, and nowhere aggregated in such multitudes as to

allow of very large and varied development of Church life

and activity among separate Churches having a general

family likeness in doctrine and discipline, we cannot

wonder that the Ministers and laymen of the different

denominations could no longer recognise, as your Address

expresses it, any 'justifiable ground for separation and

rivalry.' You have no very large number of persons lifted

by their position out of easy fellowship with the masses of

the people on the one hand and no very large degraded

* This great work was accomplished at two stages. Under the

skilful guidance of Dr. Punshon, in 1873, tlie union was consummated
between the Wesleyan-Methodist Connexion and tlie small community
of New Connexion Methodists. This was accomplished without any

concession of principle on the subject of tlie pastoral prerogative of

the Minister. Rather that position was made in Canada more secure by
the conditions of the union. That first operation in the way of reunion

having been successfully accomplished, and a good precedent thereby

established, the further union of the other bodies with the Wesleyan-

Methodist Connexion, so as to constitute one Methodist Church for

the Dominion, was consummated in 1888.
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classes on the other, but a population, to a great extent,

homogeneous and largely on a level. For such a homo-

geneous population it might well seem desirable that one

Methodist Church should make spiritual provision. Moreover,

the formerly existing divisions among the Methodist bodies,

not being native to the Dominion, but imported, for the most

part, from the mother-country, seemed to have no proper

roots in your soil. Happily also the intermediate position of

the Wesleyan-Methodist Church among the different uniting

bodies offered a peculiarly favourable condition for union on the

basis of the essential principles of Wesleyan-Methodism." *

There is one point in the question of union to which in

the foregoing observations I have not adverted, namely, the

waste of power and sometimes the conflicts of feeling in

many villages and in some towns arising from the competing

presence of several different forms of Methodism. This is

an admitted difficulty, and sometimes an obvious evil. But

it is one capable of being mitigated if such a spirit as alone

can prepare the way for everything like actual union among

the different Methodist Churches rules on all sides. Cer-

tainly it is one that should not be aggravated by wanton in-

vasion of each other's spheres in the mere spirit of rivalry.

Admitting this evil, but remembering also that the sole

presence of one of the Methodist Churches might also be,

and sometimes has been or even is, an evil—for Methodist

Churches are not all everywhere and always what Methodism

ought to be : not always truly primitive either in doctrine

or discipline, not always energetic or pure, not always free

from a local endemic spirit of acrimony or from practical

antinomianism—it surely cannot be contended that, merely

* MinnUs of Conference, 1886, pp. 333-4.
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for the sake of removing this difficulty in relation to

one, and that the smallest, of the Connexional Methodist

bodies, a Church which enters very little into competition

with our own Connexion in the villages, premature action,

action not resulting from ripe and spontaneous conviction

and feeling, action which would sacrifice the cherished

principles of the most ancient and most highly honoured

Methodist Church in the world, ought to be taken.

To me it has been peculiarly painful to reopen a chapter

of controversy in regard to which, for a generation past, I

had confidently counted on having borne my final testimony.

I have been personally friendly with brethren of all the

Methodist Churches. I have preached for all the Churches,

with one exception. I have felt that there ought to be

frank goodwill both between the Churches and among the

Ministers. I was more than content that there should be

diversities of tone and tendency among them, and that,

being fully persuaded in their own minds, brethren of

different politico-ecclesiastical opinions should home together

in different Methodist communions. I rejoiced, so far as it

was maintained, in the spiritual fellowship which was the

common link of special sympathy between them. I lamented

only that it was not maintained with primitive fidelity every-

where, and especially when I learned that in some " Method-

ist " local " Churches," and even in some whole Circuits,

the usage was not only decaying, but had almost wholly

broken down, was, in fact, given up as in any sense a

necessary Church institution.

I have had the opportunity of showing practically how

willing I am to extend the right hand of fellowship to the

members of other Methodist denominations. In 1871 we
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completed, at Westminster and Southlands Colleges, the

enlargement of our provision for training schoolmasters and

schoolmistresses. We found ourselves then in a position

to receive pupil-teachers from School Boards and to train

teachers for Board schools. We at once agreed that, ours

being, by necessary requirement of the Conference, and in

accordance with the mind of the Connexion, Methodist

colleges for training religious young people to be teachers,

we would admit all candidates for training who were members

of other Methodist Churches on equal terms with our own.

On that principle we have acted now for fifteen years. I

believe we have had pupil-teachers of all Methodist varieties

in our colleges, including one small body to which I have not

referred in this chapter. We have desired to show a friendly,

liberal, brotherly spirit, to act as the eldest branch of a

family, having a distinct but roomy home of its own, might

do to guests who are members of other branches settled in

their own domains.

And as time advances, while I hardly expect or even

desire to see only one form of Methodism for this great and

various realm of England, any more than for the wide

world, I do hope that there will be a great confederation

of Methodist Churches, combining for many great objects,

and recognising each other with the most frank and cordial

fraternity. To me this seems to be the fitter, and for old

England even the greater, ideal. At the same time, if there

is to be organic union in any measure or to any extent,

it would more naturally be accomplished first between the

New Connexion and the Free Churches, and then between

the Primitives and the Bible Christians. Three bodies

instead of five would be a great step.
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